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Ed FrawlEy

I look at people who train dogs and lump them into three main 
categories. These categories can be placed on a sliding scale.

The first category, on the left, is the group of people who beg or bribe 
their dogs to do something by offering food or a toy reward. Do not get 
me wrong, I use food and toys in training, but I also use distractions and 
corrections. These people use neither.

The problem with this group is that the dogs often choose not to 
do what is asked because they do not think the reward is worth the 
task. These dogs end up being pushy, dominant and often antisocial 
dogs. They are the dogs that are turned in to animal shelters as being 
unmanageable when in fact they act the way they do as a result of 
ineffective training.

At the other end of the scale, on the right side, is the second category of 
people. These are trainers who intimidate or force their dogs to do what 
they want. I call them the old school “yank and crank” trainers. 

They put a choke collar on a dog and force it to do everything. Many 
professional dog trainers use these methods because to them time 
is money and with enough force a dog can be trained to do about 
anything.

The problem with yank and crank trainers is the dogs seldom like their 
handlers and in fact are often afraid of them. These are the dogs that 
tuck their tails or lay on the ground when asked to do something. When 
these dogs are near their owners they do not look happy because they 
never know when the hammer is going to fall.

The problem with both of these categories of trainers is the training 
produces inconsistent results and dogs that don’t respect their owners. 
If you don’t have a good bond with your dog, or if your dog does 
not respect you as a pack leader you will never reach consistency in 
training. 

The third category of trainers is where I like people to be. These are 
the trainers that are in the middle of the two groups. They balance 
in the middle but are always prepared to move one way or the other 
depending on what’s going on at that point in time. 

The third group also uses food, toys, or praise to take a dog through 
a learning phase (where the dog actually learns the meaning of a 
command – for example “lay down”) but then they add distractions to 
the program (i.e. having the dog lay down when someone tosses a ball 
in front of the dog’s feet). If the dog is disobedient under distraction or 
does not follow directions, this group teaches a dog that they will be 
corrected for being disobedient. 

Ed Frawley’s 
Philosophy 

on dog Training
Copyright 2005

Meet  
Ed Frawley
Owner of Leerburg®  

Kennel and Video

Leerburg® Kennel and Video is owned by Ed Frawley. Ed has owned 
German Shepherds (GSD) for 45 years. Since 1978 he has bred over 
350 litters of German working bloodline GSDs. His dogs work in law 
enforcement, as S&R dogs, as competition Schutzhund dogs, and as 
family companions and protectors.

Since 1980 Ed has produced over 120 dog training videos, more than 
anyone else in the world.  If you go to the Leerburg® web site you will 
see that it is over 10,000 pages. leerburg.com

Ed has also spent hours corresponding with customers that were seeking 
training advice. If you go to our Leerburg® website you will have hours 
and hours of reading material  listed under “Training Articles” at leerburg.
com/articles.htm and “Questions & Answers” at leerburg.com/qa.htm 
that Ed has written.  
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*Check out our Web Discussion Board at:
leerburg.com/ubbthreads/

Our web discussion board has over 10,000 registered users and 
an archive of over 100,000 posts. It features over 1000 different 
topics to chose from. I t ’s  not uncommon to have 100-200 
people on the web board at the same time.  You do not have 
to be a registered member to view the posts. Between our web 
site, web discussion board, training videos, and products, we 
are a one stop training center for information on dog training.

www.leerburg.com
www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm
http://leerburg.com/qa.htm
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Ed FrawlEy
How to Build Leadership and Respect
When asked how to build a bond, gain respect, and still maintain a 
leadership role with our dogs, the answer is that we must make sure 
the dog understands that we will always be fair with him. Dogs think in 
terms of black and white. They do not understand English and for the 
most part they do not reason, they just react. 

We teach the dog that we are only going to ask him to do things he 
knows how to do. When he does something correctly we always let him 
know he is doing the right thing. This is called training with markers.

We never correct our dog for things that he has not been trained to do. 
This supports the black and white rule. We do not correct because “WE 
THINK HE KNOWS BETTER.” We only correct because we know, through 
training, that he understands a command and then refuses to do it. 

The dog must learn that we are 100% consistent in how and when we 
administer corrections. Being consistent at all times is one of the most 
important parts of being a pack leader. For example, we cannot ignore 
aggressive behavior towards guests in our house and then correct the 
dog for aggression while on walks. 

Corrections must also be administered within 1 ½ seconds of an 
infraction, not an hour after he peed on the floor. When I hear people 
say “He knows he did something wrong when I was gone,” I shake my 
head and feel sorry for the dog.

One of the most important parts of training is for the handler to learn 
to administer corrections at a level that produces harmony in the family 
pack. This means that the handler must learn when simply saying 
“NO” is enough of a correction to let the dog know that he is doing 
something wrong vs. learning when a level 10 leash correction with a 
prong collar is needed (i.e. showing aggression to a child).

Dogs Can Love You and Not Respect You
I tell people that your dog can love you and not respect you. You cannot 
love your dog into respecting you. Love and respect are two unrelated 
emotions when referring to a relationship with a dog.

When my dog shows disrespect I increase the pressure I put on the 
dog. This means I work the dog harder and control his free time until 
he shows me the respect that I demand. A pack leader controls the lives 
of pack members. 

New dog trainers need to remember that a dog learns through 
repetition. It takes 30 repetitions for a dog to learn a new command. 
Trainers are often guilty of thinking their dog understands them when 
in fact they have not repeated an exercise often enough for a dog to 
completely understand that exercise. This results in problems because 
the owners start to unjustly correct for something the dog does not 
fully understand. This breaks the black and white rule.

Most Trainers are too Passive
With this said, most new trainers are too passive. This is either a result of 
their temperament or a result of being exposed to ineffective and poor 
dog training techniques. We see this frequently in training classes which 
only focus on positive training methods while ignoring distractions and 
corrections. (i.e. classes that only use clickers and head halters). 

Do not get me wrong, there is nothing wrong with clickers. I train with 
markers (rather than a clicker I use my voice and say “OK“). You can 

read the article I wrote on my web site about training with markers. 
The difference in what I do and what these ineffective obedience 
classes do is that once the dog has learned an exercise with markers I 
add distractions. I then correct the dog when the distraction becomes 
high enough to promote disobedience. This is the only way to get 
consistency in training.

On the other end of the scale we find professional dog trainers who 
take customer’s dogs in for training. The vast majority of these trainers 
use way to much force in training. I have already said “time is money” 
to these people and they can force a dog into submission a lot quicker 
than they can take it through a learning phase that uses markers. 

Thirty five to forty years ago people trained dogs almost exclusively 
with force. Read the old William Kohler books. He was the master 
of yank and crank. In recent years the pendulum has swung to the 
other end of the spectrum – now it is clickers and head halters with 
no corrections. This is wrong and is playing itself out in the dog world 
where we see an explosion of dominance and aggressive problems in 
family pets. Once again the correct place is in the middle. The difference 
between a good trainer and a great trainer is the great trainer learns the 
balance between motivation and correction.

If you study pack behavior or even herd behavior you will see that rank 
issues in the pack are often dealt with very passively but disrespect 
is dealt with very quickly and aggressively. The same thing needs to 
happen in a relationship with a dog. 

Respect-Cooperate-Try
I tell people a dog should respect me, cooperate, and try to do what 
I ask. If it does that then I can train it. This is not good behavior - it is 
expected behavior. That is a very important concept in dog training.

Many people own dogs that are disrespectful and behave badly. When 
these owners start to train their dogs and the dogs start to mind, the 
owners mistakenly think the dog is respecting them. These owners are 
often wrong. Respect comes over time and is a result of good leadership 
techniques.

People too often act like they are begging their dog to mind them. Go 
to any beginner obedience training class and you will see it. The sad 
thing is that this attitude in dog training not only produces inconsistent 
behavior, it produces behavioral problems, which often leads to a 
dangerous dog. 

When owners learn the concepts of a learning phase, a distraction 
phase, a correction phase ,and a maintenance phase, they are on the 
road to being a pack leader and they have the tools needed to train 
their dog. 

Getting out and actually working with the dog will give a trainer the 
experience needed to learn the levels of praise and correction that are 
required to get a dog to do what you want it to do.

Always remember, “most dogs prefer being followers.” Most dogs don’t 
want to be a pack leader. When dog owners learn to control the lives 
of their dogs they will become the pack leader their dogs want them 
to be. 

Ed Frawley
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www.leerburg.com
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For all dogs

Your Puppy 
8 Weeks to 
8 Months

DVD / 3 Hrs. 18 Mins.
#120-D  $35.00 

leerburg.com/120.htm

Over the years, this video has been one of our most popular training 
videos for new puppy owners. 

The first version of this tape was produced in the late 1980’s. The version 
we sell today is an updated production that was completed in 2007. 

This training video answers all the questions new puppy owners have 
concerning the care of their new puppy. Ed Frawley has been breeding 
dogs since 1978 and has produced over 350 litters of working bloodline 
German Shepherd puppies. 

Over the years Ed has been asked just about every question a new puppy 
owner can think to ask. This DVD was originally produced to be given 
to every Leerburg® Puppy Customer. The intent was to help Leerburg® 
Puppy Customers get through the first 8 months of the puppy’s life. 

Even though Leerburg® breeds German Shepherds, this new training 
video is not just a German Shepherd training tape. It is an all-breed 
video. “Your Puppy 8 Weeks to 8 Months” is sold to breeders all over the 
world who breed many different kinds of dogs. These breeders then 
give the video to their puppy customers. If you are a dog breeder, call 
or e-mail us for dealer pricing on this video.

Topics in this DVD on puppy training:
-Introduction   -The Target Command
-House Training  -Training the Yuck Command
-Housebreaking a Puppy - Dealing with Puppies
 and Dog Crates   that Bite
-Dog Containment Systems -Healthcare for Your Puppy

-Pups in the House  -Heat Cycles in Females
-Socializing   -Grooming Your Puppy
-Exercise for Your Pup  -Behavioral Problems
-Feeding Your Puppy  -Kids & Puppies
-Obedience Training Puppies -Raising Two Pups at 
-Communication Between   One Time
 You & Your Dog  -Cats & Dogs
-Marker Training  -The Car
-Where To Go From Here
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Ed Frawley, owner of Leerburg® Video Productions

eBook / 165 pages
#3100E $12.00 

leerburg.com/housetrainingebook.htm

One of the most common reasons that people give up their pets 
are house training problems. There are so many ‘old wives tails’ out 
there that are nothing but the wrong ways to house train a dog. I 
have owned and bred over 350 litters of German Shepherds, and have 
trained many dogs. This translates into a lot of experience in house 
training. If you need a game plan for how to approach and solve you 
house training problems you need this information. eBook, 165 pages.

Save 15% 

Common Sense Solutions to 
House Training Problems

A Leerburg® Electronic Book

eBook By Ed Frawley

Buy Your Puppy 8 Weeks to 8 Months DVD AND
Common Sense Solutions to House Training Problems eBook

#4001   $40.00 

Best 
Seller

eBook

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/120.htm
http://leerburg.com/120.htm
http://leerburg.com/120.htm
http://leerburg.com/housetrainingebook.htm
http://leerburg.com/housetrainingebook.htm
http://leerburg.com/housetrainingebook.htm
http://leerburg.com/housetrainingebook.htm


SAVE 10% when you purchase Establishing 
Pack Structure with the Family Pet DVD AND 
the Your Puppy 8 Weeks to 8 Months OR the 

Basic Dog Obedience DVD together
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For all dogsFor all dogs

Establishing 
Pack Structure 

with the 
Family Pet

DVD / 4 Hrs.
#308-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/308.htm

New pet owners are often told the road to a calm, submissive dog is to 
attend obedience classes and socialize their dog. We don’t agree with 
this, in fact we think it’s bad information. 

All dogs are pack animals. Every breed of dog is hard wired with genetic 
pack instincts.  The smallest Chihuahua to the largest Great Dane wants 
to live in a dog pack. They also genetically want to establish leadership 
and rank within their pack. 

The road to a calm submissive dog is to first establish pack structure 
and leadership. Once leadership has been determined a dog can then 
be obedience trained. 

I get hundreds of emails every week from people who have behavioral 
problems with their dogs. 99% of these problems are a direct result of 
owners who have failed to established pack structure with their dogs. 

Establishing pack structure means teaching the dog that he now lives 
in your family pack and that you are his pack leader. This process also 
teaches the dog that YOU have rules that he must live by. Once a dog 
accepts your leadership and your rules he becomes a calm, happy 
dog.  

When a dog accepts a pack leader he is also more willing to listen and 
follow directions during obedience training. 

This DVD will teach the way I establish pack structure with a new dog 
when I bring it into my home. The goal of my training is to establish 
leadership and still allow the dog to maintain his dignity. When I 
introduce my rules I do so in ways that create a level of communication 
and respect.

The information I show is based on my 45 years of experience in training 
dogs, breeding over 350 litters of German Shepherds, competing in 
various dog sports, and working as a police K9 handler for 10 years. I 
have established leadership with more tough, dangerous dogs than I 
can remember. During this work I have never been badly bitten or even 
hurt by a dog. 

I like to remind people that hundreds of thousands of dogs with 
behavioral problems go through obedience classes every year in this 
country. The vast majority of these dogs come out of class with the 
exact same problem they had when they started training. The reason 
for this is that most obedience classes teach exercises (i.e. come, sit, stay, 
and down) and they ignore pack structure training. 

Teaching obedience first puts the cart before the horse.  Once a 
respectful relationship has been established you have an atmosphere of 
trust and respect that provides a platform to start obedience training. 

The reason we have so many humane societies full of dogs, so many dog 
bites, so many behavioral problems, and so many dog fights is because 
owners do not established pack structure and leadership. 

The bottom line in all of this work is that in essence you are going to 
learn to speak and live “DOG.” You are not teaching the dog anything 
he does not already know. All you are doing is showing the dog that 
you understand his language and expect him to respect you and live 
by your rules. 

When we establish a meaningful bond with our dog we will both wake 
up everyday wanting to spend time together. Do not ever underestimate 
the happiness this kind of relationship can bring to your life.

Many people would think this was a cute, 
safe situation – it is not. This is not a happy dog.

Dog owners should establish pack structure 
before OBEDIENCE TRAINING their dogs.

New! New!

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/308.htm
http://leerburg.com/308.htm
http://leerburg.com/308.htm


SAVE 10% when you purchase 
the Basic Dog Obedience DVD AND the 

Establishing Pack Structure with the 
Family Pet DVD together
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For all dogs

Basic Dog 
Obedience

DVD / 4 Hrs.
#302-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/302.htm

The goal of this video is to teach people how to train their own dog to 
become a well mannered family pet. Our DVD was last updated in early 
2007. It was originally produced in 1982 and has gone through a number 
of updates. With each release, it gets better and better. 

The problem with taking your dog to obedience class is that the dog is 
expected to learn new commands under extreme distraction (i.e. when 
it is surrounded by 10 or 20 other dogs). This is not the correct way to 
train a dog. In fact, it’s totally unfair to the dog.

There are four phases to dog training:
            1. The Learning Phase
            2. The Correction Phase
            3. The Proofing Phase
            4. The Maintenance Phase

In the learning phase new commands should be introduced in a 
distraction free environment; like your kitchen or your back yard or an 
environment that the dog is used to living in.   

We teach new commands through positive motivation. During this 
phase we never correct the dog for not performing the command. It 
would be unfair to give a correction during this phase because the dog 
has not yet learned the meaning of the command. 

When the dog has learned a command but then refuses to do it, it is 
time to move into the correction phase of training. This is where the dog 
learns that if it does not do what it is told to do, it will get a correction.  
Every dog is different; our video shows how to determine when to give 
corrections and what level of correction to give different dogs.

When the dog consistently performs obedience commands at home, 
it is ready for the distraction or proofing stage of training. During this 
phase we teach the dog that it must mind no matter where it is or what 
is going on around it. This means it must follow your commands when 
people come to your house, when other dogs are around, when on a 
walk, or when playing with toys.

Dog training never ends. It is in the maintenance phase of training that 
our dogs learn that we are always constant in our expectations. We show 
him that we always expect him to follow our commands.

Our DVD will teach you how to train the basic commands of Sit, Down, 
Come, Stay, Heel, and go to your place.

I do not recommend organized obedience classes until a dog reaches 
the distraction phase of its training.  By this point obedience classes are 
fun. How else could you get 20 friends and their dogs together to help 
proof your dog’s obedience commands?

There are 3 concepts in dog training that new trainers must understand 
before they begin to work with their dog:

1. How to break a command down into small component parts that your 
dog can understand.

2. How to effectively praise your dog. This video will teach you how 
and when to praise.  You will learn what happens when you praise too 
much or to little.

3. How to administer a proper correction for your dog’s temperament. 
You also will learn when to correct, and just as important, when not to 
correct your dog.  I also explain what to do when you make a mistake 
and correct too hard, or what to do when you correct at the wrong 
time.

The training concepts in this video are broken down into step by step 
increments that even young children can understand. For further 
information on this DVD please view our web page at leerburg.com/302.htm.

We strongly recommend people establish pack structure before they 
begin formal obedience training. If you are a new dog owner your goal 
should be to create a calm submissive dog. This road to accomplishing 
this is explained in our DVD titled ESTABLISHING PACK STRUCUTRE 
WITH THE FAMILY DOG. That’ is why we recommend that new 
dogs owners get both Basic Obedience and our Establishing Pack 
Structure DVD.  

This video pertains to all breeds

Best 
Seller

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/302.htm
http://leerburg.com/302.htm
http://leerburg.com/302.htm


SAVE OVER 10% when you purchase 
Dealing with Dominant & Aggressive 

Dogs DVD AND  Remote Collar Training 
for the Pet Owner DVD together
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For all dogs

Dealing with 
Dominant & 
Aggressive 

Dogs
DVD / 3 Hrs. 30 Mins.

#301-D  $49.00
leerburg.com/301.htm

Leerburg®
Dominant Dog 

Collars
Available in Neck Sizes 8” - 27”

  
      in one inch increments #746A $ 14.50

http://leerburg.com/746.htm

This collar is designed specifically to deal with handler aggressive 
or dog aggressive dogs. If you have a problem with aggressive or 
dominant dogs I would recommend that you read my article section at 
leerburg.com/dominantdogs.htm.

Weighted Vest 
and 

Collar

This weighted vest and collar was originally designed to develop and 
build a dog’s muscles. However, a tired dog is not an aggressive or 
dominant dog. Each comes with weights that you can add or remove 
as needed. Each weight has a separate pocket with its own heavy-duty 
zipper. (Featured in video 301-D)

While I have seen a number of books that define dominance, I have 
never seen a book, much less a DVD, that trains people how to properly 
deal with or train dominant dogs. If your dog is growling at you, your 
family members, your friends, or visitors to your home then you need 
to take steps to control this aggression. 

Every year hundreds of thousands of dogs go through obedience 
classes. The majority of dominant dogs that go through these classes 
come out just as dominant as before they started. The reason for this 
is that instructors and owners do not address issues of pack drive and 
rank within the pack.

Our DVD was produced to help people analyze their dog’s aggression 
problems. I then provide information to help owners solve these problems. 

The vast majority of local dog behaviorists are unqualified to offer 
advice on dog aggression or dominance. Many think the solution 
to dominance and aggression is through positive motivation. These 
people are almost always wrong. The solution is always through respect 
and leadership. 

This DVD provides enough information to help dog owners either 
solve these problems themselves or be in a position to determine if 
a local individual is qualified to assist in their dominant or aggressive 
dog problems.

This DVD covers:
    1. The types of dominance and the triggers that cause a  dog to  
     display this dominance  
    2. Recognizing the signs of dominance 
    3. Living with and training a dominant dog
    4. Problem solving
    5. Picking a behaviorist

If your dog is becoming animal aggressive and you want to learn how 
to live with and control an aggressive dog this DVD will help you.

Uses 1 lb. Weights
8 lb. Medium Vest 27” - 34” Girth #792-2 $ 69.95
10 lb. Large Vest 34” - 38” Girth #792-3 $ 79.95
5 lb. Collar Fits Most Dogs #798 $ 39.95
1 lb. Extra Weight #792W $ 3.00

Uses 1/2 lb. Weights
4 lb. Small Vest 22” -27” Girth #792-1 $ 59.95
1/2 lb. Extra Weight #792W-1 $ 3.00

http://leerburg.com/792.htm

Best 
Seller

www.leerburg.com
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For all dogs

7

How to Raise a 
Working Puppy

DVD / 1 Hr. 15 Mins.
117-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/117.htm

There is a big difference between how one should raise a working puppy 
and how pet owners raise their pets. Working puppies are expected to 
look at their world with more self confidence.

It does not make any difference if you are raising a Schutzhund puppy, 
a police service dog puppy, a puppy for personal protection work, 
or a puppy for competition obedience or agility. They can all benefit 
by making some simple changes in how they are brought up and 
handled.

This is not a bite training video. It is a video teaching people how we 
raise our personal pups here at Leerburg®. Cindy Rhodes, my partner and 
kennel manager, has raised more working puppies than anyone I know. I 
also have bred more working puppies than anyone I know. We have put 
our heads together to come up with a program that will benefit anyone 
interested in raising working puppies. I have 45 years and Cindy has over 
30 years of experience raising and training dogs. This video allows you 
to benefit from our experience.

In this video we outline in a step-by-step manner how to socialize, 
imprint, and prepare your puppy for his or her working career. This is a 
common sense approach that anyone can do.

The key to raising a successful working puppy is to have a plan and 
make the best use of the time you spend with your dog.  An example 
of this is: one can take their pup for a walk and have it just be exercised; 
or one can take their pup for a walk and make it an experience in which 
the pup gets  exercise, along with a chance to learn MARKERS and be 
introduced to environments that provide a small level of stress for the 
pup to learn to work through. 

To help you form that plan this dog training DVD deals with the 
following topics:

1. Should the working pup be a house dog or a kennel dog?

2. How to manage and neutralize a working pup to training collars.

3. How we teach a working puppy that a vehicle is going to be a big 
part of its working career.

4. How a working puppy has to learn to be neutral to other dogs. We 
explain the protocol in how we approach this process.

5. How we socialize, or we say “neutralize,” our pups to strange 
environments. 

6. One of the differences between a pet and a working puppy is that we 
are not as concerned with the manners of a working puppy. With that 
said, there are certain manners that we do consider important and we 
start work on them at a very early age.

7. It is very common for new trainers to over exercise their puppy. We 
cannot tell anyone exactly how much to exercise their pup, but we do 
talk about some of the guidelines that we take into consideration.

8. We have a section in the DVD on medical issues and a working 
puppy. It is a given that a working puppy is going to be exposed to 
more examinations by a stranger (a Vet) than the average dog. We 
believe that a little forethought at an early age goes a long way towards 
eliminating a dog getting stressed over this as an adult.

9. We have a section on games and toys. 

10. If you are raising a working puppy you are probably going to have 
a dog with a degree of drive. While this video does not show how to 
bring out that drive (my video Building Drive and Focus does that) - we 
do caution people that “JUST BECAUSE YOUR PUP CAN DO SOMETHING 
DOES NOT MEAN IT SHOULD DO SOMETHING.”

Best 
Seller

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/117.htm
http://leerburg.com/117.htm
http://leerburg.com/117.htm


SAVE OVER 10% when you purchase 
Dealing with Dominant & Aggressive 

Dogs DVD AND  Remote Collar Training 
for the Pet Owner DVD together
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For all dogsFor all dogs

Remote 
Collar 

Training for 
Pet Owners

DVD / 2 Hrs. 45 Mins.
#318-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/318.htm

Until now there has never been a well done training video that teaches 
pet owners the concepts of how to train with an electric collar. In my 
opinion the videos that come with various manufacturers collars are 
terrible. Our DVD solves this problem and is not brand specific. 

When used properly low level stimulation from a remote collar is one 
of the most humane methods ever developed to train dogs. I call it 
training with an invisible leash. There is a myth that stimulation from 
an e-collar involves pain. This is simply not true. The majority of the 
time the levels we use in training cause a sensation that gets the dogs 
attention but they do not involve any pain. 

There are a number of old school theories of how to train with a remote 
collar. I explain these methods in my DVD and then tell you why the 
methods I offer are the best I have seen in 27 years of remote collar 
training.

The goal of all dog training is to teach our dog to follow a voice 
command. My training methods teach a dog that the stimulation from 
an e-collar comes from the owner and only after the dog refuses a 
known command.

Old school trainers make a dog wear the collar for a couple of weeks to 
condition the dog to collar training. I explain a much better way.

Our DVD also explains what a dog should know before starting e-collar 
training. It explains how to determine what level of stimulation your 
dog should be trained with. Every dog is different and every situation 
is different.  I explain the concepts of using the collar and the protocol 
for taking a dog through each step or stage of this training. 

There is also a section on using a remote collar to solve some behavioral 
problems, like dog aggression.

1 Dog Unit, with pager, black #1600 NCP $ 269.99
2 Dog Unit, with pager, black #1602 NCP $ 399.99
1 Dog Unit, with pager, black, LCD #1700 NCP $ 299.99
2 Dog Unit, with pager, black, LCD #1702 NCP $ 429.99

leerburg.com/dogtra.htm

1600 Series (Low to high power)
Sporting dog unit for mild-mannered to stubborn disposition dogs.The fully-
waterproof 1600NCP is the ultimate e-collar for waterfowl hunters and their 
retrievers. Features a half-mile range, nick and constant stimulation, Dogtra’s 
patented pager/vibration mode, and rechargeable Ni-MH batteries.

1700 Series (Low to high power)
Sporting dog unit for mild-mannered to stubborn disposition dogs. Fully-
waterproof featuring Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screen with number display. 
The LCD window on the transmitter indicates the intensity level. Other features 
include LCD battery life indicator, half-mile range, long-lasting, rechargeable 
Ni-MH batteries, nick and constant stimulation, and the non-stimulating 
pager mode.

Dogtra Electric Training Collars

Our training methods work with 
ALL brands of remote collars.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/318.htm
http://leerburg.com/318.htm
http://leerburg.com/318.htm
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Building 
Drive & Focus 

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#101E-D  $65.00  

leerburg.com/101e.htm

This 2 hour DVD will help any dog trainer who wants to take their dog 
beyond Basic Dog Obedience. It teaches people how to bring their dog’s 
drive up to a genetic potential. The work in this DVD also develops a 
relationship of trust and respect between the dog and handler. When a 
dog is able to be placed in high-drive we then teach it how to focus and 
concentrate under distraction and yet still maintain drive. 

Dogs must learn to remain in high-drive and concentrate for 15 minutes 
if they are going to do well in Obedience, Agility or Schutzhund 
competitions. We show how to teach a dog that the heel, sit, and down 
exercises are drive exercises and not compulsion exercises.

Bernhard Flinks is one of Germany’s top Schutzhund and Police K-9 
competitors. He has been in the German Bundesseiger Prufung (the 
German National Schutzhund Championships) six times. On three 
of those occasions he had the highest scoring protection dog in the 
competition. In his 4th Bundesseiger Prufung he had the second highest 
scoring dog in protection. In 2002 he finished 13th with his dog Itor.

Bernhard is known in Germany for his ability to train dogs to work in 
high drive and bite with deep, full, calm grips. He is considered a master 
of grip training.

This video shows the foundation of prey drive development. The 
greatest part of this foundational training is that all of this work is done 
by the handler at home. 

Bernhard is one of the first sport instructors who places a great deal 
of emphasis on the relationship between the dog and its handler. His 
program teaches handlers how to build a relationship of trust and 
understanding. In his seminars he often says that this training program 
establishes a better relationship with your dog than letting the dog 
sleep in your bed at night. 

If you would like to learn more about this video please visit leerburg.
com/101e.htm.  The DVD that follows in this series is titled Preparing 
Your Dog for the Helper (leerburg.com/310.htm).

Orbee-Tuff® Ball on Rope

Ball Clip
(made to hold an Orbee-Tuff® Ball)

This is the perfect soft, rubber ball on a string. It does not have a bell 
inside for the dog to accidently swallow. In training, in order to build 
drive, it is important not to use a hard rubber ball on a string. A hard ball 
can actually reduce drive if you accidently hit the dog in the head as you 
work the dog. Trainers should never use tennis balls because their dog’s 
saliva combines with the glue in the cover of the ball and decays the 
tooth enamel. If you are going to train using the Bernhard Flinks method 
to build drive you will need a ball on a string. Colors may vary.

20 Ft. Cotton Training Leash

If you are going to train using the Bernhard Flinks method of building drive 
you will need this 20 foot cotton web line. I like a cotton line much better 
than nylon for this work, it is much easier on your hands. Colors may vary.

Ball Clip #894-1 $ 12.00
leerburg.com/894.htm

This ball clip is made of metal. It is used when you are doing focus and 
drive training. By clipping the ball to the ball clip around your neck, it 
allows to have your hands free and lets the dog focus on the ball and 
the handler’s face, rather than their hands. Used by Bernard Flinks during 
Leerburg® seminars.

Small Orbee Ball 2” #788-1 $ 8.99
Medium Orbee Ball 3” #788-2 $ 12.99
Large Orbee Ball 4” #788-3 $ 16.49

leerburg.com/788.htm

20 Ft. Cotton Training Leash #729 $ 16.00
leerburg.com/729.htm

Best 
Seller

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/101e.htm
http://leerburg.com/101e.htm
http://leerburg.com/101e.htm
http://leerburg.com/101e.htm
http://leerburg.com/101e.htm
http://leerburg.com/310.htm
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Preparing Your Dog 
for the Helper

“The Foundation of 
Grip Training”

DVD / 4 Hrs. 
#310-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/310.htm

This is the training video that follows “Building Drive and Focus.” This 
video teaches the handler how to prepare a dog to start protection work 
on a helper. Over the years trainers have been led to believe that they 
needed an experienced training helper to teach a dog the foundation 
of bite development. This was not accurate.

While we will always need good helpers, Bernhard Flinks is changing the 
way we look at bite development. He is teaching trainers that through 
proper play and drive building exercises we don’t need to introduce our 
young dogs to a helper until they are 10 or 12 months old. This 4 hour 
DVD covers that training in detail.

Bernhard shows people (through a step-by-step training program) how 
to work with their own dogs at home or at their training club. If you work 
your dog for 1 1/2 to 2 minutes, two or three times a day, trainers can 
establish the foundation and technique of gripping, biting, carrying, 
and outing. 

The foundation of all Schutzhund bite work is a full calm grip. No one 
gets full points in Schutzhund unless their dog demonstrates a full calm 
grip. Bernhard is known in Germany as a master of GRIP TRAINING. He 
has been in the Bundessieger Prufung 6 times with three different dogs. 
He had the highest protection score three times, the second highest one 

Many trainers feel that a forced retrieve is the only way to obtain a 

consistent retrieve. This is not the case. Bernhard Flinks has a great 

program to teach a motivational retrieve. His methods work with dogs 

that have good prey drive. This training video covers a step by step 

training program that everyone can use on their dogs. If you care about 

the relationship you have with your dog you will train the motivational 

retrieve. You can always resort to force if need be.

I went to Bernhard’s kennel in northern Germany to film this video. That 

video footage was combined with footage from 5 training seminars that 

I filmed here in the United States.

We have had excellent reviews from the people who have purchased 

this video. It has opened the eyes of a lot of sport trainers all over the 

world.  Even though I have produced a Forced Retrieve video, I am not 

a fan of force training.

Training the 
Motivational Retrieve

DVD / 1 Hr. 40 Mins. 
#106-D  $50.00

leerburg.com/106.htm

time and SG twice (but with perfect grips on his current dog, Itor). No 
one is better at grip development than Bernhard Flinks.

The goal of this training video is to teach grip work. Some of the 
segments of this video are:

1. Teaching the dog to STRIKE the prey item. 

2. Teaching the dog to carry and hold the prey item without mouthing.

3. Teaching the dog to run in a circle without mouthing. 

4. Teaching the dog to come into our arms and stand calmly without 
mouthing. 

5. Teaching the dog to have a firm hold on the prey item. 

6. Teaching the dog to OUT the prey item in a manner that does not 
promote chewing. 

7. Teach the dogs to learn the technique of the escape, attack and 
courage test without mouthing.

If you would like to see a detailed outline of what’s in this video, please 
view my web at:  leerburg.com/310.htm.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/310.htm
http://leerburg.com/310.htm
http://leerburg.com/310.htm
http://leerburg.com/106.htm
http://leerburg.com/106.htm
http://leerburg.com/106.htm
 http://leerburg.com/310.htm
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Whelping Puppies and 
Their First 8 Weeks

DVD / 1 Hr. 45 Mins.
#118-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/118.htm
This video explains how to prepare and assist a bitch in whelping a 
litter of puppies. There is extensive video of females whelping pups. It 
tells the breeder exactly what needs to be done during the birth and 
throughout the first 8 weeks of a pup’s life. Ed Frawley (the owner of 
Leerburg Kennel) has been breeding German Shepherds since 1978. He 
has bred over 350 litters. You will benefit from the practical experience 
he has gained in whelping this many litters.

The video takes you through the trials of dealing with sick puppies. It 
shows exactly how to tube feed a weak puppy and provides a medical 
program to follow for the entire litter.

As puppies go from day one to 8 weeks of age, they go through a series 
of changes or stages of development. The video is divided into weekly 
segments. We explain the added responsibilities of the breeder as the 
pups approach and go through the weaning process. There is a list of  
“Dos and Don’ts” to raising a healthy litter to 8 weeks of age. 

If you thought breeding dogs was a simple matter you may change 
your mind after watching this video. We constantly have people tell us 
that they watch this video before, during, and after a litter is whelped. 
The concepts that are explained in this video can be applied to every 
breed of dog. Please view our web site and read the testimonials from 
the people who have used the video.

This DVD shows how we collect a stud dog’s semen and immediately 
inseminate one of our females at our kennel. This DVD does not show 
breeders how to handle chilled or frozen semen.

This DVD is divided into a number of sections. They are:
1. The equipment needed to do an artificial insemination
2. How to look at and read vaginal smears in your kennel
3. How to collect a stud dog’s semen
4. How to handle the semen once it has been collected
5. How to insert the catheter
6. How to inseminate the female
7. How to handle the female after the insemination
8. How to clean and sterilize the insemination equipment 

How to Artificially 
Inseminate Your Dogs

DVD / 1 Hr.
#127-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/127.htm

Artificial 
Insemination Kit

A.I. Kit - 3 Cycles/Small Breed #1074-1 $ 18.00
A.I. Kit - 2 Cycles/Med-Lg Breed #1074-2 $ 15.00
A.I. Kit - 3 Cycles/Med-Lg Breed #1074-3 $ 20.00

leerburg.com/1074.htm

3 Cycle Small Breed
 A.I. Kit Includes:
• 6 Gloves 
• 1 Tube of Lubrication 
• 3 Insemination Tubes 
• 6 End Cones 
• 3 Centrifuge Tubes 
• 3 Docking Rings 
• 3 - 20cc Syrings 

2 Cycle Medium to Large 
Breed A.I. Kit Includes:
• 4 Gloves 
• 1 Tube of Lubrication 
• 2 Insemination Tubes 
• 4 End Cones 
• 2 Centrifuge Tubes 
• 2 Docking Rings 
• 2 - 20cc Syrings 

3 Cycle Medium to Large 
Breed A.I. Kit Includes:
• 6 Gloves 
• 1 Tube of Lubrication 
• 3 Insemination Tubes 
• 6 End Cones 
• 3 Centrifuge Tubes 
• 3 Docking Rings 
• 3 - 20cc Syrings 

Puppy Tube Feeding Kit #1121 $ 4.50
leerburg.com/1121.htm

Puppy Tube 
Feeding Kit

Kit includes 1 syringe and 1 feeding tube. Feeding tube is 16” long and 3/32” 
outside diameter with closed, rounded tip with 2 side port ‘eyes.’ 35cc Syringe. 

We strongly recommend that you purchase our AI DVD if you are not familiar 
with performing artificial insemination.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/118.htm
http://leerburg.com/118.htm
http://leerburg.com/118.htm
http://leerburg.com/127.htm
http://leerburg.com/127.htm
http://leerburg.com/127.htm
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Training Police 
Service Dogs

Bark & 
Hold 

Training 
for Police 

Service 
Dogs

DVD / 1 Hr. 40 Mins.
#104-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/104.htm

This video assumes the viewer understands the basics of bite training. 
If you have never trained a protection dog, we recommend you first 
purchase our video series on bite development: “The First Steps of Bite 
Training” and “The First Steps of Defense.”

Many police departments waste THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS in officer 
training time with dogs that never should have been selected as a Patrol 
Dog. Our video on “Training a Police Service Dog” shows how to test a 
dog to determine if it has the necessary drive to do police work.

Some dogs make excellent personal protection dogs, but are not 
good enough for police work. We show exactly where to draw the line 
between a Personal Protection Dog and a Police Service Dog.

The majority of accidental training bites are caused from equipment 
failure or handler errors. Our video shows what equipment to use. We 
include an excellent section on leash handling during bite training.

We show how to train a dog to target its bite to the entire body starting 
with leg bites, then leg to arm transfers, arm to leg transfers, and finally, 
back and shoulder bites.

Police dogs are often sent off leash, so we show how to put “off leash 
control” into the dogs. Off leash control is a must for every department 
that wants to eliminate accidental bites. 

We show how to train a K-9 to work a traffic stop. The dog must learn 
when he can and cannot leave the car.

This video has detailed sections on blind work, field searches, and 
building searches. Building searches are one of the most hazardous duty 
assignments a K-9 officer is required to perform. Our training methods 
focus on officer survival.
 
This video does not deal with training a police dog to track. If you have 
an interest in training service dogs to track you should refer to the 3 
training videos (205, 207, 208) that I have done with the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police (RCMP). The RCMP has the best tracking dogs in the 
world. These videos will show how they catch 95% of the suspects they 
track in rural areas.

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#123-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/123.htm

Training a police dog the bark & hold (B&H) is very different from training 
a sport dog the B&H. Most service dogs come from the ranks of sport 
dogs. They must quickly change their view of the helper from  someone 
that is a prey object, to someone who is a fighting partner. Trainers do 
not have months to accomplish this, in most cases it must be done in 
weeks. 

This requires different training methods and a different attitude toward 
barking. No longer does the dog sit closely to the helper barking in a 
challenging manner, hoping to make the helper flee so he can get a 
bite. Rather, the dog stands back 2 or 3 meters (because he realizes the 
suspect can hurt him) and he barks to notify his handler that he has 
found the suspect.

A police dog must now view the helper as a fighting partner and not the 
motor behind his prey item or his sleeve. The bark and hold for a police 
dog must come from fight drive.

Fight drive is an inherited characteristic. It is not something that can 
be trained into a dog. Fight drive is often confused as defense. It is not 
defense.  A dog becomes defensive when it is put in a situation where it 
is concerned for its own safety. Dogs are not comfortable when they are 
working in defense. Fight drive on the other hand is based on experience 
and self confidence. When a dog is working in fight drive he is confident 
of his ability to dominate the suspect under every circumstance and in 
every environment. In this video there is an extensive section dealing 
with fight drive work, on green dogs and experienced dogs.

The thing that surprises conventional trainers is the decoy work for 
this method of bark & hold training. It is easier and it makes a lot more 
sense than what most people are used to. Our video explains the decoy 
work in detail.

Dogs that work in fight drive rather than prey drive are a lot easier for 
the handlers to control. This video shows how to get a serious bark and 
hold out of a genetically correct dog. The video is a must for every K-9 
handler and sport trainer that wants to train a more serious dog.

If you would like to learn more about the B&H for Police Service Dogs, 
visit my web site http://leerburg.com. I have written several excellent 
articles on the drives of protection training and the bark & hold for police 
service dogs. You will also find articles on training police tracking dogs.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/104.htm
http://leerburg.com/104.htm
http://leerburg.com/104.htm
http://leerburg.com/123.htm
http://leerburg.com/123.htm
http://leerburg.com/123.htm
http://leerburg.com
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Muzzle Fighting for 
Police Service Dogs

Tactical Training with 
Police Service Dogs

Our training video deals with “Muzzle Fighting” for police service dogs.  
Working in muzzle is one of the least understood exercises in protection 
work. The video takes the viewer step by step through muzzle fighting. 

The reason we chose the term “MUZZLE FIGHTING” is because there is a 
real difference between what we show in this video, and what happens 
when someone  just throws a muzzle on a dog and sends him after a 
helper without a sleeve. If a dog is genetically capable of muzzle fighting 
we will show you how to train it to use its body to go out and knock the 
snot out of someone. 

The goal of this video is to train a dog in muzzle to alert on a passive 
suspect located some distance from his  handler. If that suspect tries 
to fight or flee, the dog is to physically fight the man by punching him 
center mass with his body. Training a dog to indicate on a suspect that 
is running away from him, stimulating him, or agitating him is easy. 
Training a dog to indicate on a man standing still,  or a man laying 
quietly on the ground is another matter all together.

This video  explores the various muzzles on the market.  It shows 
exactly what a dog must be doing in bite work before it is ready to be  
introduced to muzzle fighting. We go through all of the training steps 
for muzzle and show examples of what happens to dogs when they get 
ahead of themselves in training.

We also show what happens to dogs that are not genetically capable of 
doing this work. We go through the training steps for bark and hold in 
muzzle, and we show you how to set up scenarios in muzzle, that fit your 
needs. This video is also ideal for the helper,  because too many times 
people ask friends or other officers to help them with their muzzle work. 
Too often this creates problems.

Good muzzle training adds “fight drive” to a dog. It teaches the dog to 
work center mass on a helper’s body and not focus on sleeves and other 
equipment. Sport dog trainers can learn a lot about improving their 
dogs through this aspect of police work. Teaching a sport dog to do bark 
and hold in muzzle really produces flashy SCHUTZHUND dogs. 

Training a police service dog in the muzzle is a must for K-9 officers that 
wish to work the street with a dog.

DVD / 1 Hr. 20 Mins.
#121-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/121.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 40 Mins.
#111-D  $49.00

leerburg.com/111.htm

Police K-9 training programs need to simulate actual street situations. In 
this video we set up a number of common scenarios that have actually 
happened with K-9 Teams. We show what happens when the average 
Police Service Dog is placed in these situations. We recommend several 
changes to training programs that will compensate for past mistakes. 
You will see how these changes result in a safer situation for the officers 
and their dogs.

When a K-9 Handler responds to a call with outside officers who have 
never worked with police dogs, the handler must be familiar with 
the procedure to control the situation. In this video we explain how 
to organize a search team. We explain how to brief the team on each 
member’s responsibilities. You will see several excellent searches and 
you will also see what can happen when a K-9 search goes bad.

Safe gun handling reaches a new dimension when a dog is added. 
Working a dog under friendly fire, handler fire and shots fired by the 
suspect are all covered in detail. We show how dangerous a dog can 
be to his own handler and other officers if it is aggressive to gun fire. 
We also show how to train a dog not to be aggressive to gun fire. Arrest 
procedures with a dog are covered in detail.

DVD / 1 Hr.
#209-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/209.htm

This 1 hour video is on the Police WPO Trials. These competitions consist 
of 3 different phases: Tracking, Obedience, an Apprehension. This video 
shows all 3 phases.

The WPO is an internationaly recognized police dog exam and is only 
open to working Police K-9 handlers with their street police dogs.

The WPO Trials
International Police Service Dog Competitions

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/121.htm
http://leerburg.com/121.htm
http://leerburg.com/121.htm
http://leerburg.com/111.htm
http://leerburg.com/111.htm
http://leerburg.com/111.htm
http://leerburg.com/209.htm
http://leerburg.com/209.htm
http://leerburg.com/209.htm
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Training Building Search
for Police K-9 Dogs

Training Off Leash 
Control with Directed 
Search for Police K-9

Training 
Narcotic 

Detection 
Dogs

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#122-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/122.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 30 Mins.
#125-D  $50.00

leerburg.com/125.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 45 Mins.
#109-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/109.htm

This video deals with the process of developing a police dog’s skill in 
locating criminal suspects hiding in a building.

When you watch a good service dog doing a building search he makes 
it  look easy. Believe me it is not. New officers often over estimate their 
dog’s ability to perform this skill. They fall into the “NOSE TRAP,” that is 
where a handler assumes that because his dog has a good sense of smell 
the dog will not have a problem learning a building search.

Over estimating your dog’s scenting ability is not only bad dog training, 
it could very well get you killed. This almost happened to me. What I 
cover in this video is very serious training for police K-9 officers.

The video has a number of training segments. There is a short segment 
explaining what kind of temperament a dog should have for this work, 
there is a segment where a dog should be in training before starting 
Building Search training, there is a segment on the most common 
problems that dogs face when they start the training and there is a 
detailed step by step breakdown of the training. These training steps 
cover pursuits into a building, announcements by the handler, learning 
indications, off lead control and passive suspects, muzzle work and 
directed searches in a building.

This video has had excellent reviews by very experienced K-9 handlers. 
Check out our web site for more details on this video.

The directed search is one of the more important exercises that 
police K-9 handlers must teach their dog. It is used in building and 
area searches.

If a service dog is to work safely off leash it must know the directed 
search. In today’s society K-9 handlers must have complete control over 
their dogs at all times. The training program for the directed search is 
an excellent way to accomplish this goal. 

The training segments for this tape are:
 -Training the Recall under Extreme Distraction 
 -Teaching the Blind Search on a Training Field 
 -Teaching the Directed Search in a Building 
 -Drive Building Exercises for Directed Search 

This video and the building search video were done with the help of 
Kevin Sheldahl. Kevin is a full time police K-9 officer plus an International 
Police Dog Judge for WPO, PSP, and DPO. I feel he is one of the top police 
K-9 instructors in the world. Check our web site for more details.

Using a Narcotics detection dog is “the most unobtrusive method 
available to search a suspect’s vehicle, house, or belongings.” The goal 
of every narcotics dog handler should be to eliminate false indications 
by his dog (an intentional false indication could lead to violation of a 
person’s constitutional rights). This video emphasizes training techniques 

that will provide you with a dog that not only finds drugs, but also a dog 
that will not false hit on cutting agents and other odors.

This video details selection testing dogs for narcotics work. We 
demonstrate selection testing with several breeds of dogs. The video 
discusses the types of narcotics to train with and the safety measures a 
handler is required to take with the different types of drugs.

We demonstrate how to start a dog in training and how to advance him 
through his training in a step by step manner until he is ready to work 
the street. 

Training sections also include: leash handling, building the dog’s 
indications, training the dog to indicate more than one type of drug, 
training the dog OFF of cutting agents, and other scents. We discuss: 
when to use corrections and when not to, how to deal with handler 
errors in training, how to organize a search, how to read your dog during 
a search, and how to proof a dog during training. There is also a  short 
section on court testimony.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/122.htm
http://leerburg.com/122.htm
http://leerburg.com/122.htm
http://leerburg.com/125.htm
http://leerburg.com/109.htm
http://leerburg.com/109.htm
http://leerburg.com/109.htm
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The First 
Steps of Bite 

Training

Bite Training Puppies

There are areas of dog training, whether it be Police Service work, KNPV, 
Schutzhund, Personal Protection, or the Ring Sports, that require a dog 
to learn to bite people. By selecting the right pup and then imprinting 
as much bite work as possible at an early age, we end up with a much 
better adult.

The first 45 minutes of this video deals with the instincts and drives to 
look for in selecting a puppy for protection training. We show puppy 
tests that explain how to select the right pup from a litter. This video 
was filmed in Germany and America over a 5 year period. We filmed 
a German litter being tested and then went back two years later and 
filmed one of these dogs just before it got a SchH III. 

The tests indicated that dogs from this litter would all do protection 
work,  but  they would not make good obedience competitors. Our 
selection tests were 100% accurate in forecasting the temperament of 
these dogs. The dogs all did good protection work, but were stubborn 
in obedience.

For a dog to become a successful protection dog, it must have its prey 
drive developed at a young age. There is a window of opportunity that 
takes place between 8 weeks and 14 or 15 months. If the prey drive is 
not worked properly during this period, most dogs never develop to 
their full potential. This video shows how to start this process.
 
Prey drive in a puppy is simply the drive to chase, grab, and play tug of 
war with a prey item. The prey item is either a sack, a rag, or a puppy 
tug. We use the prey drive to teach the puppy skills it will need later to 
use in protection. 

During this early imprinting, we show how to teach 8 week old pups to 
grip (or bite) firm. We teach it to tolerate the stick, so it won’t look at it 
in a negative way. We teach the pup that to win its prey it must not bite 
and pull back (or tug back) but rather it must bite fuller and deeper into 
the prey. This is called a COUNTER into the prey.

All of this training  is done by the handler. I compare this to  a father 
teaching his child to fight. A father can teach his child  the basic skills 
of judo or karate and it is all done in the framework of being a game. It 
is the same thing with the handler working his own pup in prey drive. 
This video explains the information needed to teach a puppy the basic 
skills of bite work.

While this training is the foundation for protection or attack work, the 
pups are not capable of doing serious handler protection until they are 
mentally mature enough to deal with the stress of a real encounter. Most 
dogs are not mentally mature until they are 18 to 30 months old. 

After breeding over 350 litters of German Shepherds, competing in 
Schutzhund during the early and mid 1980’s, and then working a police 
K-9 for 10 years as a Deputy Sheriff, I have learned that it is absolutely 
necessary to start protection training at a very early age. The dogs that 
are started young are much better prepared to deal with the stress of 
defensive  training that takes place when they mature.

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#108-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/108.htm

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#101B-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/101-b.htm

When done properly, protection training is extremely complex. If the 
foundation for protection work is not 100% correct, it is only a matter 
of time before the dog and handler run into problems. The goal in 
producing this video was to show that a person with little or no dog 
training experience can understand how to lay this foundation.

The video begins with 6 month old dogs. It explains the drives of 
protection training. It explains how a dog’s drives are effected by 
its nerves and genetics. The viewer learns how to identify the drive 
thresholds of his or her dog, and then uses that information to develop 
a training program tailored to their specific dog.

The “helper” is the person that gets bit during protection training. In a 
perfect  world everyone would have an experienced helper to work with 
their young dogs. If that were the case we would almost all have super 
dogs. Few people are lucky enough to have a helper with any skill at all 
to work their dog.

This video shows exactly what the handler can do with their own dog to 
build a foundation for protection work.  Just as importantly, we show the 
exact spot in training where the handler has to get a helper to continue 
the bite training. So the video answers the question “How much can I 
do to train my own dog in protection training?”

This video is a must for training new helpers. It identifies the drives a dog 
works in, critical distance, and avoidance. So the new helper has a clear 
picture of exactly what their role is in the training process.

The video is organized into the following categories:
 1. Drives and Drive Thresholds
 2. How Nerves Effect Drive Thresholds
 3. How to Organize a Training Session
 4. Equipment & German Commands
 5. The Role of the Handler in Bite Training
 6. The Role of the Helper in Protection Training
 7. Setting the Prey Drive in Young Dogs
 8. The First Bite on a Sleeve
 9. Developing a Firm, Calm, Grip
 10. Recognizing & Training the Counter
 11. Contesting the Prey
 12. Training the Carry
 13. Taking the Prey Away from the Dog with the OUT
 14. Teaching the Pursuit and Targeting Off Leash
 15. Setting up a Training Session Based on Skills
 16. What can be Done with a Dog that Lacks Prey Drive

The training in this video will work with dogs of any age from 6 
months and older. 

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/108.htm
http://leerburg.com/108.htm
http://leerburg.com/108.htm
http://leerburg.com/101-b.htm
http://leerburg.com/101-b.htm
http://leerburg.com/101-b.htm
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The First 
Steps of 
Defense

 Training 
Personal 

Protection 
Dogs

For a dog to do police service work, serious personal protection work, 
or good Schutzhund work, it must have a solid foundation in defensive 
drive training. Before defensive training can take place, the dog must 
have already gone through prey bite development and it must have 
reached mental maturity. Starting defense work too young can ruin a 
dog’s working ability for life.

Defensive drive is very different from prey drive. A dog’s defensive drive 
is the drive to protect itself from a perceived threat. Prey is the drive to 
chase and capture prey.  These are two totally different concepts in the 
mind of the dog.

You can learn about prey drive development in my video titled “The 
First Steps of Bite Training” (video 101B-D) or you can view my internet 
homepage and read a number of training articles that I have written on 
this subject. This information is located at http://leerburg.com/articles.
htm.

Dogs reach mental maturity at different ages. Some as young as 16 
months, while others don’t mature until they are over 30 months old. 
The training in this video should not begin until a dog is mature enough 
to handle the stress of defensive training.

A dog is not in a comfortable situation when it is initially working in 
defense. In defensive work, the dog is being threatened and thinks it is 
about to be attacked. As a result it is stressed. We cannot put young pups 
or young adults in this position. This would be compared to expecting 
an 8 year old boy to defend his home from burglars.

Our video shows how to take a young dog through the steps of 
defensive training. This is an extremely critical phase of a dog’s training 
career. The reason for this is that there is a fine line between a dog 
defending itself, and the fight or flight response.  In protection training 
we never want to push a dog into avoidance.

For years people in this country have only trained dogs in prey drive. 
In fact, even today many dogs are still trained only in prey drive. This is 
a serious mistake if the handler ever expects that dog to do any form 
of personal protection. Dogs trained only in prey do not protect their 
handlers.

The helper work for defense can never be done by the dog’s owner. 
It must always be done by a helper that is adept at reading and 
understanding the drives and temperament of defense. If you are 
training a new helper, we recommend that your helper watch and learn 
from the video.  The information we cover is as important for the helper 
as it is for the dog.                   

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#101D-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/101-d.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 35 Mins.
#105-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/105.htm

Hidden
Sleeve

Hidden Sleeve #861 $ 95.00
leerburg.com/861.htm

For the final stages of bite training, following a hard arm. Designed to be 
worn under the helper’s clothing. Dogs get used to biting an arm or sleeve 
that is visible. The hidden sleeve teaches them to bite even if they don’t 
see an arm. Used in police K9 training also. Reinforced stitching. Imported 
from Europe. For more sleeves, see page 30.

This video assumes a dog has already gone through bite development. 
This means “you and your dog” know and understand the material in 
our bite development videos.  If you need to know exactly what videos 
cover bite development  go to my web site for this training video (http://
leerburg.com/105.htm) and you will see a list of videos I recommend 
before the work on this video starts.

Training Personal Protections Dogs provides the information needed 
to convert a sport Schutzhund dog or a dog with basic bite training 
into a Personal Protection Dog. The first portion covers GERMAN and 
ENGLISH commands used in bite training; followed by discussions on 
safe equipment and dog handling during bite work;  then basic tests for 
Personal Protection dogs, and “Learning Curves in Bite Training.”

This video shows how to target the dog’s bite to different parts of the 
body.  This is taught in segments using body bite suits . We begin with Leg 
Bites; then Leg to Arm Transfers; then Leg to Arm and Arm to Leg Transfers; 
then Arm to Arm Transfers; and finally Shoulder and Back Bites.

Although the concepts are similar to those covered in our video 104 
“Police Service Dogs,” most Personal Protection dogs are not as strong 
as patrol dogs, and therefore need more training steps in their program. 
We show you how to do this. Muzzle work is the only way to proof a dog 
that has been trained in body bites. Muzzle training is broken into 6 
steps followed by a section on “Helper Hints” for effective muzzle work.

We then discuss 4 methods of putting defense or civil drive into your 
dog. Civil drive is the ability of a dog to alert on a man without protective 
equipment on.

Strong dogs with a lot of civil drive, will turn on their handlers if they 
receive too much pressure during training. Although this type of dog is 
not common in America, you need to know how to safely handle it when 
you see it. This video demonstrates 4 methods to safely work strong, civil 
dogs. You learn when one method should be used over another.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm
http://leerburg.com/101-d.htm
http://leerburg.com/101-d.htm
http://leerburg.com/101-d.htm
http://leerburg.com/105.htm
http://leerburg.com/105.htm
http://leerburg.com/105.htm
http://leerburg.com/105.htm
http://leerburg.com/105.htm
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Hard Surface Tracking
“It’s Not Impossible”

DVD / 1 Hr.
#210-D  $39.00

leerburg.com/210.htm

Training a Competition 
Tracking Dog

Problem Solving in 
Tracking

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#203-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/203.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 12 Mins.
#204-D  $30.00

leerburg.com/204.htm

This video was filmed over a 3 year period in Germany & America. It is 
one of the most comprehensive studies ever done on sport tracking 
(foot step tracking). The video has had rave reviews from a number of 
different dog training magazines, including “Front & Finish.” The AKC 
even requested a copy for their Judges’ library.

This video uses all motivational methods to teach a dog to track. While 
we discuss the difference between motivational tracking and forced 
tracking, we do not teach any forced tracking in this video. The video 
begins with the theory of track scent. There is a section on how to select  
tracking fields for dogs of different skill levels. We show good and bad 
fields for beginner dogs and the more advanced dogs.

There is an excellent section on track laying. In this style of tracking the 
handler lays his own tracks. You are shown the best ways to remember 
where your track has been laid. You will learn how to use food in training 
a foot step tracking dog. This is broken down into a step by step program 
that anyone can follow. 

To be competitive in tracking, you need to know when the dog is ready 
for cross winds, tail winds, and cover changes. Understanding wind 
currents is a must if you are going to develop a nose to the ground, step 
by step tracking dog. We show you how to make wind currents WORK 
FOR YOU in developing a sound training program. 

This video is designed to follow “Training a Competition Tracking 
Dog” (video 203). It shows the common mistakes competitors make in 
handling a tracking dog. This is not a police video.

This video was filmed in Holland while visiting the Dutch police dog 
schools in Nunspeet and Rotterdam. I am not aware of any better hard 
surface tracking instructors in the world. The key to hard surface tracking 
is selecting the right dog. You will see the type of dogs the Dutch use 
and I will point out a few of their training techniques in this video. The 
purpose for this video is to show police dog handlers that hard surface 
tracking is possible if you have the right dog and are willing to put in 
the training time.

Track Laying for the 
Police Tracking Dog

DVD / 55 Mins.
#207-D  $30.00

leerburg.com/207.htm
The hardest part about training Police or S&R tracking dogs is finding 
track layers. Every time you ask a new person to lay tracks you have to 
go through the same ritual. You explain all of the basics and all of the 
terminology for what needs to be done.

This video is designed to train new track layers. We cover how to walk 
a straight leg, double laying tracks, kicking corners, marking high to 
low veg, marking road crossings, marking fence crossings, where to lay 
articles, and much, much more.

In my video titled “Training Police Tracking Dogs - Level One,” I only spent 
about 10 minutes of the 2 hour training video on track laying. This video 
spends 55 minutes on the subject. This video will pay for itself in time 
saved in training new people.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/210.htm
http://leerburg.com/210.htm
http://leerburg.com/210.htm
http://leerburg.com/203.htm
http://leerburg.com/203.htm
http://leerburg.com/203.htm
http://leerburg.com/204.htm
http://leerburg.com/204.htm
http://leerburg.com/204.htm
http://leerburg.com/207.htm
http://leerburg.com/207.htm
http://leerburg.com/207.htm
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Training Tracking Dogs 
S&R or Police

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#205-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/205.htm

Training Urban & 
Suburban Tracking Dogs

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#208-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/208.htm

There are 2 types of tracking: “foot step tracking” and “tracking through 
drive.”  Foot step tracking is taught with food and a ball. It is designed for 
sport dogs. Tracking through drive is designed for service dogs. Here the 
dog is taught to follow the track at a dead run. There is always a person 
at the end of every track. Tracking through drive is the only way to train 
a S&R dog or a Police Service Dog. 

If you are a K-9 officer who trains your service dog with food and a 
ball you already know that you only catch 3 or 4% of the people you 
track. The RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted Police) catch 45-50% of all 
the people they track. This includes suburban and urban tracking. If a 
suspect runs in the country, they catch 95% of them.

This video was filmed in Alberta, Canada at the police dog training 
center for the RCMP. The RCMP instructors are the best tracking dog 
instructors in the world. They have been training police tracking dogs 
since 1935. I filmed three videos with them. This is the first video. This 
video will show how the RCMP can train a dog (in 60 training tracks) to 
follow a 1 hour old, 5 KM, unknown track that contains back tracks, road 
crossings, fence crossings, and articles. 

The RCMP has 3 levels of tracking. This video covers Level One, or 
tracking in a rural environment. Level Two and Three (Video 208) deals 
with suburban and urban tracking. 

I have had literally hundreds of K-9 officers call or write to say, “This is 
the only way to train a police dog to track.”  They wish they had seen this 
video when starting to train their dogs. Many officers have said,  “This 
training method put the fire back into my police dog. Now he enjoys 
tracking and we are catching people that used to get away.”

If you would like to read several excellent training articles on this subject, 
please go to the article section on my home page at http://leerburg.
com/articles.htm. If you love tracking like I do, you will not regret the 
effort. We have the best K-9 home page on the internet. 

The RCMP use these three video tapes I did with them in their training 
school. All new K-9 handlers view these videos. 

This video was also done with the RCMP in Canada. In it we train a dog 
to track in a suburban and urban environment. In Level One Tracking 
(Video 205) we taught the dog to track in the country. The reason all 
police dogs must first learn to track in the country is because the country 
is relatively distraction free. We actually teach the dog to track in the 
country and then use a portion of the Level Two & Three to teach the 
dog to deal with the distractions of the city.

In this video the dogs learn to deal with extreme distractions: dogs 
barking on the other side of a fence, cats in back yards, and kids 
following along. The dogs also learn to deal with much smaller scent 
pictures, more cross tracks, and extreme cover changes.

Most people think that handling a tracking dog simply means holding 
on to the line and just following the dog. In fact, completing a successful 
track is 75% proper handling and 25% good dog work.

This video teaches hard surface road crossings, along with extended 
periods of track loss (where the dog must search and search for a lost 
track.) We teach the handler the true meaning of “reading your dog.” 
Every successful K-9 handler is a master at recognizing negatives and 
assisting his dog in re-acquiring the lost track. 

If you are a K-9 officer in a large city, do not buy this video thinking you 
can skip the Level One country tracking just because you never track 
outside the city. The country work is critical to the development of a 
good tracking dog. Dogs must first learn to track in the country before 
they are exposed to the  distractions of city tracking. If you try and skip 
country tracking you will fail, guaranteed.

Leerburg® Leather Tracking Articles #1106 $ 10.00
leerburg.com/1106.htm

Leerburg® 
Leather Tracking 

Articles

These scraps of Latigo Leather are perfect to use for Tracking Articles. 
They are scraps that come from the remains following the contruction of 
our leather leashes and collars. One quart-sized bag full of various sized 
leather scraps.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/205.htm
http://leerburg.com/205.htm
http://leerburg.com/205.htm
http://leerburg.com/208.htm
http://leerburg.com/208.htm
http://leerburg.com/208.htm
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm


Training Competition 
Heeling

“With Tom Rose”

Training 
the Send

Away

Training the Jumps

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#304-D  $45.00

leerburg.com/304.htm

This is the best obedience video on the market for teaching people how 
to train a competition heeling dog. This video covers a lot more than just 
heeling. Tom deals with sits, downs, fronts, and much more.

We teach how to get and keep eye contact with the dog during 
obedience work. The dog is taught to always focus its attention on the 
handler’s face. If the dog understands an exercise and is always giving 
eye contact with the handler throughout an exercise it is less likely to 
miss a command. It is also going to look great for the judge.

In this video we use the students from Tom Rose’s Dog Training School 
working with untrained dogs. By including these students (along with 
Tom working his own dog) you will see the correct way to train and you 
will see the most common mistakes all new handlers make.

Our customers are always telling us that what sets our videos apart from 
all other dog obedience videos is we use untrained dogs. Where as, all of 
the other videos on the market use fully trained dogs to demonstrate an 
exercise. Untrained dogs will almost always have the same problems and 
make the same mistakes. People learn more from watching untrained 
dogs being worked.

This video deals with Schutzhund and AKC jump training. We have 
combined the best training techniques from our many visits to Germany, 
England, throughout the United States, and Canada. You will learn the 
secrets of Schutzhund, Agility, and Competition Obedience trainers in 
this one video.

The Bar Jump, the High Jump, the Broad Jump, and the Inclined Wall are 
all covered in detail. Training a dog to jump safely and with consistency 
requires a step by step training program. Some dogs are not as 
coordinated as others; we offer ideas on how to help these dogs.

If you follow our motivational approach to this work you will end up 
with a competitive jumper.

DVD / 1Hr. 30 Mins.
#307-D  $45.00

leerburg.com/307.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 25 Mins.
#306-D  $45.00

leerburg.com/306.htm

The instructor in this training video is Ed Frawley from Leerburg® Kennels. 
This video teaches people how to train a dog to do a motivational send 
away for the sport of Schutzhund or the AKC obedience ring. It does not 
teach a forced send away. If the training is done correctly you can get 
fast, straight send aways from your dog. 

The video breaks the exercise into component parts. Some of this work 
can be started at a very young age. In fact the training can begin with 
small puppies. We explain how old a dog must be to add the different 
levels of difficulty. 

The video has an excellent trouble shooting and problem solving 
section. In the trouble shooting section we analyze actual Schutzhund 
trials in which dogs fail the send away.
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The Agility Dog Sport came to this country from England. It can be 
compared to a horseman’s steeplechase. In the Agility sport, a dog must 
run through a course with a number of different jumps and climbing 
apparatus. This is a timed event with detailed rules. The handlers run 
along with their dogs and direct them to each of the jumps. This is one 
of the fastest growing sports in America.

This video was filmed in England with Peter Lewis. Peter started training 
agility in the early 1980’s. He is the founder of the Agility Dog Sport. The 
video approaches every type of jump and climbing article, separately. 
The training for each jump is broken down into a step by step training 
method that works on all dogs. Peter’s methods are strictly motivational, 
there is no force used. This results in happy working dogs that literally 
fly over the jumps.

The video teaches how to train the dog to hit every contact point. It 
also has a detailed training section on how to handle a dog in an Agility 
Competition. Unlike AKC Obedience, Agility dogs need to work on 
the right, the left, in front, and behind the handler. American trainers 
have never had to approach this type of handling in any other style of 
training. This video shows you how to “handle” your dog in Agility.

Schutzhund is by far the most popular dog sport in Europe, with the 
first Schutzhund exam taking place in 1901. It’s now the fastest growing 
dog sport in America. Schutzhund came to this country in 1970 when 
a German immigrant, Gernot Ridel, introduced it in southern California. 
Gernot traveled the country during the 1970’s giving Schutzhund 
seminars. I attended one of the seminars in 1974 and got hooked.

This video is intended to educate the viewer on what the sport of 
Schutzhund is all about. You will learn how the sport was formed, and 
why Schutzhund is the reason German bloodline dogs are so much 
better than American dogs. There is a section detailing the origins 
and the history of Schutzhund, and a section explaining the various 
Schutzhund titles. Much of this video was filmed in Germany.

If you would like to learn more about the sport of Schutzhund, this 
video is a must. We recommend that new trainers and Schutzhund Clubs 
purchase this video to get started in this exciting dog sport.

Training 
the 

Forced 
Retrieve

DVD / 1 Hr. 35 Mins.
#305-D  $45.00

leerburg.com/305.htm

Training 
Your 

Agility 
Dog

Schutzhund the Dog Sport

DVD / 1 Hr. 35 Mins.
#303-D  $45.00

leerburg.com/303.htm

DVD / 50 Mins.
#102-D  $30.00

leerburg.com/102.htm

In my opinion the best way to train the retrieve is motivational. 
Unfortunately not all dogs can be trained with motivation. Dogs who 
will not train motivational need to be force trained. 

Over the years there have been a number of methods used to train the 
forced retrieve: the ear pinch, the electric shock collar, or a line attached 
to the dog’s toe that a handler would pull. While all of these methods 
work, none work as quickly as the techniques shown in this video.

In this video Tom Rose takes two dogs that had never had retrieval 
training. They were both holding the article after their first training 
session.

Tom’s method produces the quickest results with the least amount 
of stress on the dog. You will see that Tom offers very little room for 
avoidance during this work. He progresses through very small training 
steps which keeps the stress level to a minimum for the dog.

Over the years I have seen trainers in Europe and the States use one part 
or another of this program, but I have never seen it put together this 
way. Tom Rose has refined the forced retrieve to an easily understood 
program that anyone can follow.
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Handler Training for 

a Companion “B”
Training Handlers 

for a 
Schutzhund I Trial

DVD / 55 Mins.
#112-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/112.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 35 Mins.
#113-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/113.htm

In 1992 the rules for Schutzhund were amended to make it mandatory 
for all dogs to pass a Companion Dog “B” exam before competing in a 
Schutzhund I Trial.

This video is designed to show the handler exactly what the judge 
expects from the dog and the handler for a Companion Dog “B.” We 
include video of an actual “B” exam along with computer generated 
diagrams to make it easier to understand exactly what is expected from 
the handler.

If I have heard it once, I have heard it a hundred times “I wish I had 
purchased this video before I started to train my dog.” The video is laid 
out so the viewer can easily understand the steps to the Companion 
“B,” and then design a training program to accomplish a successful 
examination.

The purpose of this video is to teach trainers how to handle a dog in a 
Schutzhund I Trial, and get the maximum number of points possible.  
Many times handler errors (and not dog errors) result in points being 
lost at a competition. Many times it is the handler errors that make the 
difference between the high scoring dog and the number two placed 
dog. There are times a dog fails a competition when it could have passed 
if the handler had only done something a little differently.

This video is dedicated to training handlers and not dog training. 
The video is divided into 4 major sections:

 1. Pre-Trial Preparation
 2. Schutzhund I Tracking
 3. Schutzhund I Obedience
 4. Schutzhund I Protection

The first section on pre-trial preparation, explains how serious 
competitors prepare for an upcoming competition. We explain how a 
well prepared handler gets the most out of his dog, and reduces stress 
on the day of the trial.

The section on tracking begins with: preparing your dog the morning 
of the trial, reporting to the trial secretary, reporting to the judge with 
your dog before the track, laying your track for competition (what is 
acceptable and what is not), tracking your dog, receiving your critique, 
and finally, how to deal with a dog that is having problems on a track.

The obedience and protection sections are broken down into equally 
detailed sub-sections. Not only did we try to show the correct way to 
handle a dog in a trial, we also dealt with the most common handler 
errors.

I also included a very nice SchH II routine with a 100 point protection score. 

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/112.htm
http://leerburg.com/112.htm
http://leerburg.com/112.htm
http://leerburg.com/113.htm
http://leerburg.com/113.htm
http://leerburg.com/113.htm
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Training the 
Trial Helper 

(Advanced Helper Work)

DVD / 2 Hrs. 
#116-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/116.htm

Training 
the 

New 
Helper

DVD / 1 Hr. 5 Mins. 
#115-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/115.htm

This video is intended for the person that has never done agitation or 
helper work before. If you have a friend, relative, or club member that 
wants to learn how to take bites, this video is the place to start. It is not 
a dog training video,  it is a video for training people.

It begins with selecting the type of dog to use with new helpers. There 
is also a short section on the equipment that is needed for this training. 

The video begins by teaching the new helper how to take escape 
bites. The escape is broken down into 6 incremental parts. Each part 
is examined in slow motion and discussed in great detail. There are 
numerous examples by helpers, demonstrating the correct way to 
do this exercise. There is also excellent footage of the most common 
mistakes new helpers make as they learn proper bite work.

The new helper then learns how to drive the dog. There is a section on 
the skip drive, and another on the running drive. We show new exercises 
to improve footwork without the dog. The helpers will learn how to put 
a dog in the pocket and keep him there. This is followed by a section on 
taking bites out of the blind, and then re-attack work. These are the most 
basic of skills, but they are fundamental to all future helper training.

This training video was made with the help of Tom Rose and has 
detailed, step by step training sections. We show exercises that teach 
helpers footwork for the courage tests, and advanced defensive work 
with dogs. We detail step by step training sequences that all helpers 
should work through to develop smooth, frontal catches.  We show the 
correct way to administer stick hits, both from a technical standpoint, 
and from the judge’s viewpoint.

Throughout the video we stress that good helper techniques result 
in safer work for the dog. Poor helpers hurt dogs. We have set up and 
filmed some dramatic examples to show what bad timing can do. It 
is our feeling that this video is going to educate a lot of competitors,  
handlers, and trainers on advanced helper work.

Poor helper work in training has broken more teeth on good dogs than 
we would like to think about. This video will teach you techniques to 
eliminate unnecessary accidents.

If you are a police officer or personal protection trainer,  you should get 
this video. Police helpers need to learn how to do this work properly. 
Tom is a Schutzhund judge. We reflect what a judge expects from a trial 
helper and identify the most common helper errors.

XSmall 42” chest, 41” waist #878-0 $ 95.00
Small 44” chest, 44” waist #878-1 $ 95.00
Medium 47” chest, 46” waist #878-2 $ 95.00
Large 49” chest, 49” waist #878-3 $ 95.00
XLarge 52” chest, 52” waist #878-4 $ 95.00
XXLarge 54” chest, 52” waist #878-5 $ 95.00

leerburg.com/878.htm

Leerburg®
Trainer’s

Vest

This training vest is imported from Europe. The nylon vest has leather 
shoulder pads along with numerous front and back pockets for tracking 
lines, tracking articles, tugs, balls, gloves, and anything else you may 
need in training your dog. There is a large pocket in the back and a 
drawstring waist. It is a super training vest. It is perfect for police K-9 
officers to wear over uniforms when they train. 

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
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2002 USA Nationals, AL
DVD 

4 Hrs. #456-D $ 24.00

2001 USA Nationals Boston, MA
DVD 

4 Hrs. #450A-D $ 24.00

2000 USA Nationals Madison, WI
DVD 

4 Hrs. #450-D $ 24.00

1997 USA Nationals St. Joesph, MO
DVD

4 Hrs. #441-D $ 24.00

1997 USA North American 
Championships, DVD

2 Hrs. #440-D $ 24.00

1995 USA Nationals Lafayette, IN
SchH I, DVD

2 Hrs. #435-1-D $ 15.00

1995 USA Nationals Lafayette, IN
SchH II, DVD

2 Hrs. #435-2-D $ 15.00

1995 USA Nationals Lafayette, IN
Both SchH I & SchH II, DVD

4 Hrs. #435-3-D $ 20.00

1995 USA Nationals Lafayette, IN
SchH III, DVD

4 Hrs. #436-D $ 24.00

1993 USA Nationals Riverside, CA
DVD

4 Hrs. #429-D $ 24.00

Schutzhund Trials

Uran Wildsteiger Land Video

1989 East German DDR Sieger Show

1988 East German (DDR) 
Bundessieger Prufung

Fritz Biehler with Drigon & Enno

DVD / 1 Hr. 20 Mins. 
#608-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/608.htm

DVD / 2 Hrs. 
#410-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/seiger.htm#uran

DVD / 2 Hrs. 
#601-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/601.htm

2002 Police K-9 
National Championship

Gladsden, Alabama

1999 WPO Championship
Augsberg, Germany

2001 Military and Security 
Dog Competition

Doesterberg Military Base in Soest, Holland

This competition took place at the same time and place as the SV 
Bundessieger Prufung. This video has the winners of the obedience and 
protection plus 2 hours of great video of other police K-9s at work.

In September of 2001, I traveled to Holland and filmed a Military and 
Security Dog Competition on the Nato Military Base in Soest, Holland.

The work for these dogs is similar to the KNPV, in fact most of the dogs 
have a PH 1 title (KNPV I). There are some subtle differences between 
the work of these service dogs and the KNPV competition.

DVD / 2 Hrs. 
#449-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/449.htm

DVD / 50 Mins. 
#454-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/454.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 
#414-D  $15.00

*In German
leerburg.com/sieger.htm#uran

DVD
#457-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/457.htm

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/115.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
http://leerburg.com/116.htm
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2001 KNPV I Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #451-D $ 24.00

2001 KNPV II Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #452-D $ 24.00

1999 KNPV I Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #446-D $ 24.00

1999 KNPV II Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #447-D $ 24.00

1998 KNPV I Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #442-D $ 24.00

1998 KNPV II Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #443-D $ 24.00

1997 KNPV I Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #526-D $ 24.00

1997 KNPV II Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #527-D $ 24.00

1996 KNPV I Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #523-D $ 24.00

1996 KNPV II Championships
DVD

2 Hrs. #524-D $ 24.00

1999 Belgian Ring I Championships
Namur, Belgium  DVD

2 Hrs. #448-D $ 24.00

1998 Belgian Ring I Championships
Brugge, Belgium  DVD 

2 Hrs. #445-D $ 24.00

1997 Belgian Ring III Championships
Turnhout, Belgium  DVD

2 Hrs. #528-D $ 24.00

1996 Belgian Ring III Championships
Eeklo, Belgium  DVD

2 Hrs. #525-D $ 24.00

Belgian Ring Championships

KNPV Trials, An Overview
DVD / 1 Hr. 30 Mins.

#510-D  $24.00
leerburg.com/510.htm

This video was filmed at a KNPV trial in Dordrecht, Holland.  The video 
details the exercises and points of the KNPV trial. It contains some 
outstanding footage. A friend’s wife translated the rules for the trial, 
and I have edited the video as a detailed documentary of the KNPV. You 
will see the Dutch version of guard the article, the heel next to a bike, 
the Dutch version of food refusal from a stranger, and the daring helper 
work of the KNPV (where we see one helper sent to the hospital). You 
will see every exercise in the KNPV with its point break down. 

DVD / 1 Hr. 15 Mins.
#453-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/453.htm

2001 Dutch Objectbewakingdhond
(The Object Guard) Championships

Den Bosh, Holland

KNPV Trials and 
Championships

The working dog sport of the Netherlands (Holland) is designed around 
street police work. It takes 2 years to train a dog for the KNPV I title and 
50% of those that pass are sold to the local Police and Military.

Visiting Holland’s KNPV 
Clubs and Trials

This is a collection of video footage from various KNPV Clubs in Holland. 
The majority of the footage is of club members training their dogs. You 
will see a level of cooperation among club members that is not seen 
in Schutzhund. Unlike Schutzhund, training a dog in Holland is a team 
effort by ALL club members. They have a regimented program that has 
been proven to work for everyone. The video also contains highlight 
footage of KNPV competitions from the Netherlands.

KNPV Championships

DVD / 1 Hr. 30 Mins.
#529-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/529.htm

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/510.htm
http://leerburg.com/510.htm
http://leerburg.com/510.htm
http://leerburg.com/453.htm
http://leerburg.com/453.htm
http://leerburg.com/453.htm
http://leerburg.com/529.htm
http://leerburg.com/529.htm
http://leerburg.com/529.htm
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Belgian Ring 
Championship
2001 NVBK (Catagory 2)

Mondio Ring
1998 World Championship

The Mondio Ring is similar in a lot of ways to the Belgian Ring. I have 
watched it evolve over the past 10 years into a serious dog sport. You 
must have a dog with rock solid nerves to compete in this sport. It is also 
no longer a sport dominated by the French. This year’s winner (1998) was 
from Belgium and the second place dog was from Switzerland.

Mondio Ring
1988, Tournai, Belgium

The Mondio Ring is gaining in popularity in America. It translates into 
“WORLD RING.” It is a combination of the French Ring Sport, the Belgian 
Ring Sport, the KNPV, and SCHUTZHUND. It came about as a result of a 
desire for a dog sport that all the people of Europe could compete in. 
The sport is difficult for SCHUTZHUND dogs and KNPV dogs. The reason 
is that the Belgian ring is much more intense, and the French helpers are 
the fastest in the world.

This video was filmed in 1988 in Tournai, Belgium. Tournai is on the 
French border near Lille, France. This video is packed with action. You 
really need to see this to believe what some of these dogs are capable 
of doing. I have included the most exciting portions of Mondio, in 
addition to portions of the demonstrations from the Belgian Ring, the 
French Ring, and the Dutch KNPV. You will see a helper do bite work 
on his back in a small swimming pool. You will see a dog go through a 
wall of fire to take a bite. You will see a dog guard an article (when the 
article is a small girl).

This is the first video of the Mondio Ring. In it you will see the famous 
Malinois, “BEBBA.” He is the highest scoring dog in the history of the 
Mondio Ring, and certainly one of the finest Malinois to ever live. The 
Mondio Ring is the most difficult dog sport in the world. As a rule, dogs 
that come from the Mondio Ring Sport make the best police service 
dogs.

This is a video that fascinates people.   If you have seen other interesting 
demonstration videos I will say this, “You haven’t seen anything until you 
have seen the Mondio Ring.”

There are two ring organizations in Belgium. The “NVBK” and “La Societe 
Royale Saint Hubert.” In 2001, I traveled to Eisden, Belgium and filmed 
the NVBK Catagory 2 Championships.  

The winner of the 2001 competition was Bart Ballon. Bart is a popular 
trainer in Europe and around the world. He is known for his seminars 
(some with Helmut Riaser) on training with electric collars. It is evident 
by watching his winning performance that he is one of the top dog 
trainers in the world. 

While there are many similarities between the two ring organizations, 
there are also clear differences. To begin with, all of the St. Hubert dogs 
(Malinois) are registered dogs, while the majority of NVBK are non-
registered dogs. 

Both organizations have standardized obedience exercises that do not 
change from event to event, neither organization has tracking. But 
both have non-standardized protection routines, which means the 
competitors do not know what the exact exercises are until the day they 
arrive. This means that the dogs must go through a great deal of training 
to be prepared for what the judges set up for the bite work.  The helper 
at this year’s event was outstanding. He was one of the best ring helpers 
I have seen at any ring event.

If you have an interest in Belgian Malinois and have always wondered 
about the differences between the two Malinois organizations in 
Belgium, watch a couple of these videos and you will learn the 
differences between the two.

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#444-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/444.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 25 Mins.
#512-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/512.htm

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#455-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/455.htm

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/444.htm
http://leerburg.com/444.htm
http://leerburg.com/444.htm
http://leerburg.com/512.htm
http://leerburg.com/512.htm
http://leerburg.com/512.htm
http://leerburg.com/455.htm
http://leerburg.com/455.htm
http://leerburg.com/455.htm
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Training Techniques for 
the French Ring

A Demonstration Video 
French Ring Sport

 Netherlands Police IPO 
Trials of Europe

The video is divided into three sections. The first is on the Royal Dutch 
Police Dogs of Holland (KNPV dogs), the second is on the French Ring 
Dogs of France, and the third covers the IPO Trials of Europe.

The KNPV demonstration features Malinois from Holland. These are some 
of the hardest dogs I have ever seen. I use slow motion to show some 
outstanding body bites.

There is an excellent section on the FRENCH RING SPORT using a 
Malinois which is one of the French National Ring Champions. The 
helper is Daniel Grutter, one of France’s best.  I have edited the video to 
explain what the exercises consist of and what the point structure is in 
the competition.

The French Ring Sport is a new and exciting working dog sport that has 
come from France. Through it we are exposed to the cutting edge of 
bite work training.

The French Ring Sport is one of the most demanding working dog sports 
there is. The French helpers are the most INTENSE in the world. If a dog 
can work against a good French helper he can work against any helper, 
any place, any time. 

The French have developed leg biting into an art form. We show  how 
they break leg bites into incremental parts and then train the parts. 
When the parts are trained, we put them all together for the finished 
product.

The stick used in the ring is a 1-inch thick piece of bamboo that has been 
split down the middle several times. Some people call it a “clatter stick” 
(because of the noise it makes when it vibrates). This  noise alone will 
send all but the best dogs running back to their handler. In Schutzhund, 
a dog is hit twice in an attack.  I have footage of a dog taking over 50 
hits with a stick in less than a minute. This tape shows you how to use 
the stick and train a dog to work under it.

In the video we show some of the advanced ring exercises. You will see 
the training steps involved in the; GUARD THE ARTICLE, the BACKWARD 
HEEL TO WARD OFF A REAR ATTACK, FOOD REFUSAL, and HOW TO WORK 
UNDER GUN FIRE.

DVD / 2 Hrs.
#509-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/509.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 45 Mins.
#107-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/107.htm

Visit Our 
10,000 Page Website at:

leerburg.com
You can view and purchase any of our products online. Read 

training articles, download a free dog training eBook or 
podcast, and browse our discussion board.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/509.htm
http://leerburg.com/509.htm
http://leerburg.com/509.htm
http://leerburg.com/107.htm
http://leerburg.com/107.htm
http://leerburg.com/107.htm
http://www.leerburg.com
http://www.leerburg.com
http://www.leerburg.com
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Training Sheep Herding Dogs
with Karl Fuller

An Introduction to 
All Breed Herding

by Lynn Leach

All Breed Herding
The Next Step

by Lynn Leach

In 1985, I saw my first HGH Nationals in Europe. This is the type of sheep 
herding German Shepherd dogs do best. It is also the style of training the 
AKC has based their herding instinct testing, and course “C” on. I originally 
felt that the dogs did this work so naturally that they had to be doing it 
from instinct and not training. I was wrong. Since then I have collected 
enough information from Karl Fuller of Kirschental Kennels in West 
Germany to produce this video.

Karl Fuller has won West Germany’s HGH nationals 7 times. He has bred 
more HGH Siegers and Siegrens than any other breeder. The training 
concepts in this video are a result of the time Karl has generously spent 
with my friends and I.

The Continental or Tending style of sheep dog training was developed 
in the areas of Europe where there are few fences and specific fields that 
could be grazed. The Tending style is totally different than what most 
people think of when they see Collies work sheep. Collies drive sheep 
from behind and cut sheep from the flock. In the Tending style, the sheep 
are trained to follow the Shepherd and come when called. The dogs act 
as a living fence to keep the flock in the fields, the Shepherd wants them 
to graze. Our video shows that while genetics improve performance, 
systematic step by step work produces a well trained sheep herding dog.

This is an excellent video. It is one of the first dog training videos that we 
sell which has not been produced by Leerburg.® The videos I produced 
were on the tending style of sheep herding. This video deals with 
training dogs to gather and move sheep. 

What makes this video so interesting is that it incorporates 19 different 
breeds of dogs. You will see how the “strong eyed dogs work” and “loose-
eyed dogs work.” The strong eyed dogs are the Border Collie and the like. 
While loose eyed dogs are Rotts and Cattle Dogs etc.

“The Next Step,” picks up where the first video finishes. 59 minutes long 
and begins with ideas to slow your dog down, including the progressive 
training of the ‘stop’ command. Advanced training becomes easier if your 
dog will hold a ‘stay’ while the handler moves off of the balance point. 
It teaches respect of the flight zone and a straight walk-up. These skills 
were touched on in the first video and are more defined in an organized 
manner so that you can prepare a training plan and move on to the next 
level. “The Next Step,” then demonstrates drills to extend and widen 
the outrun, followed by trial skills including take pens and freestanding 
obstacles, and introducing driving. 

DVD / 43 Mins.
#505B-D  $45.00

leerburg.com/505b.htm

DVD / 1 Hr. 25 Mins.
#505-D  $65.00

leerburg.com/505.htm

DVD / 43 Mins.
#505C-D  $45.00

leerburg.com/505c.htm

DVD / 4 Hrs. 
#504-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/504.htm

DVD / 2 Hrs. 
#506-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/506.htm

German HGH Championships
The HGH Video (In English)

1990 HGH Campionships

The German Shepherd Dog Club of West Germany (SV) sponsors a 
small but active group of people (about 5,000) who train their dogs to 
herd sheep. They have a final competition (Bundesleistungshuten) at 
the end of every year. This video was filmed in Asslar, West Germany. It 
is a documentary that explains what exercises are in the competition 
and how they are scored.

DVD / 2 Hrs. 45 Mins.
#318-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/318.htm

Leerburg DVD

Remote Collar 
Training for Pet 

Owners

Until now there has never been a well done training video that teaches 
pet owners the concepts of how to train with an electric collar. When used 
properly, remote collars are one of the most humane training tools. This 
DVD is not specific to one brand of collar and applies to any shock collar.

*For more information on this DVD, please view page 8*

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/505b.htm
http://leerburg.com/505b.htm
http://leerburg.com/505b.htm
http://leerburg.com/505.htm
http://leerburg.com/505.htm
http://leerburg.com/505.htm
http://leerburg.com/505c.htm
http://leerburg.com/505c.htm
http://leerburg.com/505c.htm
http://leerburg.com/318.htm
http://leerburg.com/318.htm
http://leerburg.com/318.htm
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nEw dVds
Clicker Train Your 

Own Assistance Dog

DVD / 2 Hrs. 45 Mins.
#211-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/211.htm

DVD
#416  $24.00

leerburg.com/416.htm

Feeding an 
All-Natural Diet

This DVD is scheduled to be released in December 2007. 

The goal of this video is to educate the dog owner about the different 
philosophies of raw feeding.  We have been feeding a raw diet to our 
own dogs since the mid 1990’s and our ideas are constantly evolving 
as we become more educated and experienced.  There is no ONE 
method that is perfect and each dog owner should weigh all the 
options and make their own decisions based on what is best for each 
individual situation.  We hope that after viewing this video, you will be 
more prepared and educated on the topic of feeding your dog more 
naturally. 

We will go over the benefits of raw feeding, types of raw feeding 
methods, commercial diets and why we don’t feed them.  We will also 
cover the drawbacks and challenges of feeding a raw diet as well as 
commonly asked questions and myths. 

There will be sections on how and where to shop for your dog’s 
food, how much to feed and how to manage your dog’s food while 
traveling. 

Many people who love dogs also love horses. Cindy and I fall into 
this category. Some of us are lucky because our dogs get along with 
our horses. Not everyone is this lucky though, some dogs are either 
aggressive to horses or they have such a strong prey drive they can’t 
seem to stop themselves from chasing the horses.

This DVD will help provide those people with enough information to 
find a solution to their problem. There are so many variables in this 
work that there is no SINGLE training method that can be used on every 
dog. Dogs are pack animals. Some dogs simply need to understand that 
the horses are part of the family pack. Once this is accomplished the 
dogs accept the horse as a pack member and the problems go away. 
My DVD explains how to accomplish this.

It is not unheard of for a horse to kill a dog. If you love your dog it’s 
important that you understand the concepts and principles behind the 
training that is shown in this DVD.

Training Dogs to Get 
Along with Horses

DVD / 3 Hrs. 10 Mins.
#417  $100.00

leerburg.com/417.htm

Learn how to Clicker Train Your Own Assistance Dog with this four part 
DVD series produced by Barbara Handelman, M.Ed. Includes CD “How to 
Use this DVD Series” with manual, scripts, and complete table of contents.

DVD I: “Ready Aim Touch” 
 Basic Targeting & Advanced Applications
DVD II: “You Want Me To Do What??!!??” 
 Teaching Position Changes & Tasks of Daily Living
DVD III: “A Tale of Two Skills” 
 Part 1: The Marriage of Target & Retrieve
 Part 2: Scent Search & Retrieving
DVD IV: “Of Dogs, Doors, & Self-Control”
 Preview: Temperament Evaluations

For best use of this series of DVDs, the trainer should have a worked with 
clicker training basics and the essential tenets of canine learning theory. 
It’s important for the dog to be fluent with essential “obedience” skills, 
as well as being both comfortable and safe working off lead. All of these 
behaviors should be on cue, before attempting to train the complex skills.

New!
Coming 

December
2007

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/211.htm
http://leerburg.com/211.htm
http://leerburg.com/211.htm
http://leerburg.com/416.htm
http://leerburg.com/416.htm
http://leerburg.com/416.htm
http://leerburg.com/417.htm
http://leerburg.com/417.htm
http://leerburg.com/417.htm
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Neoprene 
Sleeve

Neoprene Sleeve #1088 $ 37.00
leerburg.com/1088.htm

The Neoprene Sleeve is designed to be worn under a sleeve. Designed to 
give added protection needed in training training for an advanced bite 
training dog or an inexperienced dog with a strong bite. Helps prevent 
excessive bruising or accidental break of the skin. NOT to be worn alone!

Hand Protector

Hand Protector #1091 $ 55.00
leerburg.com/1091.htm

This hand protector is made of a soft leather and is imported from 
Germany. It has a handle inside to hold onto for secure grip. These 
hand protectors are best used when working as a helper in a bite suit to 
protect your wrist and hand from being scratched or bitten.

Scratch
Pants

Medium 29” inseam, up to 40” waist #801-2 $ 190.00
Large 29” Inseam, up to 44” waist #801-3 $ 190.00
XLarge 29” inseam, up to 48” waist #801-4 $ 190.00
XXLarge 29” inseam, up to 50” waist #801-5 $ 190.00

leerburg.com/801.htm

Body Bite Suits

Our imported Belgian padded scratch 
pants are made of polyester with a 
felt lining. The pants are waterproof, 
scratch resistant, and very light weight. 
Colors may vary. Adjustable shoulder 
straps and adjustable straps at the 
waist.

Imported from Europe
Custom Made

The Finest Quality Suit in the World
My suits are made to my specifications in 
Belgium. I have not seen a suit sold in this 
country that comes close to the quality of 
workmanship in this product.

The craftsmen who make my suits have been 
willing to work with me to come up with a suit 

Body Bite 
Suit Bag

Body Bite Suit Bag #1056 $ 75.00
leerburg.com/1056.htm

Imported from Europe by the same maker as our body bite suits. 
Reinforced stitching thoughout entire bag; including the handles and 
zipper. Large enough for any suit. We easily fit 13 soft arms in this bag. 
Hassle free way to transport your bite suit. Measures 5’ x 2’ x 2’.

Body Bite Suit #803 $ 1,250.00
leerburg.com/suits.htm

*Must Call to Place an Order for the Bite Suit*
715.235.6502

Leg Sleeve with Velcro #1126 $ 160.00
leerburg.com/1126.htm

Imported from Europe. Made from the same synthetic material as our 
body bite suits, puppy soft sleeves, & intermediate soft sleeves. Designed 
to be used in training with dogs that are already accustomed to biting on 
a sleeve. Double Velcro allows for a secure closure, but easy removal. Fully 
reinforced stitching and are heavily padded inside.

Leg Sleeve 
with Velcro

that is designed for police work. A police department has different needs than 
sport people. Average helpers in police work does’nt have a lot of experience 
being a helper. We added additional protection for these people.

The bite suit is made of 65% cotton and 35% nylon. Inside is felt lined. Extra 
padding in the arm pit area, across the back, and in the legs. This results in 
about 10 more pounds of protection than suits sold by American suppliers.

There are many different styles of bite suits in Europe. There are suits for the 
French Ring Sport, the KNPV sport, and even IPO suits. My suits are designed 
for police service & personal protection training. Provides maximum 
protection in the arms, shoulders, & upper back along with the legs.

All bite suits are special order for a custom fit to your body. It takes 7 to 10 
weeks for delivery time. 

www.leerburg.com
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Hard Arm

Jute Sleeve
Cover with 

Handle

Young Dog
Soft

Sleeve

Intermediate 
Soft

Sleeve

Hidden
Sleeve

Jute
Puppy
Sleeve

The name for this sleeve can be misleading. This sleeve is made from very 
durable synthetic material (the same as the material used in body bite 
suits). In fact, it is similar in design to a sleeve off of a body bite suit. This 
Intermediate Soft Sleeve is also strong enough to be used with adult dogs, 
and older puppies. Reinforced stitching in bite area. Imported from Europe.

This arm has a bite bar to facilitate working with young adult dogs. 
This is the type of arm that is used in Schutzhund trials. The arm does 
not come with a sleeve cover which is sold separately. If you are new to 
protection training, this sleeve will not be used on dogs that are younger 
than 12 months old. Normally a dog has to be at least 12 months for his 
head and jaw to be big enough to go around this sleeve. The Jute Sleeve 
Covers are to protect and add life to your Hard Arm. It is better to buy 
a new cover than a new Hard Arm. This Hard Arm is of superior quality 
and construction. Imported from Europe.

Jute Sleeve Cover with Handle #773 $ 35.00
Hard Arm #807-2 $ 150.00

leerburg.com/807a.htm

Intermediate Soft Sleeve #860 $ 135.00
leerburg.com/860.htm

Young Dog Soft Sleeve #785 $ 95.00
leerburg.com/785.htm

Hidden Sleeve #861 $ 132.00
leerburg.com/861.htm

Jute Puppy Sleeve #876-1 $ 105.00
leerburg.com/876.htm

This Young Dog Sleeve is the first arm that should be used in bite 
development. It is softer and easier on young puppies’ teeth and mouths. 
Should be followed with either the Intermediate Soft Sleeve or Jute Puppy 
Sleeve. Imported from Europe.

For the final stages of bite training, following a hard arm. Designed to be 
worn under the helper’s clothing. Dogs get used to biting an arm or sleeve 
that is visible. The hidden sleeve teaches them to bite even if they don’t 
see an arm. Used in police K9 training also. Reinforced stitching. Imported 
from Europe.

For those trainers who prefer jute to synthetic linen. This Puppy Jute 
Sleeve is designed to bridge the gap between a soft sleeve and a hard 
arm. Shoulder cuff is included. Imported from Europe.

Puppy 
Soft 

Sleeve

This sleeve is made from very durable synthetic material. Great for begining 
bite work with puppies as young as 6 weeks.  The idea behind using a 
Puppy Soft Sleeve is to do imprint training to build a strong foundation 
for your dog. It helps to build confidence and to develop a full grip as 
well as exposing your dog to different surfaces and textures in bite work.

Soft Puppy Sleeve #1112 $ 65.00
leerburg.com/1112.htm

Jute Soft 
Sleeve

Jute Soft Sleeve #1900 $ 80.00
leerburg.com/1900.htm

The Jute Soft Sleeve is almost identical to the Young Dog Soft Sleeve, 
except that it is made from Jute. Jute is a stronger material but it is a little 
harder on a dog’s teeth than synthetic material. The sleeve is ambidextrous 
and can be used on either arm. This sleeve should not be used with 
experienced adult dogs.

www.leerburg.com
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TrainErs VEsTs

Leerburg®
Trainer’s

Vest

Belgian
Ball

Dropper
Trainer’s

Vest

Leather
Scratch
Jacket

This is a unique training vest because it has a ball dropping mechanism. 
It is a holder that holds a ball. When the cable is pulled the ball is 
released. When the dog does his exercise in a good way, you can 
reward your dog without any body language and a ball instead. The 
ball dropper can be moved to either back shoulder, front left shoulder, 
or center. Imported from Europe. *Multiple release locations! 

German
Ball

Dropper
Trainer’s

Vest

XSmall 42” chest, 41” waist #878-0 $ 125.00
Small 44” chest, 44” waist #878-1 $ 125.00
Medium 47” chest, 46” waist #878-2 $ 125.00
Large 49” chest, 49” waist #878-3 $ 125.00
XLarge 52” chest, 52” waist #878-4 $ 125.00
XXLarge 54” chest, 52” waist #878-5 $ 125.00

leerburg.com/878.htm

Small 46” chest, 46” waist #1060-1 $ 135.00
Medium 47” chest, 47” waist #1060-2 $ 135.00
Large 51” chest, 50” waist #1060-3 $ 135.00
XLarge 54” chest, 53” waist #1060-4 $ 135.00
XXLarge 55” chest, 54” waist #1060-5 $ 135.00

leerburg.com/1060.htm

Medium #1069-2 $ 250.00
Large #1069-3 $ 250.00
XLarge #1069-4 $ 250.00
XXLarge #1069-5 $ 250.00

leerburg.com/1069.htm

This training vest is imported from Europe. The nylon vest has leather 
shoulder pads along with numerous front and back pockets for tracking 
lines, tracking articles, tugs, balls, gloves, and anything else you may 
need in training your dog. There is a large pocket in the back and a 
drawstring waist. It is a super training vest. It is perfect for police K-9 
officers to wear over uniforms when they train. 

The entire leather jacket and sleeve are fully lined. The sleeve can 
be worn on either arm for a right or left hand helper. Schutzhund 
rules state that the helper must wear a jacket and have non-biting 
arm covered while doing the helper work in a trial. The lining pulls 
the heat and moisture away from one’s body. Throughout the jacket 
construction all seams are double stitched for strength and durability 
and is also professionally hand quilted. The front of the jacket has two 
closures, a zipper and Velcro to make it secure.

Medium 46” chest, 46” waist #1087-2 $ 100.00
Large 48” chest, 48” waist #1087-3 $ 100.00
XLarge 52” chest, 52” waist #1087-4 $ 100.00

leerburg.com/1086.htm

This is a unique training vest because it has a ball dropping mechanism. 
It is a holder that holds a ball. When the cable is pulled the ball is 
released. When the dog does his exercise in a good way, you can reward 
your dog without any body language and a ball instead. This vest is 
lightweight and has a drawstring waist. Ball can be released from front 
of chest on left side. Imported from Germany.

www.leerburg.com
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Blinds, sTicKs, & BaiT Bags

This blind is 7 feet tall and is made of Marine Grade Exterior Fabric. Setup 
only takes a minute and can easily be done by one person. This blind 
also includes a pouch for storing the stakes. The three poles are secured 
by a lock pin at the top of the blind.

A. Bamboo Stick #874 $ 1.25
B. Padded Stick #877-1 $ 31.00
C. Suede Whip #852 $ 30.00
D. Nylon Agitation Whip #816A-1 $ 35.00

leerburg.com/whips.htm

Whips & Sticks

Clatter
Stick

Dumbbells

Schutzhund
8 ft. Collapsible

Blind

Schutzhund
7 ft. Blind

Schutzhund I Dumbbell #1833 $ 29.95
Schutzhund II Dumbbell #1834 $ 31.95
Schutzhund III Dumbbell #1835 $ 44.95
Full Set of All Three Sizes #1836 $ 94.95

leerburg.com/dumbbell.htm
The dumbells are made of hard maple from sugar maple trees.

This blind is made of Marine Grade Exterior Fabric and anodized light-
weight telescoping poles. Extended, the poles are 8 feet in length. They 
collapse down to 50 inches. This blind sets up in a matter of minutes and 
can easily be done without any assistance. Comes with carrying case.

A.
D.C.B.

Collapsible Blind #891-1 $ 178.00
leerburg.com/891-1.htm

7 Foot Blind #891-2 $ 120.00
leerburg.com/891-2.htm

Clatter Stick #888-1 $ 17.99
http://leerburg.com/888.htm

Snap-Open Bait Bag #736 $ 22.00
leerburg.com/736.htm

Drawstring Treat Bag #757 $ 11.00
leerburg.com/757.htm

2 Pocket Bait Pouch #761 $ 21.99
leerburg.com/761.htm

3 Pocket Training Apron #756 $ 16.00
leerburg.com/756.htm

Has a french hinge for easy opening and closing. Recommended by Ed.

Has a drawstring closing and a snap hook.

Has two compartments, each measuring 10” x 7.”

Has three compartments, each measuring 6” x 6.”

Snap-Open
Bait Bag

Drawstring
Treat Bag

2 Pocket
Bait Pouch

3 Pocket
Training Apron

www.leerburg.com
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Tugs & BiTE EquiPmEnT
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Tugs are a must for building drive and focus in young & adult dogs. Top 
trainers use them throughout the lives of their dogs. They can be used 
as rewards in narcotics work, in obedience and tracking. Young pups 
are introduced to tugs when their mouth is big enough to grip. As they 
grow they will need a larger diameter tug.

A. Large Tug (23” long x 11” circ.) #857 $ 35.00

B. Medium Tug (20” long x 8” circ.) #1065 $ 28.00

C. 2 Handle Mini Tug (10” long x  7 1/2” circ.) #1075 $ 18.00

D. 1 Handle Mini Tug (10” long x 7 1/2” circ.) #786 $ 18.00

E. Pocket Tug (12” long x 3 1/2” circ.) #870 $ 13.00

F. Thin Puppy Tug (8” long x 6” circ.) #1076 $ 15.00

leerburg.com/puppytug.htm

Bite Tugs

Bite Pillows

A. Jute Bite Pillow (13” x  9”) #896-1 $ 43.00
B. Mini Bite Pillow  (11” x 5  1/2”) #895 $ 35.00

leerburg.com/bitesleeves.htm

In my video “Preparing Your Dog for the Helper,” I teach how a handler 
does all the work in bite development through games he plays with his 
dog. The bite pillow is a very important part of this training. It is used in 
the training step after the tug work. If you have a young dog you should 
have this item. The Mini Bite Pillows are made of synthetic body bite suit 
material. All bite pillows are imported from Europe.

Leather Bite Rag #784 $ 30.00
leerburg.com/784.htm

Leather 
Bite Rag

Young dogs will love this soft Leather Bite Rag. You can use it in addition to 
our bite tugs when “Building Drive and Focus.” Imported from Europe. The 
leather is heavy-duty and superior quality to any other Leather Bite Rag 
we have ever seen. The leather is 14” wide by 19” long and is 1/8” thick. It 
has an attached 52” long nylon line with a loop handle. Colors may vary.

All of our Bite Bars and Wedges are imported from Europe. 
They have reinforced stitching and are extremely durable. 

Double Handled Bite Bar #800 $ 110.00
          Replacement Cover #800A $ 26.00
This bite bar is normally used with older more experienced dogs 
that are beyond the bite pillows and tugs. This is a great tool to 
interchange with a bite sleeve. The cover is jute. 

Two Handled Wedge #890 $ 62.00
This is a beginner bite wedge designed to be used on puppies and 
younger dogs in the early stages of bite development. Made of the 
same synthetic material used to make body bite suits.

Jute Bite Bar #1055 $ 50.00
This Jute Bite Bar is great for trainers who love jute vs. synthetic 
material. Strong enough to be able to take an experienced dog, but 
is the perfect size for an older puppy or young adult dog. On each 
end there are comfort-grip handles tucked inside so your hands are 
protected.

Synthetic Bite Bar #1054 $ 52.00
The main difference in this bite bar versus the others is the flexibility. 
This bite bar is made of synthetic linen and the underside is 1/8” 
cotton fleece. Soft and flexible, yet strong and durable. Perfect for 
puppies! Comes with an attached line that is over 6 feet long.

leerburg.com/bitesleeves.htm

Two Handled WedgeDouble Handled Bite Bar

Synthetic Bite BarJute Bite Bar

A.
B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

A. B.

Bite Bars & Wedges

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/bitesleeves.htm
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Romp-N-Roll™Teaser Ball™

4 1/2 Inch Teaser Ball #732-3 $ 9.00
6 Inch Teaser Ball #732-2 $ 11.00
8 Inch Teaser Ball #732-1 $ 14.50
10  Inch Teaser Ball #732 $ 15.00

leerburg.com/732.htm
Unique ball within a ball rolls erratically! It keeps your dog’s attention! 
Floatable for summertime fun. Ball is extra durable, and it’s non-toxic.

4 1/2 Inch Romp-N-Roll #730-3 $ 11.00
6 Inch Romp-N-Roll #730-1 $ 15.00
8 Inch Romp-N-Roll #730-2 $ 18.00

leerburg.com/730.htm
This is our dog’s all time favorite toy. The Romp-N-Roll can entertain any 
dog for hours. It is made of a soft rubber polyurethane. The dog can 
either grip the ball or the rope. It also floats. Colors may vary.

5” Boingo™ 
Ball

5” Boingo Ball #1089 $ 8.99
leerburg.com/1089.htm

Dogs will go crazy for this new “galactic” style ball! The Boingo™ looks like 
a space-age style dog toy. With its spinning and whirling sound it is sure 
to intrigue any pet! The Boingo™ Ball is an “all-season” dog toy-it even 
floats! It contains a solid plastic ball with beads inside. A thick rubber 
ring for easy gripping surrounds the perimeter of the inner ball.

Flying 
Squirrel®

The Flying Squirrel® flies and floats. It is made of a rugged nylon 
construction. It is durable and  flies better than a frisbee. The Flying 
Squirrel has an aerodynamic body that creates maximum lift. When it is 
laying on the ground the concave body allows the dog to scoop it up 
much easier than a frisbee. 

Flying Squirrel #897 $ 13.00
leerburg.com/897.htm

Hyper Dog™ is a new high performance launching toy (similar to a sling 
shot). It is a fun way to train your dog to retrieve. It shoots tennis balls up 
to 220 feet. Hyper Dog also keeps hands clean and dry, with its patented 
hands free pick up. Tennis balls are NOT to be used as a chew toy. They 
are bad for dogs’  teeth. 

Hyper-Dog Launcher #775 $ 19.00
leerburg.com/775.htm

Hyper Dog™
Launcher

This ball on a string is the best I have seen in 30 years of being in the dog 
business. The ball material is super soft and virtually indestructible.  It is also 
non-toxic. We use the Medium Orbee Ball with our dogs. Colors may vary.

Small Orbee Ball 2” #788-1 $ 8.99
Medium Orbee Ball 3” #788-2 $ 12.99
Large Orbee Ball 4” #788-3 $ 16.49

leerburg.com/788.htm

Orbee-Tuff® 
Ball

Orbee-Tuff®
TUG™

Planet Dog TUG™ #1114 $ 19.95
leerburg.com/1114.htm

This new sleek and stylish TUG™ has comfortable handles that allow you 
to maintain your grip through any amount of twist and torque that a 
dog can dish out while playing. There is a built in handle on either end  
of the TUG™ but on opposite sides. It is perfect for a game of tug-o-war 
with your puppy or dog. 11” long and comes in blue/orange.

Ball Clip
(made to hold an 
Orbee-Tuff® Ball)

Ball Clip #894-1 $ 12.00
leerburg.com/894.htm

This ball clip is made of metal. It is used when you are doing focus and 
drive training. By clipping the ball to the ball clip around your neck, it 
allows to have your hands free and lets the dog focus on the ball and 
the handler’s face, rather than their hands. Used by Bernard Flinks during 
Leerburg® seminars.

www.leerburg.com


Warning: No toy is 100% indestructible. It is unrealistic to expect that from any toy. The toys that we sell at Leerburg® are the best quality and most durable that we have found. Always 
supervise your dog when playing with toys. Periodically inspect all toys for damage. Do not allow your dog to continue to play with a damaged or broken toy. Some dogs should never have toys.

Medium Treat Ball 4” #797-2 $ 19.99
Medium Treat Ball Refills #1051 $ 4.99
Large Treat Ball 5” #797-3 $ 24.99
Large Treat Ball Refills #1052 $ 6.99

leerburg.com/797.htm

Everlasting 
Treat Ball®

Provide your dog with hours of chewing fun. It will hold up to even the 
toughest chewers. Refills come in chicken, liver, BBQ, or vanilla mint flavor.

Everlasting 
Fun Ball™

Medium 2.75” diameter #1109-1 $ 9.99
Large 4” diameter #1109-2 $ 14.99

leerburg.com/1109.htm

Leerburg’s newest treat-dispensing dog toy! You can fill the Everlasting 
Fun Ball with any of our All-Natural Treats for interactive fun or try the 
Everlocking Treat. Our dogs will even play with an empty ball, but the 
treats make it that much more enticing!

Medium Chicken #1117-1 $ 5.99
Medium Liver #1117-2 $ 5.99
Large Chicken #1118-1 $ 7.99
Large Liver #1118-2 $ 7.99

leerburg.com/1117.htm

Everlocking 
Treats™

The toughest chewing challenge yet! The first treats to “lock” into place 
as part of our interactive toy systems. All natural ingredients. Fit in the 
Everlasting Treat Ball™ & Everlasting Fun Ball™.

Hol-ee 
Molee™

This is a fun toy for those super tough dogs who demolish everything. It 
is made from 100% natural rubber. Great for puppies and young dogs. 
We use them in our kennel with all of our pups. Colors may vary.

5 Inch Hol-ee Molee #781 $ 10.79
leerburg.com/781.htm

Rubber
Ball-in-Ball

A toy that puppies love! Put cream cheese or peanut butter in the “paw”print 
and they’re entertained for hours. Bell inside the inner ball for added fun!

2 1/2 Inch Ball-in-Ball #764-1 $ 12.00
3 3/4 Inch Ball-in-Ball #764 $ 15.00

leerburg.com/764.htm

Mini Chewb 6” diameter #1131-1 $ 14.99
Tug‘n Toss 8” diameter #1131-2 $ 16.99

leerburg.com/1131.htm

Chewber™
Flying Disc

The Chewbers’™ patented reinforced designs were created with dogs in 
mind. They are tougher, safer, and easier to pick up than other frisbee-
type toys. Great for teeth and gums. Dogs love its springy consistency. 
If you flip it over, it’s an instant water dish! Durability guaranteed!

ChuckIt!®

The ChuckIt! is the best way to exercise your dog...without wearing 
out your arm. Made of lightweight, durable plastic, the ChuckIt! uses a 
standard-size tennis ball and is designed for hands-free pickup, so you 
NEVER have to bend down and pick up a slimy ball again. 26 inches 
long. Colors may vary.

ChuckIt! #772 $ 11.99
leerburg.com/772.htm

Ultra Balls

We stronly recommend that you purchase a set of Ultra Balls to use with 
your Chuckit!®. Tennis balls are not good for a dog’s teeth and can wreck 
the enamel. These balls fit perfectly into the chuckit! and are lightweight, 
bouncy, and they float! The Ultra Balls come in a 2-pack.

Ultra Balls #772-1 $ 7.99
leerburg.com/772.htm
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Small Waggle™ #1120-1 $ 7.99
Med/Large Waggle™ #1120-2 $ 9.99

leerburg.com/1120.htm

The Waggle™

The Waggle™ has a super flexible middle that allows the toy to be 
playfully “wagged” or shaken back and forth. Load up the ends with 
your dog’s favorite treats and watch the toy playfully dispense treats 
for tons of fun! 

Small #1119-1 $ 7.99
Medium #1119-2 $ 10.99
Large #1119-3 $ 15.99

leerburg.com/1119.htm

Twist ‘n Treat™ is a patented toy that unscrews for easy loading of treats and 
fast clean up. Keep your dog busy! The adjustable opening allows for a variety 
of treats from peanut butter to cheese bits or any of your dog’s favorite treats.

Twist ‘n 
Treat™

Hol-ee 
Roller®

5 Inch Hol-ee Roller #780-1 $ 8.49
8 Inch Hol-ee Roller #780-2 $ 17.99

leerburg.com/780.htm

The Hol-ee Roller® is perfect for teething puppies. Made from pliable, 
resilient natural rubber which has proven itself to be the best material 
to satisfy the dog’s normal craving to chew. Colors may vary.

Buster® Cube

The Buster® Cube is patented because of its unique design. With the 
Buster® Cube your dog has to think and work to get his treats. It forces 
your dog or puppy to use their brain and keeps them occupied. Just 
insert your dog’s favorite dry treats and adjust the difficulty.

Buster® MiniCube 3” diameter #1124-1 $ 11.50
Buster® FoodCube 5” diameter #1124-2 $ 14.50

leerburg.com/1124.htm

Leerburg® Rubber Puppy Tug #1107 $ 9.50
leerburg.com/1107.htm

Leerburg® 
Rubber 

Puppy Tug

This is our newest tug for puppy bite work and drive building exercises. 
It is extremely soft and very flexible. We make these here at Leerburg® 
Kennels. The rope handle is about 12” long and is made of durable nylon. 
Our puppies love this toy! 
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Zip Lead™ 
Retractable 

Leash
Small Dog Zip Lead™ Extends to 12 Ft. #1096-1 $ 30.00
Medium Dog Zip Lead™ Extends to 10 Ft. #1096-2 $ 30.00
Large Dog Zip Lead™ Extends to 6 Ft. #1096-3 $ 30.00

leerburg.com/1096.htm
The Zip Lead™ is small, light, strong, and fits in the palm of your hand. It has 
an ergonomical design that is functional and practical.  It’s compact, yet 
powerful. Made of ultra-strong poly-carbonate and durable zinc alloy. 

15’ Cotton Drag LIne #1061 $ 18.00
leerburg.com/1061.htm

15’ Cotton 
Drag Line

This heavy duty cotton drag line is 15 feet long by 1 inch wide. Made 
from a thick, durable webbing. This is the perfect line for all types of 
Schutzhund work and training. This is a drag style lead with no loop 
handle to get tangled in the dogs feel while training. Many trainers 
prefer cotton lines as they are not slippery when wet and dry quickly.

Go-frrr® Ball

My dogs fell in love with the Go-frrr® Ball the first time I took it out. It 
works like a sling shot. It is a ball with a rubbery rope attached to it. You 
can either launch it with your finger or use the Easy Launcher.

Go-frrr Ball #898 $ 8.95
Easy Launcher #898-1 $ 6.95
Double Play ( 2 Balls & Launcher ) #898-2 $ 19.95

leerburg.com/898.htm

www.leerburg.com
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The line is regulation length so it can be used for Schutzhund work.  
This line is a soft flexible line, made from Bevis material that is very 
easy on the hands, yet extremely strong. The line retains its flexibility 
after getting wet. This is a very important feature of any tracking line. 
33 feet long.

British Style 
Slip Lead

Belt Leash

Bevis
Tracking &  

Agitation Line

Police Leash

Synthetic 
Tracking Line

Martingale 
Lead

10 Ft. Tracking Line 1/2” wide #1064 $ 30.00
18 Ft. Tracking Line 1/2” wide #1064-1 $ 35.00
33 Ft. Tracking Line 1/2” wide #1064-2 $ 45.00

leerburg.com/1064.htm

Tracking and Agitation Line 3/8” round #806-1 $ 36.00
leerburg.com/806.htm

Martingale Lead 1/2” round #884 $ 19.00
leerburg.com/mendota.htm#884

6 Ft. British Style Slip Lead 1/2” round #883 $ 16.50
4 Ft. British Style Slip Lead 1/2” round #883-1 $ 16.50
6 Ft. British Style Slip Lead 3/8” round #883-2 $ 16.50

leerburg.com/mendota.htm#883

Black Brown Burgundy
38” Belt Leash #5117-1 #5217-1 #5317-1 $ 22.00
40” Belt Leash #5117-2 #5217-2 #5317-2 $ 22.00

leerburg.com/beltleash.htm

Black Brown
Police Leash #5114 #5214 $ 42.00

leerburg.com/ policeleash.htm

The belt leash is perfect to take on walks. The leash works as a normal leash, 
and then when it is not in use, you can hook it around your waist. Hand 
made from latigo leather with snap. 1/2” wide. Color info on page 41.

This shows our over the shoulder police leash. It’s 6 feet long, with 2 
snaps and 2 “O” rings. This leash can be worn over the shoulder, to 
quickly secure a dog or it can be used in training as a longer training 
leash. 3/4” wide. Black leather.

A leash and collar in one. If you do not keep a collar on your dog and 
need a quick way to put a lead on for a walk, this is the perfect lead. 
*Colors may vary.

The Martingale leash is 6 feet long and 1/2 inch round. It is a lead and collar 
in one. It is easily adjustable to fit any size dog’s neck between 16 and 30 
inches. It is made of very soft braided nylon with brass hardware. These 
collars were first used by Greyhound owners but have become popular 
with all breeds. Dogs do not slip out of this lead. *Colors may vary.

This tracking line is made of synthetic material that looks and feels 
exactly like leather. This tracking line can get wet and is great for training. 
Handmade. 10 feet, 18 feet, and 33 feet lengths available.

This is a 1-inch wide flat tracking line available in 15-ft. or 30-ft. length. 
The snap is a German Bronze snap, the same as we use on our leather 
leashes. These are made by the same man who makes our leather 
leash.

The line is regulation length so it can be used for Schutzhund work. 
The Flat Cotton Tracking Line weighs 25 oz. It is made of very durable 
and strong 1/8” thick cotton. It has a brass swivel scissor snap for easy 
hooking off and on the harness or collar. 33 ft. long.

Flat Cotton 
Tracking Line

33  Ft. Cotton Line 1” wide #748 $ 25.00
leerburg.com/748.htm

15 Ft. Nylon Line 1”  wide #718 $ 20.00
30 Ft. Nylon Line 1” wide #719 $ 25.00

leerburg.com/718.htm

Flat Nylon 
Tracking Line

www.leerburg.com
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Our dog leashes are made of soft Latigo leather. Snaps are sewn and then 
pop riveted to insure the highest security available. Color info on page 41.

Leather 
Leash

Leather
Puppy
Leash

20 Foot
 Cotton 

Training Lead

Traffic Leash
& Pull Tab

Two Dog Lead

Jerk Tab with 
Wooden 
Handle

Super  
Gripper® 
Leashes

Black Brown Burgundy
4 Ft. Leash 3/4” wide #5103 #5203 #5303 $ 25.00
6 Ft. Leash 3/4” wide #5105 #5205 #5305 $ 29.00
6 Ft. Leash 1/2” wide #5104 #5204 #5304 $ 24.00

leerburg.com/leatherleash.htm

Black Brown Burgundy
6 Ft. Puppy Leash #5108 #5208 #5308 $ 21.00

leerburg.com/puppyleash.htm

Black Brown Burgundy
3 Ft. Drag Leash #5106 #5206 #5306 $ 15.00
5 Ft. Drag Leash #5107 #5207 #5307 $ 18.00

leerburg.com/dragleashes.htm

Black Brown Burgundy
15 in. Traffic Leash #5113 NA NA $ 20.00
18 in. Traffic Leash #5115 NA NA $ 23.00
6 in. Leather Pull Tab #5112 #5212 #5312 $ 10.00

leerburg.com/trafficleash.htm

4 Ft. Gripper Leash 3/4” wide #751 $ 22.00
6 Ft. Gripper Leash 3/4” wide #750 $ 24.00

leerburg.com/gripper.htm

If you are going to train using the Bernhard Flinks method of building 
drive, you will need this 20 foot cotton line. I like a cotton line much 
better than nylon for this work because it’s much easier on your hands. 
*Colors may vary.

20 Ft. Training Lead #729 $ 16.00
leerburg.com/729.htm

Our puppy leash is light enough that a 8 week old puppy or a toy breedhas 
no problems with the leash. Puppies & very small dogs have a difficult time 
handling a heavier leash which has been designed for a large adult. Hand 
made from latigo leather. No rivets. 3/8” wide. Color info on page 41.

Light weight leash designed to let a dog drag so it can quickly be 
grabbed to control the dog or give a correction. No loop handle. Hand 
made from latigo leather with snap. 1/2” wide. Color info on page 41.

A traffic leash is a big leather leash handle with snap. 3/4” wide.Black Leather. 
Offers better control when the dog needs to remain close to the handler. 
Pull Tab can be added as an extender. 3/8” wide. Color info on page 41.

These leashes are very lightweight and strong. They have four strips of 
rubber sewn into the material for durability. The 4 ft. gripper leash has 
an “O” ring at the end of the leash, and the 6 ft. leash does not.

A two dog lead is a convenient way to walk two dogs at the same time using 
one leash. It eliminates leashes getting tangled together. It is 12” long and 
5/8” wide and is handmade from latigo leather with snaps. Available in black.

Two Dog Lead 5/8” wide #5118 $ 17.00
leerburg.com/744.htm

Jerk Tab w/ Wooden Handle #745 $ 10.00
leerburg.com/745.htm

This Jerk Tab is great if you want a convenient leash with out the length. It 
allows the dog to stay close to you and works well for giving corrections. 
The overall length is 11” and it is imported from Germany. Available in black. 

Leather 
Drag Leash

(no handle)
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dogTra ElEcTric collars

175 NCP #175 NCP $ 174.95
leerburg.com/175ncp.htm

200 NCP Gold (1 Dog Unit) #200 NCP $ 199.99
202 NCP Gold (2 Dog Unit) #202 NCP $ 309.99

leerburg.com/200ncp.htm

1 and 2 Dog Units with Pager, Black (Low to medium power)
Pet-trainer or sporting dog unit for mild-mannered to medium 
disposition dogs. Features water-resistant transmitter, waterproof 
receiver, rechargeable Ni-MH batteries, half-mile range, nick and constant 
stimulation, and Dogtra’s patented non-stimulating pager mode. 

1600 NCP (1 Dog Unit) #1600 NCP $ 269.99
1602 NCP (2 Dog Unit) #1602 NCP $ 399.99

leerburg.com/1600.htm

1 and 2 Dog Units with Pager, Black (Low to high power)
Sporting dog unit for mild-mannered to stubborn disposition dogs.
The fully-waterproof 1600NCP is the ultimate e-collar for waterfowl 
hunters and their retrievers. Features a half-mile range, nick and constant 
stimulation, Dogtra’s patented pager/vibration mode, and rechargeable 
Ni-MH batteries.

1800 NC (1 Dog Unit) #1800 NC $ 289.99
1802 NC (2 Dog Unit) #1802 NC $ 414.99
1803 NC (3 Dog Unit) #1803 NC $ 539.99
1804 NC (4 Dog Unit) #1804 NC $ 664.99

leerburg.com/1800.htm

1 to 4 Dog Units without Pager, Black (Low to high power)
Single Dog or Multi-Dog Pack Trainer. Designed for the person needing a 
dependable long range training collar to control a number of dogs in the 
field at once. (8) levels of nick/(8) levels of constant stimulation. Featuring 
a waterproof receiver/transmitter along with long lasting rechargeable 
Ni-MH batteries and one-mile range.

3500 NCP (1 Dog Unit) #3500 NCP $ 354.99
3502 NCP (2 Dog Unit) #3502 NCP $ 489.99

leerburg.com/3500.htm

1 and 2 Dog Units with Pager, LCD, Black (Low to high power)
The 3500NCP is called the Super X because of its X-tra features, its X-
ceptional range, and its design for X-treme training situations. Unit is 
fully waterproof with a one-mile range, and has 127 levels of nick and 
continuous stimulation, as well as the non-stimulation pager/vibration 
feature. LCD window for display of intensity level and battery life. Inclueds 
two-hour quick charge Lithium-Polymer batteries, belt clip, and lanyard.

Dummy Collar, Black #844D $ 20.00
Car Charger #Car-D $ 24.95

leerburg.com/dogtra.htm

Dogtra Electric 
Training Collars

1 Dog Unit with Pager, Black (Low to medium power) 
An entry level companion dog trainer for small to medium breeds. 
This compact trainer has a 400 yard range, water resistant transmitter/
waterproof receiver. Nick/Constant stimulation. Rheostat intensity control. 
Dogtra’s patented non-electrical stimulating pager function. Rechargeable 
Ni-MH batteries. 

Ed Frawley and 
the Leerburg® Training 

Staff Recommend 
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Tri-Tronics® 
Electric Training 

Collars

Tri Tronics® 
Bark Limiterxs

The Bark Limiter is much smaller, lighter and still the most effective 
and reliable bark collar on the market. It provides very gentle but 
persuasive control of excessive barking. The Bark Limiter can be 
worn by even the smallest dog. 

The Bark Limiter dimensions are approximately 1.8” wide, 1” deep 
and 1” high, without contact points installed. 

The Tri-Tronic® “Bark Limiter” is the most effective way to stop a 
dog’s annoying bark. The collar is activated by vibrations from the 
dog’s neck and not outside sounds. Barking is usually eliminated 
within 24 hours of putting the collar on your dog. Change the 
stimulation level with the press of a button. The Bark Odometer™ 
tells you how many times the dog barked since the collar was 
turned on. 

Five different stimulation levels. The LED screen tells you what level 
of stimulation it is set on.Short and long changeable contact points 
are included. Waterproof user-replaceable CR2 lithium batteries are 
included. Replacement batteries can be purchased at most retailers. 
30 day money-back guarentee. Full one year warranty.

Tri-Tronics Bark Limiter #815 $ 110.00
Dummy Collar #815-D $ 20.00

leerburg.com/815.htm leerburg.com/tritronics.htm

Tri-Tronics® offers many different electric collars. Most collars have 
a 1 mile range and multiple stimulation levels. Most models are for 
up to 3 dogs, with one up to 6 different dogs. Each collar tends to 
be prefered by different types of trainers. Please visit our selection 
online to see information on each individual collar and to order.

Basic 5 Acre Model #SD2000 $ 159.99
Extra Collar for SD2000 #SD2025 $ 59.99
Rechargable 25 Acre Model #SD2100 $ 299.95
Extra Collar for SD2100 #SD2225 $ 134.99

leerburg.com/equip.htm#fence

All Innotek® In Ground Fencing Systems come with collar, transmitter, 
and 500 feet of 20-gauge wire. You choose the configuration to not 
only keep your dog safely at home, but also clear of out-of-bounds 
areas such as gardens and pools. For more specific information about 
each system, please visit our website.

Innotek®  
In Ground  

Fencing System

DVD / 2 Hrs. 45 Mins.
#318-D  $40.00

leerburg.com/318.htm

Leerburg DVD
Remote Collar 

Training for Pet 
Owners

Until now there has never been a well done training video that teaches 
pet owners the concepts of how to train with an electric collar. When used 
properly, remote collars are one of the most humane training tools. This 
DVD is not specific to one brand of collar and applies to any shock collar.

*For more information on this DVD, please view page 8*
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Leerburg® Leather Products

These collars are 1” and 2” wide with a stand-up handle. Can be used 
in off-leash protection training. Leash can come off and you can still 
securely hold your dog before releasing him. Perfect for use with 
Agitation work and Search & Rescue. Brown leather only. 

Brown Leather Agitation 
Collar with Handle

1” Brown Leather Collar
Small Neck Size 11” - 16” #1062-1 $ 30.00
Medium Neck Size 14” - 18” #1062-2 $ 30.00
Large Neck Size 15” - 19” #1062-3 $ 30.00
XLarge Neck Size 17” - 22” #1062-4 $ 30.00

2” Brown Leather Collar
Small Neck Size 15” - 20” #1063-1 $ 40.00
Medium Neck Size 17” - 22” #1063-2 $ 40.00
Large Neck Size 19” - 24” #1063-3 $ 40.00
XLarge Neck Size 21” - 25” #1063-4 $ 40.00

leerburg.com/1062.htm

1/2” Wide 
Leather Puppy 

Collar
Black Brown Burgundy

Small Neck Size 6”- 9” #5109-1 #5209-1 #5309-1 $ 9.00
Large Neck Size 8”- 12” #5109-2 #5209-2 #5309-2 $ 9.00

leerburg.com/flatleathercollar.htm

This 1/2 inch soft latigo leather collar is hand crafted.  The collar is either 
stitched or riveted for strength. Perfect for newborn puppies or smaller 
sizes and minerature breed dogs. Burgundy leather shown.

3/4” Wide Flat 
Leather Collar

Black Brown Burgundy
Small Neck Size 10”- 14” #5110 #5210 #5310 $ 17.00

leerburg.com/flatleathercollar.htm
This 3/4 inch soft latigo leather collar is hand crafted.  The collar is 
stitched and riveted for extra strength. Perfect for puppies or smaller 
breed dogs. Brown leather shown.

1” Wide Flat 
Leather Collar

Black Brown Burgundy
Small Neck Size 13”- 17” #5135-1 #5235-1 #5335-1 $ 22.00
Medium Neck Size 15”- 21” #5135-2 #5235-2 #5335-2 $ 22.00
Large Neck Size 17”- 23” #5135-3 #5235-3 #5335-3 $ 22.00
X-Large Neck Size 18”- 25” #5135-4 #5235-4 #5335-4 $ 22.00

leerburg.com/flatleathercollar.htm
This 1 inch soft latigo leather collar is hand crafted.  The collar is stitched 
and riveted for extra strength. Brown leather shown. 

Leather 
Agitation 

Collar

If your dog chokes during protection work because he pulls so hard, we 
recommend one of these wide leather collars. The collars are hand made 
with the finest latigo leather. Black leather shown.

Black Brown Burgundy
1 1/4” wide Neck Size 15”- 22” #5119 #5219 #5319 $ 29.00
2 “ wide Neck Size 15”- 22” #5120 #5220 #5320 $ 44.00

leerburg.com/808.htm

We here at Leerburg® have built a reputation for selling the finest leather 
dog leashes, leather harnesses, and leather dog collars in the world.  Our 
Leerburg leather products are strong enough to last a lifetime, but soft 
enough to be comfortable right out of the box. Other companies leather 
products are thin and stiff. The leather in our leather dog products is 
thick, pliable, and soft. It is comfortable in your hands and results in 
better training for your dog. You may be able to buy cheaper leather 
products but you will never buy better quality leather anywhere!

Please keep in mind when ordering that all of our Leather Products are 
handmade.  We try to be as exact as possible with the sizes, but variances Black Brown Burgundy

do occur. We now offer many of our leather products in multiple colors.  
For more information on how our leather products are made, please visit 
leerburg.com/amish.htm.
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collars

Leerburg®
Dominant Dog 

Collars
Available in Neck Sizes 8”- 27”

  
      in one inch increments #746A $ 14.50

leerburg.com/746.htm

This collar is designed specifically to deal with handler aggressive or dog 
aggressive dogs. If you have a problem with aggressive or dominant 
dogs I would recommend that you go to my article section at leerburg.
com/articles.htm. For use with a prong collar.

Small Neck Size 10” - 16” #1081-1 $ 11.00
Medium Neck Size 14” - 21” #1081-2 $ 13.00
Large Neck Size 17” - 25” #1081-3 $ 15.00
XLarge Neck Size 20” - 28” #1081-4 $ 17.00

leerburg.com/1081.htm

Snap Collars

Every dog needs a daily use collar to wear. This is the perfect collar for 
new puppies or to simply hang tags from. This is not a training collar. 
Colors may vary. 

Hemp Collars

Hemp Collar
Small Neck Size 9”- 13” #793-1 $ 16.00
Medium Neck Size 12”- 19” #793-2 $ 16.00
Large Neck Size 18”- 28” #793-3 $ 16.00

leerburg.com/793.htm

Hemp Collar with Fleece Lining
Small Neck Size 6”- 10” #794-1 $ 18.00
Medium Neck Size 10”- 18” #794-2 $ 18.00
Large Neck Size 18”- 28” #794-3 $ 18.00

leerburg.com/794.htm

Hemp Collar Hemp Collar with Fleece Lining

These collars are made from 100% hemp and are very durable. They are 
machine washable and will soften with age. Heavy duty plastic buckle. 
Colors may vary.

The heavy nylon agitation collar is double layered and 2 inches wide. It is 
perfect for agitation work. The nylon will not stretch over time. This wider collar 
prevents the dog from becoming winded when pulling against the collar.

Small Neck Size 15” - 21” #1098-1 $ 19.00
Medium Neck Size 17” - 23” #1098-2 $ 19.00
Large Neck Size 19” - 25” #1098-3 $ 19.00

leerburg.com/1098.htm

Nylon
Agitation 

Collar

Nylon 
Agitation 

Collar 
with Handle

Nyl Agitation Collar with Handle

Small Neck Size 16” - 22” #787-1 $ 19.00
Medium Neck Size 18” - 24” #787-2 $ 19.00
Large Neck Size 20” - 26” #787-3 $ 19.00
XLarge Neck Size 22” - 28” #787-4 $ 21.00

leerburg.com/787.htm

2” wide black nylon collar with stand up handle. Can use in off-leash 
protection training. Leash can come off & you can still securely hold your dog.

Patch Collar

Available in Neck Sizes 18”- 25”

  
      in one inch increments #1128 $ 33.99

leerburg.com/1128.htm

The Patch Collar is 2 inches wide. 
Lined with berber for comfort 
and custom made to fit your dog, 
so please indicate the exact size 
needed. All metal hardware, no 
plastic. Comes with 2 embroidered 
patches. Please choose one and 
the matching one will come with.
They velcro on for the possibility of 
change. Patch choices to the left. 
Not returnable or exchangable.

Leather Choke 
Collar

One Size Neck Size 16”- 20” #5111 $ 23.00
leerburg.com/711.htm

This leather training collar functions as a choke collar. This is a quality 
collar that cannot be purchased in any pet store. The collar is made of 
heavy latigo leather. It is double stitched with the highest quality brass 
hardware. Black leather only. 

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm
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Herm Sprenger

Fur Saver Collars

The German imported fur saver collars are designed to replace choke collars. 
Their purpose is to help eliminate wearing the hair down on the neck.

Stainless Steel Fur Saver Collars
Collar Size 21” 3.50mm #881-21 $ 24.00
Collar Size 23” 3.50mm #881-23 $ 25.00
Collar Size 25” 3.50mm #881-25 $ 28.00
Collar Size 27” 3.50mm #881-27 $ 29.00

Chrome Plated Fur Saver Collars
Collar Size 19” 4mm #821-19 $ 12.00
Collar Size 21” 4mm #821-21 $ 12.00
Collar Size 23” 4mm #821-23 $ 12.00
Collar Size 25” 4mm #821-25 $ 12.00
Collar Size 27” 4mm #821-27 $ 12.00

leerburg.com/prong.htm

Herm Sprenger 

Prong Collars

Stainless Steel 
MICRO

Prong Collars

Mini Micro Neck Size 9” 879-1 $ 31.00
Micro Neck Size 9” 879-2 $ 31.00
Extra Links 8M $ 2.50

leerburg.com/prong.htm#micro

I call prong collars “Power Steering for Dogs.” It is probably the most 
misunderstood training tool there is. So many people take one look at it and say 
“Oh! I could NEVER use that on MY dog!” Then when I explain how it’s used and 
why it’s used they call back and say “ED, THIS IS THE GREATEST THING!” When a 
prong collar is used in training, the handler must realize that a dog who required 
a level 8 correction before will probably require a level 2 or 3 correction with a 

Stainless Steel Prong Collars
Small Neck Size up to 13” 2.25mm #880-1 $ 28.00
Medium Neck Size up to 19” 3.0mm #880-2 $ 30.00
Large Neck Size up to 19” 3.25mm #880-3 $ 32.00
Extra Large Neck Size up to 21” 3.8mm #880-4 $ 46.00
Extra Links #8SS $ 3.25

Chrome Plated Prong Collars

Small Neck Size up to 13” 2.25mm #819-1 $ 15.00
Medium Neck Size up to 18” 3.00mm #819-2 $ 17.00
Large Neck Size 17”- 23” 3.25mm #819-3 $ 19.00
Extra Large Neck Size 19”- 25” 3.8mm #819-4 $ 25.00
Extra Links #8 $ 2.00

Stainless Steel Prong Collars 
with Quick Release

Large Neck Size up to 19” 3.25mm #783-3 $ 53.00
Extra Large Neck Size up to 21” 3.8mm #783-4 $ 58.00
Extra Links #8SS $ 3.25

Chrome Plated Prong Collars
with Quick Release

Small Neck Size up to 13” 2.25mm #887-1 $ 21.00
Medium Neck Size up to 17” 3.00mm #887-2 $ 23.00
Large Neck Size up to 19” 3.25mm #887-3 $ 26.00
Extra Large Neck Size up to 21” 3.8mm #887-4 $ 32.00
Extra Links #8 $ 2.00

*For more information and how to fit your dog’s collar
check out our website at: 
leerburg.com/prong.htm

prong. So a strong dog with too much drive for a small person to handle is now 
easily controllable without a lot of effort. If you are a new Schutzhund trainer or 
a police service dog handler, you will need a prong collar. The advantage of the 
quick release is the use of the clamp to open and close versus opening a link to 
remove or put on the collar. The stainless steel quick release is a snap release, 
and the chrome plated quick release is a clamp release.

Stainless Steel
Prong

These prong collars are designed for the smaller breeds of dogs. The Mini 
Micro prong collar is designed for dogs weighing less than 5 pounds. 
The micro prong collar is designed for dogs weighing over 5 pounds. 
These collars weigh under 1 1/2 ounces each and are only available in 
stainless steel.

Stainless Steel
Prong Quick Release

Chrome Plated
Prong Quick Release

Chrome Plated
Prong 

Micro  Mini Micro

www.leerburg.com
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How to Fit a 
Prong Collar

leerburg.com/fit-prong.htm
I train dogs with prong collars. There are very few dogs that I would not 
train with a prong collar. I recommend them to new dog owners, new 
trainers and people who own dogs with behavioral problems. While 
some think a prong looks nasty the fact is they are far more humane 
than a normal choke collar.

The biggest problem with prong collars is that new dog owners don’t 
know how to put them on, how to size them, or how to have their dog 
wear them. This article will address these issues.

Normal choke collars need to be ordered by length (i.e. 22 inches long 
etc.) Prong collars on the other hand are ordered by weight: extra heavy, 
heavy, light, etc. They all come in a standard length which is adjusted to 
fit the neck of the dog by removing or adding links to the collar.

Prong collars are meant to be put on and taken off before and after daily 
training sessions. Unlike a choke collar that is often left on the dog all 
the time (in some cases this can be a dangerous practice). 

A common problem new trainers have is they don’t remove enough 
links to get the correct snug fit. When that happens the collar hangs 
down on the dogs neck which results in the collar not working the way 
that it was designed.

This photo below demonstrates a prong collar that was not 
properly sized for the dog. The collar is too loose and riding too 
far down on the dog’s neck. It should be up where I have drawn 
the yellow line. 

The correct position for a prong collar is to sit right behind the 
dog’s ears and up under the jaw line. This is showen in the photo 
below. 

A perfect safety procedure to use along with a prong collar is a 
dominant dog collar. I offer this advise to ALL those trainers who 
use prong collars.

It is not unheard of for a mistake to happen and a prong collar 
comes apart when you need it the most. By having a dominant 
dog collar on the dog at the same time as the prong this will 
never be a problem. Simply attach the clip on the leash to both 
the prong and the ring on the dominant dog collar. This is shown 
in the photo below.

When you use your prong collar, we strongly recommend you use a Leerburg® Dominant Dog Collar as a safety backup. Prong collars can come apart. If a 
leash is clipped to a Leerburg® Dominant Dog Collar along with the prong collar, you will have control of the dog in the rare occurrence that the collar fails.

www.leerburg.com
http://www.leerburg.com/fit-prong.htm
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Jafco Plastic Muzzles
White Size 1 #709-1 $ 26.00
White Size 2 #709-2 $ 26.00
White Size 3 #709-3 $ 26.00
White Size 4 #709-4 $ 26.00
White Size 5 #709-5 $ 26.00
Black Size 1 #710-1 $ 28.00
Black Size 2 #710-2 $ 28.00
Black Size 3 #710-3 $ 28.00
Black Size 4 #710-4 $ 28.00
Black Size 5 #709-5 $ 28.00
Clear Size 1 #711-1 $ 31.50
Clear Size 2 #711-2 $ 31.50
Clear Size 3 #711-3 $ 31.50
Clear Size 4 #711-4 $ 31.50
Clear Size 5 #711-5 $ 31.50

leerburg.com/jafco.htm

Jafco Plastic Muzzles

Plastic Muzzle Plastic Rottweiler Muzzle

Police Style 
Leather 
Muzzle

Police Style Leather Muzzles
Small 708B-1 $ 175.00
Medium 708B-2 $ 175.00
Large 708B-3 $ 175.00

leerburg.com/708.htm

The Police Style Leather Muzzle has pop rivets and is perfect for muzzle 
fighting. Made to last a lifetime. Superb quality and craftsmanship. This 
is the best handmade leather muzzle I have ever found!

These plastic basket muzzles offer a great deal of security. Many police 
departments use this muzzle for training protection dogs in muzzle work. 
The muzzle is easy to put on and easy to take off.  Inexpensive. Great for 
pet owners. Size 1 is for small breed dogs and size 5 for large breeds, such 
as Great Danes. Please see our website for exact sizes and how to measure 
your dog’s face at leerburg.com/muzzlefit.htm#jafco1

Many times people make the decision to use a muzzle on a dog when 
in fact they should be using a dominant dog collar and a muzzle or 
in some cases just a dominant dog collar. Muzzles often just cover 
a dog’s problems and do nothing to solve an aggression problem. 
These people need to learn the difference. 

Our dominant dog collars are designed specifically to deal with 
handler aggressive or dog aggressive dogs. If you have a problem 
with aggressive or dominant dogs I would recommend that you go 
to my article section and read what I have written about Dominant 
and Aggressive dogs at: leerburg.com/articles.htm.  I also recommend 
that you get my DVD on Dealing with Dominant and Aggressive Dogs. 
leerburg.com/301.htm 

More dogs are put to sleep every day for aggression problems than I 
care to think about. I am the first to agree that some dogs are beyond 
saving, but many of these dogs  could have been retrained and saved. 
Killing a dog should ALWAYS be a last resort. Using these collars can 
and will make the difference between having to put a dog down or 
ending up with a dog the owner can live with.

I recommend that you go to my web site and read the article on ”How 
to Fit the Leerburg Dominant Dog Collar” at leerburg.com/746.htm, 
and the video on “Dealing with Dominant and Aggressive Dogs” 
explains in detail how to use this collar and what dogs to use it on. 

Dominant Dog Collars
vs. Muzzles

Leather Muzzles
Small 1058-1 $ 45.00
Medium 1058-2 $ 45.00
Large 1058-3 $ 45.00
XLarge 1058-4 $ 45.00

leerburg.com/1058.htm

 Imported 
Leather 
Muzzle

Finally an affordable leather muzzle! Imported from Germany and 
riveted for added strength. Open construction is ideal for max airflow.

Jafco Plastic Rottweiler Muzzles
White Female #709N-4S $ 40.00
White Male #709N-4R $ 40.00
Black Female #710N-4S $ 40.00
Black Male #710N-4R $ 40.00
Clear Female #711N-4S $ 41.50
Clear Male #711N-4R $ 41.50

leerburg.com/jafco.htm

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/jafco.htm
http://leerburg.com/708.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/muzzlefit.htm#jafco1
http://leerburg.com/articles.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/301.htm
www.leerburg.com/746.htm
http://leerburg.com/1058.htm
http://leerburg.com/jafco.htm
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Wire Muzzles

Wire Muzzles
Length Circ.

Boxer 2 1/2” 14 1/2” #700-2 $ 50.00
Cocker Spaniel 4” 12” #700-3 $ 45.00
Doberman 4 1/2 “ 11” #700-4 $ 50.00
Malinois 5” 10 1/2” #700-5 $ 55.00
German Shepherd 3 1/2” 14 1/2” #704A $ 50.00
German Shepherd 4 1/2” 14 1/4” #704A-1 $ 50.00
Bull Terrier 4” 11” #700-6 $ 60.00
Rottweiler 3” 17” #704R $ 50.00
Rottweiler 4” 17” #704R-1 $ 50.00
Pit Bull 3 1/4” 13” #700-7 $ 60.00
Pit Bull 4 1/4” 13” #700-8 $ 60.00
Giant Schnauzer 5” 16” #700-9 $ 60.00
Great Dane 6” 18” #700-10 $ 60.00

leerburg.com/muzzle.htm

Boxer Cocker Spaniel Doberman

Malinois German Shepherd Bull Terrier

Rottweiler Pitbull

These heavy-duty chrome muzzles are imported from Germany. These 
muzzles are a top quality product, unlike anything available in the 
United States. Open style gives maximum airflow. If your dog hates 
being muzzled, use this wire muzzle. Because of the open design, dogs 
do not even notice the muzzle is even on. We have found that these 
muzzles will fit many different breeds of dogs.

Cloth Muzzles

These Cloth Muzzles are made of a durable, washable, reinforced nylon 
fabric. Made with a quick-release plastic buckle for fast, efficient muzzle 
closure. They provide a snug, secure fit for safe, professional care of 
hard to handle dogs. They are favored by dog handlers, groomers, 
and veterinarians. Reduces the risk of dog bites. Only to be used with 
supervision, never leave a muzzled pet unattended. 

Standard Cloth Muzzles
$11.00

Product # Size Weight Nose Circ.
#M-000 XX Small Up to 5 lbs. 3.5 Inches
#M-00 X Small 5 - 10 lbs 4.5 Inches
#M-01 Small 10 - 25 lbs. 5.5 Inches
#M-02 Medium 25 - 45 lbs. 6.5 Inches
#M-03 Large 45 - 65 lbs. 7.5 Inches
#M-04 X Large 60 - 80 lbs. 8.5 Inches
#M-05 XX Large 80 - 100 lbs. 10 Inches
#M-06 XXX Large 100 - 120 lbs. 11 Inches
#M-07 4X Large 120 - 150 lbs. 12 Inches
#M-08 5X Large 150 - 200 lbs. 14 Inches

Chow & Short-Snouted Cloth Muzzles
$12.00

Product # Size End  Nose Circ.
#SM-01 Small 8.5 inches
#SM-02 Medium 9.5 inches
#SM-03 Large 11 inches

Long-Snouted Cloth Muzzles
$11.00

Product # Size Weight Nose Circ.
#LM-01 Small 10 - 25 lbs. 4.5 Inches
#LM-02 Medium 25 - 45 lbs. 5.5 Inches
#LM-03 Large 45 - 60 lbs. 6.5 Inches

Pug-Nose Cloth Muzzles
$13.00

Product # Size Weight 
#PM-01 Small 5 - 12 lbs.
#PM-02 Large 12 - 30 lbs.

*All Cloth Muzzles are similar in Shape to the Standard
Cloth Muzzle with the exception to our Pug-Nose Cloth
Muzzle. For more information please visit our website.

leerburg.com/clothmuzzle.htm

Standard Muzzle Pug-Nose Muzzle

Great Dane

Giant Schnauzer

*For help with measuring your dog 
and finding the perfect size muzzle 

please go to our web site at:
leerburg.com/muzzlefit.htm
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The front and grith straps are adjustable. Light weight and comfortable. 
Comes in a variety of colors to choose from. One free patch included.  
Many patches to choose from.

Reflective Vest

Small Fits a 15 - 35 lb. Dog #726 $ 25.00
Medium Fits a 35 - 75 lb. Dog #725 $ 27.00
Large Fits a 75 -120 lb. Dog #724 $ 29.00

leerburg.com/724-726.htm
This highly visible vest is a must for anyone out at night with their dog. 
Has adjustable straps. Perfect for S&R or evening exercising with your dog. 

S&R Lighted 
ID Vest

Tiny Dog Vest

Padded 
Harness Vest Cape Vest

Police K-9 Vest

X Small 21” - 24” Girth #778-1 $ 35.00
2X Small 18” - 21” Girth #778-2 $ 35.00
3X Small 15” - 18” Girth #778-3 $ 35.00
4X Small 11” - 14” Girth #778-4 $ 35.00

leerburg.com/778.htm

Medium 25” - 31” Girth #762 $ 89.99
Large 32” - 39” Girth #762 $ 89.99

leerburg.com/762.htm
Two way adjustable chest and girth straps. Lined and padded underside. Velcro 
closing ID holder pocket. Three rows of reflective tape. Heavy welded D-ring. Two 
Search & Rescue patches. Thick arched handle. LED flashing light. Durable exterior 
denier fabric. Double stitched seams. Wide variety of colors to choose from.

30” - 39” Girth #777 $ 69.00
leerburg.com/777.htm

The fabric is durable denier. This vest is padded and lined for comfort. 
The vest comes with one free patch of your choice and color.

Medium 26” - 31” Girth #759 $ 62.00
Large 32” - 39” Girth #759 $ 62.00

leerburg.com/759.htm

Small 26” - 30” Girth #760 $ 42.00
Medium 30” - 34” Girth #760 $ 42.00
Large 34” - 38” Girth #760 $ 42.00

leerburg.com/760.htm

Designed to give your dog maximum movement yet large enough to 
show your department patch. This K-9 vest is a multi-function harness. 
It can be used for tracking, patrol work, or carting. It has a stand-up hard 
top handle. Different patches to choose from. Add your department 
patch for free! Comes only in one size.

This vest is made of two layers of weather resistant vinyl coated fabric. 
The inside of the vest is padded for extra comfort on the dog. Available 
in a wide variety of colors with many different patches to choose from. 
One free patch included.

Tiny Dog 
Mesh Vest

X Small 21” - 24” Girth #1110-1 $ 41.99
2X Small 18” - 21” Girth #1110-2 $ 41.99
3X Small 15” - 18” Girth #1110-3 $ 41.99
4X Small 11” - 14” Girth #1110-4 $ 41.99

leerburg.com/1110.htm
Just like our Tiny Dog Vest, but made with a mesh fabric. Designed 
with heat, humidity, and water in mind. Comes with one free patch.

This cape is a light weight identifying cape. The purpose of it is to get 
a new service dog used to wearing the service equipment that it will 
eventually be working in. No snaps, zippers, pockets, etc. to distract.

Training Cape

Small 26” - 30” Girth #1111-1 $ 42.99
Medium 30” - 34” Girth #1111-2 $ 42.99
Large 34” - 38” Girth #1111-3 $ 42.99

leerburg.com/1111.htm

www.leerburg.com
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Black 29” - 39” Girth #5101 $ 90.00
Brown 25” - 39” Girth #5201 $ 90.00
Burgundy 27” - 39” Girth #5301 $ 90.00

leerburg.com/leatheragitharness.htm

Padded 
Leather 

Agitation 
Harness

Leather
Tracking 
Harness

2-Inch Wide
Polyweb 
Tracking 
Harness

S&R
Reflective 

Harness

The harness is designed to fit almost any sized dog. The leather is the finest. 
Flexible and will not rub or wear into the skin of your dog. Padded breast plate 
helps absorb the shock of a strong dog hitting the end of a line during bite work.

Black Brown Burgundy
28” - 38” Girth #5102 #5202 #5302 $ 65.00

leerburg.com/leathertrackharness.htm

This design was copied from a tracking harness used by the RCMP in 
Canada. The harness does not restrict the air flow of the dog in any way. 
This is an extremely important feature on a tracking harness during long 
tracks where the dogs need all the help they can get.

21” - 36” Girth #721 $ 42.00
leerburg.com/721.htm

This light weight heavy duty tracking harness will last for years. It can be 
adjusted in four places to get a perfect fit for almost any size dog. If you 
are a service dog handler this is the perfect light weight solution to carry 
with you when you are deployed on a tracking or S&R call-out.

30” - 37” Girth #795 $ 68.00
leerburg.com/795.htm

Leather
Bottcher

32” - 39” Girth #867-1 $ 33.00
leerburg.com/867.htm

Nylon Search & Rescue harness made from 2” wide webbing with highly 
visible blaze orange attached webbing and reflective tape that covers 
both sides of the harness. This harness is lightweight with 2” side release 
buckle and adjusting slide. The chest strap is padded for the dog’s 
comfort. The S & R harness comes with 2 patches, one on each side.  

This is a very effective harness to use to train dogs to keep their nose down 
on the ground. The loop of the harness goes around the dogs haunches,  
the lower line runs under the belly and is clipped to the collar on the neck. 
A tracking line attached under the belly of the dog. This works because as 
the dog pulls, the harness pulls his nose to the ground.

One Size 29” - 34” Girth #1070 $ 62.99
leerburg.com/1070.htm

The vest comes with a LED flashing light that can be turned on, off or 
flashing. On top of the vest there is a heavy D-ring that is attached into 
the girth strap so you can attach your tracking line onto the vest itself. 
This vest comes with two patches. A wide variety of colors to choose from.

Mesh Vest

Working Dog 
Vest

Medium 25” - 31” Girth #1050-1 $ 149.00
Large 31” - 42” Girth #1050-2 $ 149.00

leerburg.com/1050.htm
This vest is made of PVC backed denier fabric making it extra tuff and durable. 
It is padded, lined and all the seams are cover bound. There are four places 
on the vest that have attached reflective webbing for night safety. It will not 
be to hot for the dog to work in. Many patches and colors to choose from.

Nylon 
Adjustable

Harness
X-Small 3/8” Strap 10” - 14” Girth #1123-1 $ 7.50
Small 5/8” Strap 14” - 20” Girth #1123-2 $ 9.50
Medium 3/4” Strap 20” - 28” Girth #1123-3 $ 11.00
Large 1” Strap 28” - 36” Girth #1123-4 $ 14.00

leerburg.com/1123.htm
Will fit most dogs. High quality nylon is thick, strong, & specially processed 
to prevent fraying.  Finished for the best look & durablity. Colors vary.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/leatheragitharness.htm
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Dog 
Boots

X Small #1125-1 $ 14.99
Small #1125-2 $ 14.99
Medium #1125-3 $ 14.99
Large #1125-4 $ 14.99
XLarge #1125-5 $ 14.99

leerburg.com/1125.htm
Made to protect your dog’s paws from ice-melt burn and walking on  
hor or cold surfaces. Also help with paw injuries & allergies.  Many colors 
available in pairs of two. For  boot measurements please see: 
http://leerburg.com/1125chart.htm

Highly visible neck bandana for your working dog. You can choose 
from five bandana types. Your choices are: Service Dog, Therapy Dog, 
Medical Alert Dog, Assistance Dog, and Hearing Dog. These are made of 
a double layer of beautiful, soft, draping, bright white, washable fabric, 
with finished edges.

Working Dog
 Bandana

Dog Bandanna #796 $ 19.00
leerburg.com/796.htm

Saddlebag
Harness

32” - 39” Girth #755 $ 90.00
leerburg.com/755.htm

This two-piece Saddlebag can also be used as a Harness or Vest for your 
dog. It is made of two layers of weather resistant denier polyester fabric. 
All seams are double-sewn. It is lightweight with plastic slides and snap 
buckles. 6” x 10” bag. 

Backpack 
Harness

32” - 37” Girth #754 $ 130.00
leerburg.com/754.htm

This is a two piece Backpack that can also be used as a Harness or Vest 
for your dog because the Backpack can be removed from it. This product 
is very durable, made from denier poly duck fabric with double-sewn 
seams. It is lined with quilted fabric for your dogs comfort, and lets 
their skin breathe better. 10” x 13” x 3” bag. Comes in a variety of colors.

Field Dog 
First Aid 

& 
Trauma 

Kit

Sport Dog 
First 

Aid Kit

Field DogFirst Aid & Trauma Kit #1134 $ 149.00
Refill Kit #1134-R $ 87.99

leerburg.com/1134.htm

Sport Dog First Aid Kit #1133 $ 39.95
leerburg.com/1133.htm

This emergency kit is a necessity for anyone who has a working dog. A 
serious first aid emergency and trauma kit for dog owners and especially 
search & rescue units. This will take you through nearly any emergency, 
from setting a broken leg to stitching up a wound.

Included is a 24 page first aid and emergency booklet. Wide mouth doctor 
type bag is great so you can see in the kit. Snap open the top of this bag and it 
stays open. There are over 140 pieces in this first aid & trauma kit, listed onine.

A must have for anyone who works their dog outdoors. It’s a good idea 
to keep one behind the back seat of your vehicle at all times. The Sport 
Dog First Aid Kit comes in a handy water-resistant belt pack. For your 
convience you can attach it to your belt when hiking, tracking, or training.

The kit comes with a 24 page color booklet that covers many emergency 
situations and incidents. List of contents available online.

Save Your 
Dog’s Life!

DVD / 35 Mins.
#423-D  $20.00

leerburg.com/423.htm

This video was developed by a vet after years of seeing pets die. He 
knew they could have been saved had their owner only known a few 
first aid procedures. The video deals with CPR, internal & external 
bleeding, fractures, choking, drowning, heat stroke, poisoning, burns, 
snake bites, and how to move an injured dog.                         

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/1125chart.htm
http://leerburg.com/423.htm
http://leerburg.com/423.htm
http://leerburg.com/423.htm


clicKErs & TaTToo

Leerburg Clicker #765 $ 1.25
Wrist Coil #766 $ 2.75

leerburg.com/765.htm

Leerburg
Clicker

We are big fans of MARKER training here at Leerburg® which can include 
using a clicker. If you are not familiar with what this is and want to learn 
about this very exciting way to train your dog,  please view our “Basic Dog 
Obedience Video.” The wrist coil works well with the Leerburg® clicker.

Dog Bell & 
Dog Whistle

Dog Bell #741 $ 9.00
Dog Whistle #743 $ 10.00

leerburg.com/equip.htm#misc

The dog bell is held on the dogs collar with velcro. Used by Police K9, 
Search & Rescue, and hikers. I use it at night when I walk my dogs off 
leash. / This high quality metal whistle is used to train your dogs to 
come. It works great for long distances.

i-Click Clicker #1108 $ 1.79

leerburg.com/1108.htm

i-Click 
Clicker

The  i-Click Clicker was designed by the clicker trainers at Karen Pryor 
Clicker Training. This clicker is great for anywhere. It has a less harsh 
‘click.’ The i-Click Clicker was designed to work for everyone. The trigger 
or center of the clicker has been engineered so that only a small amount 
of pressure is needed to ‘click.’ Colors may vary.

Fox 40 Classic CMG Whistle #1139 $ 6.99

leerburg.com/1139.htm

Fox 40
Classic CMG

Whistle

A patented three-chamber design and no moving parts to ensure 
flawless performance every time from the Fox 40 Classic CMG Whistle. 
Cushioned Mouth Grip provides superior grip and protection from you 
teeth. Can be heard over one mile away!
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How to Tattoo 
Your Puppies

DVD  / 35 Min.
#411-D  $30.00 

leerburg.com/411.htm

Hauptner 
Tattoo Equipment

Forceps #10A $ 70.00

Double Set Figures #11A $ 120.00

Green Ink (50 grams) #13A $ 13.00

1 Alphabet #12A $ 140.00

*Free DVD “How to Tattoo Your Puppies” with
 Purchase of Hauptner Tattoo Set:  Forceps, 

Double set Figures, Green Ink, and 1 Alphabet
ONLY $343.00 + shipping

leerburg.com/hauptner.htm

I personally prefer to tattoo my pups versus putting a computer chip 
in them. There are too many kinds of computer chips, and each needs 
its own chip reader. Anyone can look in the ear of a dog and see that 
it is tattooed. If anything, I would recommend both a chip and tattoo. 
This DVD can be yours for free when you purchase the complete set of 
Hauptner’s Tattoo Equipment (See Below).

Hauptner is without a doubt the best dog tattoo equipment in the world. 
It is manufactured in Germany and is the only tattoo equipment used by 
all the breed clubs in Europe and in America (i.e. the SV, DOBS, ADRK, 
SchH USA.) The quality is in every penny spent. (Prices may fluctuate.)

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/411.htm
http://leerburg.com/hauptner.htm
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grooming

DVD / 25 Min.
#424-D  $20.00

leerburg.com/424.htm

Pure Pet

Dog
Shampoo

Pure O’Flee is formulated to be effective on infested animals. 
Biodegradable, pH-balanced, & produces a lather for conditioning the skin 
& coat. Helps to deodorize, soothe and ease discomfort created by pests. 

Pure Care is formulated to provide the best skin & coat repairing 
ingredients. Excellent gentle shampoo for sensitive skin. Biodegradable, 
pH-balanced, and contains no steroids or chemicals.

Pure O’Flee - Flea & Tick Relief Shampoo #1068-1 $ 9.99
Pure Care - Herbal Skin Therapy Shampoo #1068-2 $ 9.99

leerburg.com/1068.htm

Dog 
Shampoo 

& Coat 
Conditioner

Peppermint Shampoo and Conditioner is refreshingly minty to wash 
away those tough odors.  It is pH-balanced with peppermint oil and 
naturally deodorizes. Puppy safe.

Healing Shampoo helps to calm itch and soothe the skin. It is pH-
balanced with aloe and contains eucalyptus and chamomile. Puppy safe.

Biodegradable. FDA Approved. Soap free.

Peppermint Shampoo #1073-1 $ 9.95
Peppermint Conditioner #1073-2 $ 9.95
Healing Shampoo #1073-3 $ 11.95

leerburg.com/1073.htm

The
Dirty Dog 
Portable 
Pet Bath

Medium 24”dia x 14”depth #1135-1 $ 59.49
Large 24”dia x 20”depth #1135-2 $ 67.99

leerburg.com/1135.htm
The Dirty Dogs™ Portable Pet Bath is perfect for bathing your dog outside 
and not having to mess up your bathroom or kitchen. Made from double-
walled PVC and nylon container. Steel frame folds for easy storage. 
Pocket for holding the necessities and a drain to let out water. 30” x 33” 
bath towl for drying when finished. Also features a built-in leash clip.

One of the nicest features of the German Shepherd dog is its coat. It’s 
what we call home groomable. All you need are a few basic tools and 
the knowledge of how to properly use them. This training video gives 
you that information.

Our 25 minute video takes you step by step through the grooming, 
bathing, and drying process. The video breaks brushing down into 5 
easy steps. We explain in detail how to use each of the grooming tools. 
We show you how to trim your dog’s nails and how to properly clean the 
inside of the dog’s ears.  We show the proper way to bathe the dog and 
the correct way to dry and brush the dog after its bath.

The dog used in the video is Leerburg’s® foundation stud dog, Natan 
Busecker Schloss. Natan has a full dense coat. You will see how a 
professional bathes and  then grooms him. You will also see that this is 
not a difficult task. It’s something every pet owner can learn to do with 
the help of this training video.

This video was done with the help of ‘The Twin Cities School of Dog 
Grooming’, an outstanding school.  

Grooming Your 
German Shepherd

Bitter® Apple
Spray

When puppies and dogs chew, Bitter® Apple is part of the solution. Spray 
Bitter® Apple directly into the dog’s mouth twice a day for three days. 
Then put one spray of bitter apple into a spray  bottle filled with water.   
Spray everything the dog may try and chew. THIS WORKS!!! The dog will 
avoid anything that even comes close to smelling like Bitter® Apple. 

Bitter® Apple Spray #774 $ 7.00
leerburg.com/774.htm

Stops
Chewing

TUF-FOOT
Solution

Aids in protecting feet against bruises, blisters and foot soreness. 
Guaranteed to toughen soft, cracked, sore, and tender feet. Foot comfort 
for Sportsmen, Hunters, Athletes, and Animals. TUF-FOOT® is ideal for 
hunting dogs, working dogs, and all other dogs on the move! 8 fl. oz.

TUF-FOOT® Solution #70 $ 11.95
leerburg.com/70.htm

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/424.htm
http://leerburg.com/424.htm
http://leerburg.com/424.htm
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Grooming 
Rake

Undercoat
Shedding 

Rake

The beauty of this tool is that the tines go directly to the skin and 
stimulate the natural oils in the dog’s skin. This rake is good for shorter 
to medium haired dogs or dogs that don’t have an undercoat. 

The beauty of this tool is that the tines go directly to the skin and stimulate 
the natural oils in the dog’s skin. This rake is good for longer haired dogs. 
The rake is a good tool to remove the loose undercoat hair and burrs. 

Shedding Rake #811-2 $ 9.00
leerburg.com/811.htm#undercoat

German Grooming Rake #811 $ 9.00
leerburg.com/811.htm

FURminator® deShedding™ Tool #1072 $ 49.95
leerburg.com/1072.htm

FURminator®
deShedding™ 

Tool

Reduces shedding up to 90% in dogs and cats. GUARANTEED to reduce 
shedding better than any brush, comb or rake. Also, reduces the amount 
of airborne elements that cause allergic reactions in many people. 

Brush with 
Flea & Fine 

Combs 

Adjustable 
Size Shedding

Blade

Nail Clipper, Styptic, & File #1084 $ 12.00
2 Pack Replacement Styptic #1086 $ 4.99

leerburg.com/1084.htm

Brush with Flea & Fine Combs #1082 $ 13.00
leerburg.com/1082.htm

Adjustable Size Shedding Blade #1083 $ 12.00
leerburg.com/1083.htm

Nail Clipper,
Styptic, & File
3-in-1 Pedicure Set

Guillotine
Nail Trimmer, 
Styptic & File
3-in-1 Pedicure Set

This nail clipper is ideal for medium to large dogs, this 3-in-1 grooming 
tool comes complete with styptic and file that store in the trimmer handle. 
The nail file is conveniently located on dispenser.

Miller Forge
Nail Clippers

This heavy duty nail clipper will last a lifetime. It is the best that money 
can buy. Perfect for puppies. Blades are made of Italian stainless steel.

Miller Forge Nail Clippers #837 $ 14.00
leerburg.com/811.htm#nail

Guillotine, Styptic, & File #1085 $ 10.50
2 Pack Replacement Styptic #1086 $ 4.99

leerburg.com/1085.htm Ideal for removing large volumes of dead hair and reducing shedding 
around the house, the double-sided blade features both coarse and fine 
teeth.  Unique looped blade conveniently slides in and out of handle 
to create a variety of sizes suitable for large or tight grooming areas 
provides comfortable, secure grip.

This large wire brush with integrated palm-sized flea and fine combs 
allows for full service grooming with only one tool! Both the flea and 
fine combs store in the brush head, while the fine comb can also be 
used to remove hair debris from the brush for cleaning. Cushioned, 
non-slip handle provides comfortable, secure grip.  

Designed for medium to large dogs, this 3-in-1 grooming tool has 
heavy-duty 3.4 mm stainless steel blades that cut through a dog’s nails 
effortlessly.  The styptic and file store in the clipper handle for easy 
access during grooming.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/1072.htm
http://leerburg.com/1084.htm
http://leerburg.com/1082.htm
http://leerburg.com/811.htm#nail
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BEds, Pads, & TarPs

 Heating Pad

This hard plastic heating pad keeps your dog and her puppies at 98 -
102 degrees F. It’s perfect for your whelping box, dog house, garage, 
basement or front porch. The cord is steel wrapped and the pad is made 
from rugged ABS plastic. Used here at Leerburg® Kennels!

Leerburg® Puppies

Synthetic Lambskin Pet Bed
Petite 18” x 20 #763- 0 $ 26.95
Medium 24” x  36”  #763- 1 $ 33.50 
Large  30” x   40” #763- 2 $ 40.50
Extra Large  36”  x   50” #763- 3 $ 61.00

leerburg.com/763.htm

The unique lock stitch backing makes the Pet Bed virtually impossible to 
unravel. Pet owners love this product because it resists tearing. It is stain 
resistant and water absorbent. Pets love it because the soft plush pile 
allows air to circulate underneath so they stay cool in summer, and warm 
in winter. It is machine washable and dryer safe with no shrinking. 

Small  13” x 19”  60 watts #742-1 $ 58.00
Medium 17 “ x  24”  80 watts #742-2 $ 60.00
Large  22 1/2 “ x   28 1/2”   100 watts #742-3 $ 72.00

leerburg.com/742.htm

Silver Shade 
Mesh

Exercise Pen 
Tarps

This poly-aluminum knit fabric was developed in Israel and used to 
reduce the problematic affects caused by the sun.  SilverShade acts like 
a mirror reflecting the sun’s rays back into the  atmosphere. Other shade 
materials absorb the sun’s radiation and become hot, thus producing heat 
in an area where cooling is desired. Silver Shade does not absorb heat, 
it reflects it away, thereby doing a superior job of shading and cooling.  
Tarps are edged with 2” polypropylene webbing; soft, supple, rot, mold, 
and mildew resistant - superior to any similar product on the market.  

The open weave fabric allows fresh air circulation, provides a canopy 
that does not fill with water and facilitates an upwards escape for heat 
and moisture. It was developed for outdoor use, has been used by the 
military for years, is UV ray protected and very durable. The fabric does 
not run, tear, or unravel. It’s unique features have created an unlimited 
array of uses for anything under the sun! 

THE PERFECT SUN SHADE
* Heat Reduction - up to 20% when area is fully shaded * 70% Shade/
Reflection of sun’s rays * High Tensile Strength - Durability * Does 
Not fray, run, tear or unravel * Lightweight, compact, easy to handle 
* Energy Saving up to 50% * Increased Illumination underneath * UV 
Stabilized / anti-oxidation coating * Created for outdoor use / rot and 
mildew resistant * Washes with a garden hose

Leerburg® Training Bag

Leerburg® Training Bag #1099 $ 99.00
Custom Name Patch #1099-1 $ 8.50

leerburg.com/1099.htm

Custom designed by Ed Frawley and Cindy Rhodes. This heavy duty 
bag is 21” long by 12” tall by 6” wide. Many pockets to hold everything 
for training. Cell phone pocket with key ring. Bag comes with a water 
bottle and cloth water dish built right into the water bottle. Leerburg 
logo embroidered on the front and optional embroidered name patch 
offered. More pictures available online.

6’ x 7’  tarp #1143-1 $ 45.00
7’ x 8’  tarp #1143-2 $ 59.00
7’ x 10’  tarp #1143-3 $ 70.00
7’ x 12’  tarp #1143-4 $ 85.00
10’ x 14’  tarp #1143-5 $ 140.00

leerburg.com/1143.htm

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/742.htm
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Leerburg® Puppies

Full Ventilation Aluminum Crate #1093 $ 499.00
leerburg.com/1093.htm

Flat Finish Aluminum Crate #1092 $ 449.00
leerburg.com/1092.htm

Powder Coated Aluminum Crate #1094 $ 569.99
leerburg.com/1094.htm

Flat Finish 
Aluminum Dog 

Crate

Deluxe Full 
Tread-Brite 

Aluminum Dog 
Crate

Deluxe Full Tread-Brite Aluminum Crate #1095 $ 699.00
leerburg.com/1095.htm

Powder Coated Full Ventilation Aluminum Crate #1113 $ 599.00
leerburg.com/1113.htm

The Full Ventilation Crate features ventilation on all four sides. This crate 
was designed with air movement in mind and is a great feature for those 
dogs that must remain in their kennel all day. Each side panel of the crate 
has two recessed handles and is TIG welded. This crate measures 36 inches 
long, 28 inches tall, and 24 inches wide. Shipping and handling is $85.00.

Full Ventilation 
Aluminum Dog 

Crate

Powder Coated 
Aluminum Dog 

Crate

Powder Coated 
Full Ventilation 
Aluminum Dog 

Crate

Very nice flat finish aluminum crate at an unbeatable price. Compare this 
entry level crate to any other entry level crate on the market and it will 
win out. This crate is TIG welded with two recessed handles. The sides 
and door have good ventilation. This crate is 36 inches long, 28 inches 
tall, and 24 inches wide. Shipping and handling is $85.00.

This Powder Coated Aluminum Crate is very durable with a hard finish 
made from a special two coat process. This crate is TIG welded and 
measures 36 inches long, 28 inches tall, and 24 inches wide.  Grey fleck 
on black. Shipping and handling is $85.00.

This is a premium crate with full tread-brite construction through out. 
This crate is TIG welded and measures 36 inches long, 28 inches tall, 
and 24 inches tall. The crate is made from 1/8” thick tread-brite finish 
aluminum, which is extremely thick for crate construction. It has good 
ventilation on all four sides and has a laser cut, double reinforced locking 
door with stainless steel locking latch. Shipping and handling is $85.00.

This crate has all the great features of our Full Ventilation Aluminum 
Dog Crate with the powder coated finish. It is very durable with a hard 
finish made from a special two coat process. This crate is TIG welded and 
measures 36 inches long, 28 inches tall, and 24 inches wide.  Grey fleck 
on black. Shipping and handling is $85.00.

www.leerburg.com
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craTEs & dishEs

Cloth Dish Cloth Bowl

Food & Water
Dish Combo

This Cloth Dish folds up for easy packing on the go and has a hook at 
one end. The inside has a plastic lining so it can be filled up with water or 
food. The outside is made of a durable nylon material. Great for travel.

They are leak proof and the food dish has a drawstring netted top so you 
will not loose any food during travel. They store together with Velcro at 
the sides of the bowls. Great for camping and travel.

This cloth bowl has a waterproof nylon lining that holds water. Can be 
folded up easily. Great for camping and travel.

Food & Water Dish Combo #790 $ 18.00
leerburg.com/790.htm

Cloth Bowl #739 $ 17.00
leerburg.com/739.htm

Cloth Dish #723 $ 13.00
leerburg.com/dish.htm

These stainless steel dog dishes are the heaviest dog bowls in the world. 
Because of their durability they will last a life time. They come in two sizes.These pails are perfect for using in a kennel because their flat side will 

lie flat against most surfaces. Styles available with or without a hook.

Pint Size #731-2 $ 3.50
3 Quart Size #731-3 $ 9.00

leerburg.com/731.htm

Heavy
Stainless Steel 

Dishes
Stainless Steel

Flat Pails

2 Quart with Hook #737-1 $ 19.00
2 Quart without Hook #737 $ 17.00
4 Quart without Hook #737-4 $ 21.00

leerburg.com/737.htm

Hyperbin™

Hyperbin™ features a removable liner for easy clean-up that keeps out 
rodents & bugs, keeps odor inside, and keeps food fresh. Water resistant. 
It is great for storing dog food, cat food, horse feed, bird seed, cat litter, 
and pet toys. Perfect for camping with your dogs!

20 Pound Bin 11” d X 12” h #1122-1 $ 19.99
40 Pound Bin 12.5” d X 20” h #1122-2 $ 24.99

leerburg.com/1122.htm
Crate Fan

The Crate Fan clips to any crate, carrier, or kennel. Up to 100 hours of use 
with 2 alkaline “D” cell batteries (not included). Powerful airflow with low 
and high speed settings. Ultra-quiet operation.

Crate Fan #1127 $ 9.99
leerburg.com/1127.htm
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DVD
#416-D  $24.00

leerburg.com/416.htm

DVD - Feeding an 
All-Natural Diet 

Beef Meat Roll 10 oz. #1136-1 $ 2.21
Beef Meat Roll 2 lb. 3 oz. #1137-1 $ 6.43
Chicken & Liver Meat Roll 10 oz. #1136-2 $ 2.21
Chicken & Liver Meat Roll 2 lb. 3 oz. #1137-2 $ 6.43
Lamb & Rice Meat Roll 10 oz. #1136-3 $ 2.21
Lamb & Rice Meat Roll 2 lb. 3 oz. #1137-3 $ 6.43

leerburg.com/1136.htm

Redbarn
Meat Rolls

Made from fresh, high quality, individually hand selected ingredients 
like choice cuts of fresh meat and wholesome grains (no corn, soy or 
beet pulp). 60% fresh meat. All-natural. Specially prepared & packaged 
without oxygen allowing it to remain fresh at room temperature 
without artificial preservations. Once opened, refrigerate.

Alternate  
Protein Treats

Plato 
Smart Dog 

Treats

Soft Training 
TreatsThis DVD is scheduled to be released in December 2007. 

The goal of this video is to educate the dog owner about the different 
philosophies of raw feeding.  We have been feeding a raw diet to our 
own dogs since the mid 1990’s and our ideas are constantly evolving 
as we become more educated and experienced.  There is no ONE 
method that is perfect and each dog owner should weigh all the 
options and make their own decisions based on what is best for each 
individual situation.  We hope that after viewing this video, you will be 
more prepared and educated on the topic of feeding your dog more 
naturally. 

We will go over the benefits of raw feeding, types of raw feeding 
methods, commercial diets and why we don’t feed them.  We will also 
cover the drawbacks and challenges of feeding a raw diet as well as 
commonly asked questions and myths. 

There will be sections on how and where to shop for your dog’s 
food, how much to feed and how to manage your dog’s food while 
traveling. 

Organic Chicken Strips #1140-1 $ 12.99
Duck Strips #1140-2 $ 12.99
Salmon Strips #1140-3 $ 12.99

leerburg.com/1140.htm

Venison Bits #1142-1 $ 7.99
Buffalo Chips #1142-2 $ 7.99
Lamb Flips #1142-3 $ 7.99

leerburg.com/1142.htm

Kickin’ Chicken #1141-1 $ 8.99
Peanut Butter & Molasses #1141-2 $ 8.99
Liver Mesquite #1141-3 $ 8.99
White Cheddar #1141-5 $ 8.99

leerburg.com/1141.htm

These soft moist treats are the perfect size to use in training without 
overindulging your pup. They are great for the show ring, clicker and 
agility training, house training puppies, or anything else fun with your 
dog that may enjoy a little incentive! And you’ll love the resealable tub 
for freezing these little bites! There is no soy, corn or wheat to provoke 
food allergies. All-natural. Approximately 7 /16” diameter. 1 lb.

All-natural Alternate Protein Treats contain brown rice flour, free-range 
meat, and garlic. These “wild” chips are bursting with flavor and a hard 
crunchy texture that has the added benefit of helping keep your pup’s 
teeth clean. Also, there is no corn, soy or wheat to provoke food allergies. 
These tasty treats are approximately one inch in size. 9 oz.

Plato Smart Dog Treats strips are made from over 90% of salmon, duck, 
or organic chicken. All-natural ingredients, fortified with anioxidant 
vitamins, proteinated zinc, and glucosamine. No artificial colors, flavors, 
synthetic preservatives or genetically modified organisms. 16 oz.

Coming 
December

2007

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/416.htm
http://leerburg.com/416.htm
http://leerburg.com/416.htm
http://leerburg.com/1136.htm
http://leerburg.com/1140.htm
http://leerburg.com/1142.htm
http://leerburg.com/1141.htm
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Grizzly 
NuTreats

Dogs love the enticing and delicious taste of crunchy Grizzly NuTreats™. 
Generous bits of smoked salmon create a flavor your dog craves! Grizzly 
NuTreats™ are exceptionally nutritious; no grain fillers are added. All-
natural. Each bite size reward has only 7 calories so you can be generous 
to your dog. 6oz.

Liver 
Biscotti

Yummy
Chummies

Yummy Chummies are all-natural. They are made in Alaska primarily 
from Alaskan Salmon. Salmon is an excellent source of OMEGA-3 and 
OMEGA-6 fatty acids which helps your dog to have  healthier hair, coat 
and skin. Perfect for tracking training! 4 oz.

All my dogs love these treats. They are convenient to use for tracking and 
obedience training. They can be kept in the car or training bag and used 
whenever or wherever one goes with their dog. Because they are dry 
they do not leave a mess. All-natural. Also available with no egg or wheat.

Liver Biscotti Original 8 oz. #1869-1 $ 7.99
Liver Biscotti Original 5 lbs. #1869-5 $ 59.99
No Wheat / No Egg 8 oz. #1870-1 $ 7.99
No Wheat / No Egg 5 lbs. #1870-5 $ 59.99

leerburg.com/1869.htm

Grizzly NuTreats #869-2 $ 7.00
leerburg.com/869-2.htm

all-naTural TrEaTs

Zuke’s Chicken Flavor 6 oz. #1078-1 $ 4.32
Zuke’s Chicken Flavor 16 oz. #1078-2 $ 10.28
Zuke’s Peanut Butter Flavor 6 oz. #1079-1 $ 4.32
Zuke’s Peanut Butter Flavor 16 oz. #1079-2 $ 10.28
Zuke’s Salmon Flavor 6 oz. #1080-1 $ 4.32
Zuke’s Salmon Flavor 16 oz. #1080-2 $ 10.28

leerburg.com/1078.htm
Each moist little morsel is packed with the all-natural taste of premium 
chicken, salmon, or peanut butter. All flavors contain an optimal balance 
of vitamins and minerals to keep your dog healthy and happy! The Mini 
Natural Treats come in either 6 oz. or 16 oz. resealabe packages. We 
have found that these are quickly becoming our favorite training treat 
for puppies here at Leerburg Kennels.

Zuke’s Mini 
Naturals

Real Food 
Toppers

Pure Chicken Breast #1097-1 $ 14.99
Pure Wild Salmon #1097-2 $ 14.99
Pure Beef Sirloin #1097-3 $ 14.99
Pure Beef Liver #1097-4 $ 14.99

leerburg.com/1097.htm

Real Food Toppers are premium selections of fresh whole foods that 
are gently freeze dried to lock in valuable nutrients and freshness. All 
of the ingredients are produced for human consumption and sourced 
in the USA.  All-natural. Feed as a treat straight from the bag or feed as 
a gourmet topper on regular food. Perfect for dogs with allergies! 4 oz. 
freeze dried bag/approximately 1 pound re-hydrated.

Yummy Chummies #869-1 $ 5.50
leerburg.com/869-1.htm

57

Zuke’s Jerky 
Naturals

Beef #1130-1 $ 5.29
Lamb #1130-2 $ 5.29
Salmon #1130-3 $ 5.29

leerburg.com/1130.htm
Jerky Naturals™ are healthy, soft treats for dogs. They contain no wheat, 
corn or soy. Free of Artificial colors, flavors, and by-products. Fortified 
with blueberries, flax seed, carrots, and apples. 6 oz.

Ice Pups

Ice Pups are a unique make-at-home snowy snack for pooches. Simply 
add warm water, freeze in bite-sized portions and serve. Ice Pups are 
refreshing and cooling - great for sunny days and post-hike hydration. 4 oz.

Ice Pups #Icepup $ 7.50
leerburg.com/icepup.htm

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/1869.htm
http://leerburg.com/869-2.htm
http://leerburg.com/1078.htm
http://leerburg.com/869-1.htm
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The Honest Kitchen provides natural & organic pet food products that 
promote nutritional awareness, environmental responsibility, and a 
sustainable community. They aim to create a stir and provoke change 
- in individual animals and the pet industry as a whole. We operate with 
foresight, thoughtfulness, insight and integrity, and will be accountable 
for all that we do.

At The Honest Kitchen, they believe that their selection of fresh 
wholesome, human grade foods are much better than the cooked 
mixture of by-products, fillers and other processed ingredients being 
served to many unfortunate pets, day after day.

They offer four completely gluten-free, grain-free diets for dogs and one 
for cats. All products are guaranteed 100% wheat free.

All grains are certified organic. Meats are hormone, antibiotic free and 
our fruits and vegetables are guaranteed non GMO. Quinoa is certified 
fair-trade.

One cup of dehydrated food will hydrate to make about 1 lb. of 
fresh food. A 10 lb. size holds about 43 dry-cups and makes about 
43 lbs. of fresh food.

Verve. (With Grains) 
Organic Rye, Organic Barley, USDA Beef, 
Organic Oats, Organic Flaxseed, Carrots, 
Alfalfa, Potatoes, Eggs, Spinach, Red and 
Green Bell Peppers, Apples, Chicory, Parsley, 
Cranberries, Peppermint & Rosemary. Verve 
is formulated for Adult Maintenance and is 
well suited to moderately active or senior 
dogs, when fed alone. 

Embark. (Grain Free)
Hormone-free Turkey, Organic Flaxseed, 
Potatoes, Celery, Spinach, Carrots, Coconut, 
Apples, Organic Kelp, Eggs, Sesame Seeds, 
Bananas, Cranberries & Rosemery. Embark 
is a grain-free recipe formulated for All Life 
Stages including pregnancy, lactation & 
growth, as well as Adult Maintnenance in 
more active dogs.

Force. (Grain Free)
Hormone-free Chicken, Organic Flaxseed, 
Potatoes, Celery, Cabbage, Sweet Potatoes, 
Zucchini, Green Beans, Apples, Honey, 
Alfalfa, Organic Kelp, Yogurt, Bananas, 
Papayas, Basil, Garlic & Rosemary. Force is 
formulated for Adult Maintenance and is 
grain-free.

leerburg.com/honestkitchen.htm

Prowl. (Grain Free Cat Food) 
A grain-free diet, made with hormone-free 
chicken, plus eggs, potatoes, yams, flaxseed, 
zucchini, spinach, honey, cranberries and 
rosemary. This recipe has been formulated 
to meet the AAFCO cat food nutrient 
profiles for adult maintenance and can be 
fed as a stand alone diet, or as a nutritionally 
balanced base for home made raw or 
cooked cat food.

4 lb. Embark Resealable Bag #Embark-4R $ 39.00
10 lb.  Embark Resealable Bag #Embark-R $ 77.00

4 lb. Force Resealable Bag #Force-4R $ 39.00
10 lb.  Force Resealable Bag #Force-R $ 76.00

6 oz. Prowl Pouch #Prowl $ 9.00
4 lb. Prowl Resealable Bag #Prowl-4 $ 48.00

4 lb. Verve Resealable Bag #Verve-4R $ 28.00
10 lb.  Verve Resealable Bag #Verve-R $ 52.00

Preference. (Meat Free, Grain Free)
Alfalfa, Sweet Potatoes, Cabbage, Celery, 
Apples, Spinach, Kelp, Coconut, Bananas, 
Zuchini, Honey, Rosemary, Vitamins & 
Minerals. Preference is formulated for dogs 
who are sensitive to more popular meats; 
exotic meats, fish or alternative protein 
sources may be used as required.

4 lb. Preference Resealable Bag #PREF-4R $ 37.00
10 lb.  Preference Resealable Bag #PREF-R $ 67.00

Thrive. (With Grains)
Dehydrated USDA Chicken, Quinoa, Sweet 
Potatoes, Spinach, Parsley, Kelp, Rosemary, 
Vitamins & Minerals. Quinoa is a grain that 
is gluten-free and loaded with protien and 
amino acids. Thrive is formulated for All 
Life Stages including puppies, pregnancy, 
lactation, and seniors.

4 lb. Thrive Resealable Bag #Thrive-4R $ 29.00
10 lb.  Thrive Resealable Bag #Thrive-R $ 58.00

leerburg.com/preference.htm

leerburg.com/thrive.htm

leerburg.com/verve.htmleerburg.com/embark.htm

leerburg.com/force.htm leerburg.com/prowl.htm

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/honestkitchen.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/preference.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/thrive.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/verve.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/embark.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/force.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/prowl.htm
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hEalTh carE

Probiotic 
Powder

240g Probios Probiotic Powder #50 $ 11.00
5 lbs. Probiotic Feed Granules #51 $ 28.00
5 lbs. Probiotic Powder #52 $ 38.00

leerburg.com/50.htm

Health Care Products

Grand Flex 
     99.3% Glucosamine 1.875 lbs. #30 $

 
43.95

Grand Flex 
     99.3% Glucosamine 3.75 lbs. #31 $ 73.95
Grand Flex
     99.3% Glucosamine 10 lbs. #32 $ 178.95
Yucca Intensive
     2 fl. oz. #33 $ 15.00
Kelp Powder
     1 lb. #35 $ 7.00
Alfalfa Powder
     1 lb. #36 $ 7.00
Calm & Relax
     1 fl. oz. #39 $ 15.00
Aller”G” Free
     100 Capsules #40 $ 18.50
Yeast and Fungal Detox
     1 fl. oz. #41 $ 15.00
Super C 2000
     16 oz. #43 $ 32.00
Garlic Daily Aid
     90 Gel Capsules #44 $ 11.50
Mega Pet Daily
     180 Capsules #46 $ 37.50
Herbal Calm
     100 Capsules #48 $ 15.75
Vitamin E
     100 Gel Capsules #53 $ 15.00
MSM
     100 Capsules #54 $ 15.25
DigestZymez
     100 Capsules #55 $ 17.25
Para*Clear
     3 lbs. #56 $ 15.00
Organic Neem Spray
     8 fl. oz. #57 $ 9.75

leerburg.com/healthcare.htm
We at Leerburg® Kennels have changed the way we feed our dogs.  Over 
the past 25 years of breeding and raising dogs I became more and more 
concerned about health issues that I saw in my dogs.  I believe that we 
are what we eat and when I researched the ingredients of commercial dog 
food, I made the decision to feed an all natural diet. By that I mean that 
I only feed human grade ingredients and I fortify meat and vegetables 
with human grade supplements. The results have been dramatic. My 
dogs are healthier, they are more muscular, and have more energy. There 
has been a dramatic improvement in the temperament of the dogs.  
For more information on Health Care Products and Animal 
Diets, please visit our web site at:   leerburg.com/diet.htm

Dogs are exposed to many stresses that can result in lack of appetite, 
diarrhea and other intestinal upsets. These stresses may include: 
transportation, intensive training, boarding, post whelping, and many 
more. Probiotic helps the intestinal tract. 

Liquid 
Salmon Oil

I use this in my own kennel. My dogs love it. I have dogs that will spit a 
gel cap out. These same dogs love this salmon oil. It’s an excellent all-
natural source of OMEGA-3 and OMEGA-6 fatty acids. It’s easier than 
capsules for a puppy to swallow. 32 fl. oz.

Liquid Salmon Oil #47-32 $ 30.00
leerburg.com/47.htm

Syn-Flex® 
Glucosamine

Complex

Effectively helps reduce the symptoms associated with arthritis, hip 
dysplasia, and articular joint pain. Aids in rejuvenation of joint health 
and stimulates the production of synovial fluid. Helps to rebuild and 
rehabilitates damaged cartilage and reduces relevant future deterioration 
of cartilage. Reduces inflammation. Improves mobility. 8 fl. oz.

Syn-Flex Glucosamine Complex #49 $ 25.00
leerburg.com/49.htm

Beef Flavored Syn-Flex Glucosamine #49-B $ 25.00
leerburg.com/49-b.htm

Syn-Flex® 
Glucosamine

Complex
Beef Flavored

Provides all of the same features as the regular Syn-Flex® Glucosamine 
Complex but with a few ingredient changes. The beef flavored 
glucosamine contains no Vitamin C, but has an extra 250 ml of 
glucosamine and the beef flavoring. 8 fl. oz.

www.leerburg.com
http://leerburg.com/healthcare.htm
http://www.leerburg.com/diet.htm
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The Nature of Animal Healing
By Martin Goldstein, D.V.M.

#941  $16.00
leerburg.com/941.htm

For two decades, Dr. Martin Goldstein, one of 
Americas’s most successful, renowned, holistic 
veterinarians has healed animal patients. The results 
have been so astounding that today critically sick 
pets are brought to him from across the country 
for a new chance at life and health. He explains 
exactly what holistic medicine is and how it works. 
Paperback, 361 pages.

Grow Your Pups with Bones
By Dr. Ian Billinghurst

#943  $38.00
leerburg.com/943.htm

“Grow Your Pups with Bones” is the second book 
in the series. It is firstly, to show the dog owning 
fraternity how easy it is to produce healthy pups 
without the losses, headaches and heartaches so 
many breeders experience, and secondly, how 
easy it is to grow those pups into healthy adults 
with a sound skeletal system. The second part of 
the book is about feeding for breeding. Paperback, 
403 pages.

The Barf Diet
By Dr. Ian Billinghurst

#949  $21.00
leerburg.com/949.htm

“The BARF Diet” is the third book in a series dealing 
with feeding pets their healthy evolutionary diet. It 
is the first book in the series that deals with feeding 
both cats and dogs. It contains important back-
ground material from his first two books, together 
with new information. Paperback, 109 pages. 

Give Your Dog a Bone
By Dr. Ian Billinghurst

#950  $32.00
leerburg.com/950.htm

“Give Your Dog a Bone,” is the first book in a se-
ries dealing with feeding companion animals for 
maximum health. This book deals exclusively with 
feeding dogs. These books have been inspired by 
the continued observation that dogs and cats, fed 
their natural whole food diet are far healthier than 
when fed cooked and processed foods. Paperback, 
319 pages.

Natural Nutrition for 
Dogs and Cats

By Kymythy R. Schultze

#935  $9.00
leerburg.com/935.htm

This is the best damn book on nutrition I have 
found!!! It’s our bible here at Leerburg®. It shows 
how a species appropriate diet of raw natural foods 
can lead to an enhanced quality of life for your pet. 
This book is a must read for anyone interested in an 
all natural diet. Paperback, 135 pages.

Raw Meaty Bones
By Tom Lonsdale

#969  $29.95
leerburg.com/969.htm

Tom Lonsdale admits he was slow to recognise 
problems associated with feeding canned and 
dry pet foods. As a 1972 graduate of the Royal Vet-
erinary College, London, he followed conventional 
teaching but by the late 1980s a series of “wake up 
calls” alerted him to the dangers. Together with a 
small group of veterinarians, the Raw Meaty Bone 
Lobby, he set out to research the facts. Paperback, 
389 pages.

Common Sense Solutions to 
House Training Problems
A Leerburg Electronic Book - eBook

165 Pages By Ed Frawley

#3100E  $12.00
leerburg.com/housetrainingebook.htm

One of the most common reasons that people give up 
their pets are house training problems. There are so 
many ‘old wives tails’ out there that are nothing but 
the wrong ways to house train a dog. I have owned, 
bred over 350 litters of German Shepherds, and have 
trained many dogs. This translates into a lot of ex-
perience in house training. If you need a game plan 
for how to approach and solve you house training 
problems you need this information. eBook, 165 pages.
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Raw Dog Food
Make It Easy For You And Your Dog!

By Carina Beth MacDonald

#970  $12.95
leerburg.com/970.htm

Raw feeding is the hottest topic in dog care today. 
You may have heard about the “BARF” diet-Biologi-
cally Appropriate Raw Foods. Learn why and how 
to feed your dog this new (but really OLD) diet. This 
book explains in simple, friendly and understand-
able terms the logic behind this approach. The 
author shows how feeding your dog a raw diet can 
be economical and easy for you, and healthy for 
your dog. Paperback, 86 pages.

eBook
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Natural Health for 
Dogs & Cats

By Richard H. Pitcairn, D.V.M. 
& Susan Hubble Pitcairn

#936  $18.95
leerburg.com/936.htm

In the third, revised edition of this groundbreaking 
text on holistic dog and cat care, Dr. Richard Pitcairn 
once again outlines his program for helping pets 
obtain complete wellness, from their puppyhood 
and kittenhood throughout old age.  Paperback, 
466 pages.

Shock to the System
A sequel to “What Vets Don’t Tell You 

About Vaccines”
By Catherine O’Driscoll

#965  $21.95
leerburg.com/965.htm

Following on from her best-selling book, “What Vets 
Don’t Tell You About Vaccines,” Catherine O’Driscoll 
joins pieces of the puzzle together to explain why 
some animals cannot cope with the lives we ask 
them to lead. Genetics, diet, vaccines, environmen-
tal factors and stress all play their part. The question 
is, how do you make sure your pet will be with you 
into old age? Paperback, 261 pages.

Field Guide to Dog First Aid
“Emergency Care for the 

Outdoor Dog”
By Randy Acker, D.V.M

#960  $15.00
leerburg.com/960.htm

If you have a working dog, you need this pocket 
sized book. It details some of the more common 
outdoor accidents that can befall your dog. It covers 
gun shots, shock, snake bites, lacerations, broken 
bones, and toe nails. Paperback, 91 pages.

Homeopathic Care
for Cats and Dogs

Small Doses for Small Animals
By Don Hamilton, DVM

#976  $25.00
leerburg.com/976.htm

In this book, the author carefully and clearly lays 
down the essential knowledge needed to use 
homeopathy successfully. It is a tribute to the grow-
ing and dedicated group of veterinarians that are 
willing to look at new ways to heal disease, that 
they are aware of the limitations of conventional 
medicine and are unwilling to accept them . Paper-
back, 482 pages. 

Vaccine Guide or Dogs & Cats
By Catherine J.M. Diodati, MA

#977  $13.95
leerburg.com/977.htm

Veterinary vaccines are given to prevent disease, 
yet studies show that they are often debilitating 
and fatal. They have been linked to autoimmune 
and neurological disorders, including cancer, 
diabetes, arthritis, tumors, seizures, allergies, di-
gestive problems, organ failure, and many other 
serious ailments. Read this before you vaccinate.  
Paperback, 127 pages.

Ruff Love
By Susan Garrett

#967  $14.95
leerburg.com/967.htm

Owners of aggressive dogs and dogs that need be-
havior modification will benefit from the Ruff Love 
program. However, Ruff Love is not designed just 
for troubled dogs. It will also benefit owners bring-
ing home a new puppy or a rescue dog, handlers 
of performance-sport dogs, and anyone who feels 
that their relationship with their dog is not as good 
as it could be. Paperback, 95 pages.

Canine Massage & Stretching
A Dog Owner’s Manual

By Kerstin Haase and Jorn Oleby

#974  $20.00
leerburg.com/974.htm

In this colorful book you will learn the basics of 
dog massage and stretching in a simple step by 
step manual. As a dog owner you can massage and 
stretch your dog’s muscles regularly. This enables 
your dog to maintain good health longer through 
life. The risk of injury is substantially reduced and 
you may be able to detect changes in your dog’s 
health before they can be seen. Paperback, 95 
pages.

The Allergy Solution for Dogs
By Shawn Messonnier, D.V.M.

#971  $14.95
leerburg.com/971.htm

When your dog is constantly scratching and uncomfort-
able, you need answers. If the problem is allergies, The 
Allergy Solution for Dogs can help you provide the best 
care possible for your beloved companion. Holistic 
veterinarian Dr. Shawn Messonnier focuses on the pros 
and cons of natural and conventional treatments. In-
side, you’ll discover: the benefits of nutritional supple-
ments, how to reduce or eliminate the use of steroids 
and antihistamines, the benefits of herbal therapy and 
acupuncture, diet and nutrition tips for dogs of all ages, 
and more.  Paperback, 207.
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Applied Dog Behavior and 
Training Vol. 1
By Steve Lindsay

#952  $84.99
leerburg.com/952.htm

Twenty-five years of study and experience went 
into the making of this one-of-a-kind reference. 
Veterinarians, animal scientists, dog owners, train-
ers, consultants, and counselors will find this book 
a benchmark reference and handbook concerning 
positive humane management and control of dogs. 
Hardcover, 410 pages.

Schutzhund Obedience 
Training in Drive

with Gottfried Dildei 
By Sheila Booth

#925  $28.00
leerburg.com/925.htm

Gottfried is a native German, who is a Schutzhund judge and 
coach. He has coached a number of excellent dog trainers that 
have gone on to become the American and German National 
Schutzhund champions. The methods used in this book are all 
motivational training concepts. You will learn to build drive and 
then use it to do the exercise. There are chapters on each of the 
exercises in Schutzhund. While the methods are not the fastest 
way to train a dog, they are certainly methods that are the most 
fun for the dog and handler. Paperback, 287 pages.

Applied Dog Behavior and 
Training Vol. 2
By Steve Lindsay

#952A  $64.99
leerburg.com/952a.htm

This volume is the definitive reference for dog 
trainers, behaviorists, breeders, and veterinarians. 
Coupled with Volume One, this text provides theo-
retical and practical framework for understanding 
the development and treatment of dog behavior 
problems. Topics covered in depth include: Fear, 
Anxiety, and Phobias; Separation-related Problems; 
Hyperactivity Dominance, Territorial, and Fear Re-
lated Aggression. Hardcover, 328 pages.

Der Schutzhund 
The Protection Dog

By Helmut Raiser

#910  $21.00
leerburg.com/910.htm

Helmut Raiser deals with the training of working 
dogs in protection work in this well illustrated 
book. He gives equal consideration to the duties 
of handler, dog, and helper. Brief, but informative 
captioned picture sequences clearly demonstrates 
how handler, dog, and helper,  work together in the 
different exercises. Translation by Armin Winkler. 
Paperback, 88 pages.

Applied Dog Behavior and 
Training Vol. 3
By Steve Lindsay

#952B  $99.99
leerburg.com/952b.htm

In Volume 3, various themes introduced in Volumes 
1 and 2 are expanded upon, especially causally sig-
nificant social, biological, and behavioral influences 
that impact on the etiology of behavior problems 
and their treatment. Many of the training concepts, 
procedures, and protocols described have not been 
previously published, making this book a unique 
contribution to dog behavior and training literature. 
Hardcover, 795 pages.

Cesar’s Way
The Natural, Everyday Guide to 

Understanding & Correcting 
Dog Problems

By Cesar Millan 
with Melissa Jo Peltier

#975  $24.95
leerburg.com/975.htm

Cesar Millan, nationally recognized dog expert and 
star of the hit show Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan, 
helps you see the world through the eyes of your 
dog so you can finally eliminate problem behaviors.
Hardcover, 300 pages.

Animals in Translation
By Temple Grandin and 

Catherine Johnson

#963  $25.00
leerburg.com/963.htm

Temple’s professional training as an animal scientist 
and her history as a person with autism have given 
her a perspective like that of no other expert in 
the field. Standing at the intersection of autism 
and animals, she offers unparalleled observations 
and ground breaking ideas about both. Hardcover, 
356 pages.
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The Canine Good Citizen
Every Dog Can Be One

By Jack & Wendy Volhard

#978  $14.95
leerburg.com/978.htm

Teach your dog how to be a Canine Good Citizen. 
This book  has some basic dog training theory, 
including what not to do, as well as a simple intro-
ductory training exercise. Covers everything from 
commands, out for a walk, coming when called, 
training with distractions, and helpful hints on pass-
ing a performance test. Paperback, 158 pages.
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Training Dogs 
A Manual

By Colonel Konrad Most

#955  $18.00
leerburg.com/955.htm

Today’s dog trainer can trace the roots of modern 
training to Training Dogs by Colonel Konard Most. 
Written in Germany in 1910, Training Dogs influ-
enced how both dogs and trainers were taught in 
Europe and the United States for the next 50 years! 
You should read about this book on my web site.  
Paperback, 204 pages.
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Police Dog Tactics
By Sandy Bryson

#926  $48.00
leerburg.com/926.htm

After a century of service, American police dog teams have 
developed efficient, reliable tactics for detection and ap-
prehension. It is important to publish these techniques in 
order to share what we have learned, with new K9 officers 
and administrators. The police dog is a tactical tool.  Unlike 
hardware however, the police dog is alive and has a brain. 
On the street, K9  intelligence gives the officer a tactical 
advantage, but also a major technical challenge.    The 
teamwork must be there; the timing, the technique, and 
the strong drive.  Hardcover, 457 pages.

K9 Explosive Detection
A Manual for Trainers

By Ron Mistafa

#932  $30.00
leerburg.com/932.htm

This book is aimed at detector dog trainers looking 
for alternative training ideas for their departmental 
training standards. The author examines some of 
the major training systems in use by police depart-
ments all over the country. He does a nice job on 
problem solving. Hardcover, 189 pages.

K9 Search and Rescue
By Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak

#956  $33.00
leerburg.com/956.htm

Doctors Resi Gerritsen and Ruud Haak have devel-
oped an exceptional method of training search and 
rescue dogs, which they have successfully used for 
all type of search operations: wilderness searches, 
disaster searches, and avalanche searches. You can 
read the table of contents on my web site. Hard-
cover, 176 pages. 

K9 Suspect 
Discrimination
By Addee Schoon

#958  $35.00
leerburg.com/958.htm

Addee Schoon has a PHD in scent identification in Hol-
land. This book provides detailed training methods and 
working methodologies for handlers who want to train 
their dogs in this important work, as well as procedures 
for gathering scent evidence from the scene of the 
crime. A detailed history shows how methods have 
developed over the years, and why some procedures 
were no longer acceptable and needed to be changed. 
Hardcover,167 pages. 

Quick Clicks
By Mandy Book and Cheryl S. Smith

#980  $19.95
leerburg.com/980.htm

Whether you are just learning how to clicker train or 
you are looking for some new tricks, this book is for 
you! Quick Clicks features step-by-step instructions, 
tips, and suggestions that make clicker training easy 
and fun. Including over fifty clicker tricks broken 
down by session, clicker training is taken to a new 
level. Recommended by Ed and Cindy themseslves, 
this book is a must have for your dog training col-
lection. Paperback, 261 pages. 

Getting Started:
Clicker Training for Dogs

By Karen Pryor

#979  $16.95
leerburg.com/979.htm

Clicker training is sweeping the world of dog ownership. 
With this book, you can learn the principles of this all-
positive method of training to deepen your bond with 
your dog. Find out why every interaction is a training 
opportunity., why mistakes are best ignored, why punish-
ment doesn’t work, and why your dow will understand the 
language of ‘click’ better than anything else. The step-by-
step photographs in this book make clicker training fun 
and easy. Paperback, 100 pages.

The Everything Dog Training 
and Tricks Book

By Gerilyn J. Beilakeiwicz

#982  $14.95
leerburg.com/982.htm

In The Everything Dog Training and Tricks Book, you will 
learn how to solve behavior issues and how to teach 
your dog to perform amazing feats. Featuring helpful 
photos, facts, and questions. This book is great for both 
dogs starting trick or experts! Teach cool tricks like: 
getting the phone, wave, high five, put in the trash, 
and ring a bell. Paperback, 286 pages. 
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Death’s Acre
By Dr. Bill Bass and Jon Jefferson

#959  $14.00
leerburg.com/959.htm

In this memoir, Bass, a premier forensic anthropologist, 
recounts how a life spent studying dead bodies led to 
the creation of “The Anthropology Research Facility” 
(aka the Body Farm), a plot of land near the University 
of Tennessee Medical Center where Bass and his col-
leagues monitor the decomposition of human corpses 
in various environments. Bass, writing with journalist 
Jefferson, proves to be a witty storyteller with a wel-
come sense of humor. Those who do pick it up might 
just be pleasantly surprised by how Bass brings death 
to life. Paperback, 304 pages. 

In Focus
Developing a Working Relationship 

with Your Performance Dog
By Deborah Jones, Ph.D. & Judy Keller

#968  $14.95
leerburg.com/968.htm

Many dogs can meet the physical demands required 
for agility but have difficulty with the mental aspects of 
the game. In this book, animal behaviorist and clicker 
expert Deborah Jones, Ph.D. and former AKC/USA 
World Team member Judy Keller join forces to show 
you how to use the FOCUS program to develop or 
repair that underlying working relationship you need 
to succeed in agility or any performance dog sport. 
Paperback, 102 pages. 

Purely Positive Training
Companion to Competition

By Sheila Booth

#928  $30.00
leerburg.com/928.htm

NO FORCE, JUST FUN. How to raise a puppy positive-
ly. How to build a positive relationship. How to train 
using positive reinforcement.Sheila Booth reminds 
us that our dogs are thinking, feeling creatures. Our 
dogs deserve the best that we can give them. She 
shows how to train your dog using its individual-
ity and drive. She correctly asserts that our steps 
toward competition must never compromise the 
spirt of our dogs. Paperback, 352 pages.

Tracking Dogs for Finding 
Wounded Deer

(2nd Edition)
By John Jeanneney

#964  $29.95
leerburg.com/964.htm

In Tracking Dogs for Finding Wounded Deer, John Jean-
neney takes a practical look at all the elements of using 
dogs to find wounded deer. Beginning with an explana-
tion of basic tracking techniques, the book proceeds 
into the finer details of suitable dog breeds, selecting 
individual puppies, basic and advanced training, finishing 
with chapters on regional tracking traditions and tracking 
competitions. Paperback, 350 pages.

Tracking From The 
Beginning

By Gary Patterson

#924  $23.00
leerburg.com/924.htm

This is the best tracking book published on sport 
tracking. If you are interested in training Schutz-
hund dogs or AKC tracking dogs, this is a must. It 
covers the basic scent work better than any book 
I have seen written on the subject. Paperback, 182 
pages.      

The Pit Bull Placebo
By Karen Delise

#983  $24.95
leerburg.com/983.htm

Based on 15 years of research and interviews, The 
Pit Bull Placebo focuses on the perceptions of dog 
aggression and the results that follow. This book 
explains how the media has created a reputation 
for Pit Bulls, German, Shepherds, Bloodhounds, 
Dobermans, and other well-known dogs. Written 
by the same author of Fatal Dog Attacks: The Stories 
Beyond the Statistics. The Pit Bull Placebo features 
common misconceptions about different breeds of 
dogs and explains causes for different dog attacks. 
210 pages.
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Fatal Dog Attacks
By Karen Delise

#954  $20.00
leerburg.com/954.htm

If you own an aggressive dog, you need to read this 
book. It will not take you long to learn that most 
attacks are preventable. This book is by far the 
most complete study to date. It documents specific 
events and circumstances that contributed to each 
lethal incident in the United States. Every case has 
been carefully investigated and analyzed in order to 
understand and prevent these types of tragic events 
from occurring in the future. Paperback, 117.
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Training The Behavior
By Gary Patterson

#973  $27.95
leerburg.com/973.htm

This book is about developing and training a work-
ing dog by starting and working outward from the 
dog’s mind. Where traditional training for sport and 
service dogs has centered on making the dog enter 
the trainer’s world of thinking, this book reverses the 
process by examining how the trainer can take the 
dog’s view of its world and mold it into a positive 
and confident relationship with the handler. Paper-
back, 410 pages. 
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Podcasts can be listened to on a computer 
or you can download them and listen to 
them on an MP3 player. With time, almost 
all of our training articles will be available 
as podcasts. This is going to allow people to 
listen to training information wherever and 
whenever they want to.

Podcasts
leerburg.com/dogtrainingpodcasts.htm

eBooks
leerburg.com/dogtrainingebooks.htm

Web Discussion Board
“over 10,000 members”

leerburg.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php

300 Dog Training Articles
leerburg.com/articles.htm

Now you can listen to dog training podcasts, read an eBook on dog training, page through dog training articles, or interact with other dog 
trainers on our web discussion board. With so much information, you will have hours and hours of informative browsing. 

Leerburg has begun to offer eBooks to 
help people train their dogs. Most of 
these eBooks will be free, others will be 
sold. Check our website periodically to 
see any further additions to our collection. 
These are a great source of training 
information!

@ leerburg.com

The  Leerburg website features over 
10,000 pages of dog training information 
on various dog training topics. From 
basic dog obedience to dog aggression 
problems, Leerburg® has a wide variety 
of dog training reading material.

The Leerburg Web Board is an archive of over 147,000 posts. 
It features over 15,000 different topics to chose from. It is not 
uncommon to have 100-200 people on the web board at the same 
time.  You do not have to be a registered member to view the posts.

Search and Rescue Dogs
Training the K-9 Hero

By The American Rescue 
Dog Association

#981  $16.99
leerburg.com/981.htm

This book is compsed by the American Rescue Asso-
ciation (ARDA), which is the nation’s oldest airscent-
ing search and rescue organization. The ARDA’s 
standards and training methods have served as the 
model for  dog units around the nation. It is educa-
tional for both beginners and advanced search and 
rescue teams, or individuals just interested in search 
and rescue. With how-to diagrams and photos from 
various disasters and searches, this book is a must 
have! Paperback, 275 pages. 

Rainbow Bridge Poster
Beloved Passing of Pet Poem

10” x 12 1/2” 

#5C  $6.00
leerburg.com/5c.htm

When I have a friend who loses their dog I always 
give them a copy of this poem. Part of it reads: 
There is a bridge connecting Heaven and Earth. It 
is called the Rainbow Bridge because of the many 
colors. Just this side of the Rainbow Bridge there 
is a land of meadows, hills, and valleys with lush 
green grass. When a beloved pet dies, the pet 
goes to this place. There is always food and warm 
spring weather.

The Malinois
By Jan Kaldenbach

#931  $24.00
leerburg.com/931.htm

The Malinois is becoming increasingly more 
popular as a police dog, sport dog, and personal 
protection dog. This book is written by a retired  
Dutch police dog handler. I would like to see more 
detail in a book, but if this is your breed, then this is 
the only book in print on the breed. The book also 
offers a general overview of the KNPV in Holland. 
Paperback, 93 pages.

Training the 
Disaster Search Dog

By Shirley M. Hammond

#966  $29.95
leerburg.com/966.htm

Author Shirley Hammond is known world-wide 
for her expertise in training DSD teams. She has 
dedicated years of her life to developing the using 
the training techniques she details in this book. 
Shirley has been a key member of the FEMA Task 
Force and has helped develop standards and test-
ing techniques for DSD work both nationally and 
internationally. Paperback, 186 pages. Poster
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leerburg.comINTERNET

Order Now 24 Hours a Day / 7 Days a Week
Our website features all of our products. You may purchase any of our 

PHONE

SHIPPING

INFORMATION

MAIL

Louis Rosenburg - FL A THIEF!!!
Natlie Rezall - ONT. Canada A THIEF!!!
Jamie de Souza A THIEF!!!
Thomas Lovick $152.00
Charles Suddreth $161.50
Derrick Chestnut A CRIMINAL
James Barnes - AL $47.00
Bryan Griffith - ID $204.00
Christopher Rodriguez $112.00
Stanley Davis $555.00
Bart Epright $56.00
Levander Lawson - MI Didn’t pay COD
Teresa Richards - Cassville, MO Copying DVDs

We ship orders by Priority Mail and UPS. If your 
address is a P.O. Box, the order goes Priority Mail. 
Second day and Overnight orders that are phoned in 
before 12:30PM CT are shipped that day. We can only 
ship Overnight and Second Day in the United States.    

$ 0 - $ 50.00 $ 9.50
$ 50.01 - $ 100.00 $ 10.50
$ 100.01 - $ 150.00 $ 11.50
$ 150.01 - $ 200.00 $ 12.00
$ 200.01 - $ 300.00 $ 13.00
$ 300.01 - $ 375.00 $ 14.00
$ 375.01 - $ Over $ 18.00

UPS Ground Shipping Rates

For Priority Mail, Second Day, Overnight 
and International shipping rates: Call our 
office at 715.235.6502.

Name

* Credit Card Orders Can Not Be Processed Until Billing Address is Verified 

BILLING ADDRESS:
(Please enter your billing information as it appears 
on your credit card statement or banking information)

SHIP TO:
(If different from BILLING ADDRESS)

*Checks or Money Orders May Be Deposited Before Order is Processed

Leerburg Video Productions
P.O. Box 218

Menomonie, WI 54751

*Prices are subject to change.       *Colors may vary from actual photos.

products online by clicking on the product’s BUY NOW button. Ordering 
from us online is simple and easy. 

When purchasing any product from Leerburg 
Enterprises, Inc. it is understood that any and 
all products sold by Leerburg Enterprises, Inc. 
are sold in Dunn County Wisconsin, USA. Any 
and all legal action taken against Leerburg 
Enterprises, Inc. concerning the purchase 
or use of these products must take place 
in Dunn County, Wisconsin. If customers do 
not agree with this policy they should not 
purchase Leerburg Ent. Inc. products.

Dog Training is never without risk of injury. 
Do not use any of the products sold by 
Leerburg Enterprises, Inc. without consulting 
a local professional. The training methods 
shown in the Leerburg Ent. Inc. DVDs are 
meant to be used with a local instructor or 
trainer. Leerburg Enterprises, Inc. cannot be 
held responsible for accidents or injuries to 
humans and/or animals.

Our DVDs are DVD-Rs are Region Free
We guarantee that our videos will arrive 
in good condition. If they are damaged 
or if the duplication is poor, we will gladly 
replace the video with a new copy of 
the video within 3 months of the date of 
purchase.

Because of the nature of the video business, 
we do not refund money or substitue a 
different video for a returned video. 

Overseas Customers
All Leerburg® DVDs are Region Free and are 
in the NTSC format. If you are outside of 
the United States, check your DVD player 
manual to see if it can play NTSC DVDs. 
(Most new European players can.)

People Who We Will Not Do Business With
The following people or dog clubs have been 
investigated for copying my videos:
-Brenda Hall
-Tim Goodwin
-James Johnston
-Ron & Pam Skinner
-Ben Blondet & his SchH Club
-Natlie Rezall

BAD CHECKS
Every one of the people listed on the right 
have been contacted at least 4 times and 
given the chance to take care of their NSF 
checks. They were all told that their names 
would be listed in this book if they did not 
pay. In my opinion these people are nothing 
but thieves, criminals, and BUMS!!!

www.leerburg.com
http://www.leerburg.com
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Basic Dog 
Obedience
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This DVD will teach you everything you 
need to know to teach your dog basic dog 
obedience. Your dog will learn to sit, down, 
come and more! This is our best selling DVD! 
This DVD applies to all breeds. 

Dealing with Dominant
& Aggressive Dogs
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This may be the most important training 
DVD we have ever produced. More dogs 
are euthanized every year because of 
dominance and aggression issues than 
any other reason. Not all of these dogs are 
salvagable, but the majority of the problems 
can be controlled and the dogs saved. 

This video shows the foundation of grip 
work. No other instructor breaks grip training 
down to this level and makes it so easy for 
new trainers to understand. The great part of 
this foundation training is that all of this work 
can be done without a helper. This is the 
basis of obedience and protection training.

Until now there has never been a well done 
training video that teaches pet owners the 
concepts of how to train with an electric 
collar. When used properly, remote collars 
are one of the most humane training tools. 
This DVD is not specific to one brand of 
collar and applies to any shock collar. 

There is a big difference between how one 
should raise a working puppy and how pet 
owners raise their pets. Working puppies are 
expected to look at their world with more 
self confidence. This is not a bite training 
video. It is a video teaching people how we 
raise our personal pups here at Leerburg.

Building 
Drive & Focus
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Remote Collar Training
for Pet Owners
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How to Raise a 
Working Puppy
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4 Hr.

DVD

1 Hr. 15 Min.

DVD

3 Hr. 30 Min.

DVD

2 Hr. 45 Min.

DVD
2 Hr.

DVD

This video has been one of our most popular 
training videos for new puppy owners. Over 
the years Ed has been asked just about every 
question a new puppy owner can think to 
ask, from potty training to crate training 
and more.

Your Puppy 8 Weeks
to 8 Months
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3 Hr. 18 Min.

DVD


